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Oo/2 1/!!3 HOUSE
S I GN E D SY OFF I CElllS ANO Pll ES B H E O TO GOV E.II.NO ii. -HJ 0 0 1 0 5
0 7/00/&3
V ETOED IY GDVUNOI'.
07/1 2/83 HOUSE VETO H E SS Ao E 111.ECE I V ED IN SPEC I A L S E SS I ON C -H J 00 0 20
� E NE. II. AL & IL L
�8PFESS IONAI
OEf'T . £. ADDS
CONT INUED ON

&Y L I P PM AN
1 .S.I M I LAR S 0031 )
!FIil# UIQN : Jl EN Al'I E S A D I V I S ION ii &04111.D IN P11.0FE 5S I ON U 11. E G .
ACUf'UNCTUl'.I::. S OA RD ; CHANGES P'AOCEDUl'.ES FUA O l S (JU A L I F I C A T I ON
NEXT f'AGE

SPE C I AL SESSION "ft•

FL□lt l OA LEG ISLATUAE - SPECIAL SESS ION ... - 191.3

FL OIU DA UG IS L AT UI U - SPK U L SESS ION · • - 19 13
07/22./1 3

10: 51

Hl S TOlt.Y O F HOUS E e I LLS

PA G E

5

OF AGtNCY PEltSONNE L ; Plt.OVl CM:: � I NI T I A L L I CE NSE FEES F Qft Plt.Of E S S lOkAL
L I CENSES ; AUTHOlt. l Z E S L I M l f EO lllELEASE OF C ElllTAIN EX AM I NFCRMA T J ON 1 ETC .
AM EHOS F . s .
tF F tC T I V E: DAT E: 1 0/0 1 / 1 3 .
06,/1 5/13 H OUSE
NOTE : SIM JL.O TO H6 13 1 1 t. se oee R EGULAR S E S S I ON ;
F l L EO ; I N Tl'. OO UC T I ON ALLOWED ; I N Tl'. OO UC E D , l'.H Elt.lt.EO TO
lllEGULA TOll Y lllf FOltM , F I NANC E I. TAXA T I ON , APPlt.OP lt. I A T l � S
-HJ 000 14 ; C». C OMMI TTEE AGENDA- lll EGULATOl'.Y R E F Oll M , 3 14
HO e , 3 : oo " " · Ob/1 5/13 ; COMM. lt.EPORT: FAVOR Ae LE eY
lll E GU L ATUlll Y lll t F OftH -HJ 00020 ; NOW I N F I NANCE I. T AX A T I O N
Ob/ 1 0/ 13 HOU SE W I THDlt.Awt F lll O "' F I N A NC E , TA XA T I CW -11.J 00030 ; NOW I N
APl'ltO l' I HAT1 0N S ; WJ T l1011lA WN FIii.OM APl"lto, 1t. I AT IONS
-HJ 0 00,j() O PLA C ED ON CA L E NOAllt ; 11.E AD S ECOND TI ,,.E ; lllEAO
THllllD TINE:. P ASSE D ; YEAS 102 NAYS
12 -HJ 00001
00/1 6/83 SENATE
I N MES.SM.ES
0./2 4t/8 3 SE N A T E
I NTlt.UDUCT lON ALLQ'oj f 0 t P. EC E I VE O , lt. E FEP.lt.EO TO t CDMJ M IC ,
COMMUN I TY AND CONSU MElt. .t.FFAUl S ; W I Tt-l) IU.lllt,I FROM
ECONOM I C , COM MUN I T Y .t.NO C ONSUME"- AFF.t.Ilt.S; AMENDMENTS
6
AOCP T EO -SJ 00091 ; PASSED AS AMEND ED; YE.t.S
32 NAYS
-SJ 00210
06/24t/13 HOU SE
I N MESSAG ES ; CONCUlt.lt.ED; P ASSE D AS AME NDED i YE A S 1 0 6
NAYS
4 -+U 0020 11 ;; OII.O EIII.ED ENGROSSED , THEN ENIII.OLLED
06/21/13 HOUSE S I GNED
OFF lCElt.S AND PIII.ESENTED TO ,DVE"- NOIII.
APPlt.OVt:O IY GOVEIII.NOlll CHA,-TE:lt. NCI. 13-329
Ol/ 1 2/13

av

H 0 0 19 GENE It.A L & I L L r,y MI LLS , eM_.., r. c . , c ..u ,e NTElt. , "'-UTUN , L l 8 1:lt. T I , MAIII.TI N ,
PATC HE TT
l � I M I L AIII. H 0021, ENG/H 00�7, S 003 2 1
WA.If. II. lt.ESCJIIICES. : EXP.t.NOS DUT I E S Of O . E . lt. . W I TH lllES,-El.T TO CO LUCTI NG I'.
MUNI T OIII. I Nb 0.t.U 111.E WA. U lt. lt.ESOUI\CES i Plt.OV I OES F Olll T ESTI NC. OF
l'. E S T lt. I CT ED--U S E. P ES T IC I D E S ; P III.OVI DES DUT I E S OF .t.GR I CULTUlt.E I'. CONSUM E lt.
SEIII.V I C E S DE P T . t O . E . lt. . , E TC • .6.N EN D S C liS . 20 1, 2 1 5 , 3 7 3 , 3 70 , 31 1 , 403 ,
4-9 7 , 5 0 1 , 768 .
lFFfC T I V E !». T l ; 07/0 1/83.
06/1 5/83 HOU SE NOTE : S l" ILAlll TO HI 1 1 2 9 111.EGULA lt. SESS ION; F I L E D
06/24/U HOUSl
I N Tlt.OOUCT ION OE fHlt. EO, lt. E FElt. T O HI 4 7 - 8 I CH . 13-3 1 0 1
H 0020 GE NE lt.AL & I L L I Y L I IEft T I
liAl"·H 4 WIIE tHS.fllOTHW = PIII.OVIDES LEG I SLA T I VE I NTEN T; C RE ATES
•coA�TAL IAllllt. l Elt.S l'lt.OTECTI CN ACT OF 1913 • ; PIII.OVI DE S l'.EQUilt.E,,. E N T S FOIII.
CONS Tlt.UC T ION ON ANY COASTAL IU.111. IElt. COMM ENCED S U8S EQl.£NT T D 12/3 1/ 8 3 ;
l'lt.DV IDES F O III. MAP l' I NG " DES I,NA T I CW O F UNDEVELOPED COAS TAL IARIII. I Elt.S , ETC .
CIII.E:A T E S l•l . 5 £- . 59 .
H F EC. TI V E DA T E ! 07/0 1/13 0
06/1 5/13 HOUSC NOTE : I DE NT I C AL TO H!I 1 3 1 1 l'.EGU LA lt. .S.E S S IO N , F I L ED
CM,/Z't/83 HOU SE
IN Tlt.ODUCl lON DE FE:RklO
H 0021 GENElllAL IILL 8Y L I &Elt T I
I SI MI LAlt H 0022 ,
5,JAJF t JtFGIPrdl r1.,.rtw1n. , GRA NTS CE it.TUN POWElt. S /USPDNS l !! I L IT I E S H
ST ATE , kEGI DNAl. PLANNING TD GDV E.lt.NQ 1t. • s O F F I CE ; l'ft.DV IDH F IJIII. PlllEPA lt. AT I ON
Of S TATC COMPl'.EHl:.NSI V E PLAN '- Plt.OV I D E S CEit.TUN CCtHENT THElllEOF ; r,tOVIOES
111.E ST lt. I C T I ON S UPON CAP I TAL W TLAY lt..ECOMMENOU IONS T O LEGI SLATUlt. E , E T C.
.6.N t:N D S F . S.
EFF EC TIVE OAT E t 07/(1 1 /1 3 .
Ob/1 5/13 HOU SE
F I LE D ; IN TllODUCTION lt.EFUS E O -HJ 00014
H 0022 GENElt..AL e I LL eY U I E:111. T I
I SI M I LAlll H 002 1 1
$J&Jf t JtFGIP&L Pl ♦NNJNG: INCIII.EASES MEM8 EIII. SHI I' OF A [J'I J N I � TIII.AT IYE
'""-OC.EDUl'.ES C O MM I TTEE: ' HQ UI R ES COMM ITTEE TO R E V I E W STATI:: cuM, 111.EHEN SI VI::
PLAN , I. CHANGES THElt..E I N , I. TO MAKE 1'. ECOMME:ND ATI ONS TO LH:, l SLA T Ult. E 1 ETC .
AHcN OS CHS. l l , 23 1 1 60 ; lll l::r t A L S
23 . 0 1 1 5 , .012, .012.5 , . 0 l't , .U l. , . 0 1•1 , . 0 1 1 , lb0 .003 ( • ) - EFFE C T I V E DAT E :
07/0 1/13 .
06/ 15/113 HOU SI:: NOTE : !.IM IL Alt. TO H!I 133 1 , SI %3 llEGUL.t.lt S ES S I ON ;
F I LE D ; lflllt.OD UC T I ON ALL OWE D ; I N Tll OOUC. E O , lt.E FElll. lt.ED TO
SELECT COMM I TTEE ON Gl'.O N T H MANAGE MENT , Al' Plll Df' lt l AT I ON S
-HJ 000 1.5 ; ON COMM I TTEE A GEND.t.-- GlllOMTH MANAG EMEN T ; 'i- 1 3
A ,,. , U6/l6/1 3
06/l./13 HOUSE
W I THOIII.Awt Flt.OH SELECT COMM I TTEE ON GlllDNTH MANAG EMENT ,
APPkOP l'. l A l J ON ::. -tiJ Ci003 0 ; PU.CEO ON CALEN OU ; lt.EA D
�E CONO TI ME. t U A D T H l lllO T I M E: i P'A :.O S E O i YU S 10 1 NA Y S
10
-HJ 00035
06/ 1./13 SENATE
IN MES SAGES
o,/24/13 SENATE
D I ED IN H E:S SAGES

c. a ioo

SPE CIAL S E S S I ON •e •

07/22/ 1 3

16:51

H I STOlt.Y OF HOU SE I I LL S

PAGE

•

H 0023 GENElt.AL M l l /CS &Y COMMERC E , G ALL.t.,HER , M E F F Elt.T, lt.. lCi-.lONO
lWJU�i P E it.H i TS MOlt T�AGEES 1 0 I\ECOI\O , SE CURE o eL J b A T I ONS OF MOlllE
THAN 20 YEARS NHEN CI\ I G I NA L RECOlt.D OF OIL I GA T I CN S EC UR E D e Y A MORTGAGE
I S NOT A.SCE:111.T AINAILE Flt.OM I\E:COlt.. Di E L IMINAT E S ltEQUi lt.EME NT THAT CElt.T A IN
"401t.T GAGES BE SEC U UD IY A CME -TO-FOUi'. FAMI LY STltUCTU1'.E l'.E C E lllT A I N LAN S ,
ETC. AMENDS F . S .
EFF ELT I V E OATE : 01/06/13 .
0•/ 1 5/ 13 HOUSE NOTE S SIM IL A lt TO HB eu , tffl l l Ob I CH. 83-2b7 ) ; I'. se
1 1 35 lt.EGULAlt. SESS I O N ; F [ LEO i INTlt. ODUC T I ON ALL OWED ;
I N Tlt. OOUCE D , 111. E:FEltlllED TO COMMElt.CE -+tJ OOOl b i ON
COMit lTTEE A G ENDA- COMM ERCE , 'i- 1 3 C, 4t : QQ PH , 06/1 5 /1 3
0.11,113 HOUSE
COMM . lt. E:P'DflT • C/S
,-LACED ON CAU: NOAll I Y COMME:lt.CE
-+tJ 00071 ; C/� AEAD FllltST AND SECOND T I ME S ; lt. EAD T H i ltD
TI M E ; C/S P A SSED ; YEAS 1 14 NAYS
O -HJ 00 052
Ob/ l b/83 SENA TE
I N MESSA'- B ; lt.ECE I Y E O ; lNTlt.OOUC T I ON A L LONED ; P L AC E :O Of'i
SPEC I A L Olt.Ollll C.t.Ll::NOAIII. ; PASSE D t Y E AS
)b N A YS
0
-SJ 000,,
0.11,183 HOU SE Olt.DEltED ENIU1LLEO
0o12 1 ✓e 3 HOUSE
S IGHED IY OFF I UlllS AND l'lt ES EM T EO TO GOVE:lt.NOlt. -HJ 00105
01IO•l13
AP l'lt.OVEO &Y GOVE.It.NOit.. CHAPTElt. NO. 13-3 1 1
H 00.l't GENElt.AL I I L L B Y IWTUN
( CO P9 Alt. E t:N,/ S 0035 1
.ccrJ.JMfNJ gllf♦X ; AUTH Olll l Zf S COUNT I E S OPElt.A T I J«; UND EIII. HOME 111.ULE CHA lt TE. lt.
T D L EVY O I S CllE T I OkAltY SUit.TAX ON CEIII. T A IN DOCUMENTS; P lllO V l [)E S TH AT
PROC E E DS 8E U SED TO Plt.OYI O E F I NANC U L ASSISTANCE TO C E: 111. U I N F .t. l'! J L I E S TO
8UY DIil lt.EHA 8 I L1TA TE HOME S ell A PAlt.TJIIE N T S , e re . Cit e.A TES 12 5 . 0 1 07 , 20 1 . 0 25 •
EFFE C T IVE D A T E l UPON IECCM INb LAN.
Ob/ 1 5/13 HOU SE
NOTE : SIM ILA.It TO Ha 161 C. A MENDS Se 5• ( C H . 8 3-220 1 ;
F I L ED ; I N TltODUCT ION 111.EFUSED -11.J 0 00 1•
H 0025 GENHA L I I L L IY WAlt.D
I C O'I PA lt.E EJ£/H OO'i-7 1
:.,,Q,UQ WA$Jf MANAGEMENT � PltOV IO E S l'ONERS l DUT I ES O F EN V I RONMENTAL
lt.EGU U. TION DEPT. I\EGAlt..O I NG SOL I D WAS TE M ANAGEMENT ,-lt..OG III.A MS ; E S TA el. I SHES
STATE 111.ESOUlt.C E lll ECOVEllY ' SOL I D WA STE "ANA GEIENT PI\OGlll.A"' ;; l'ltOV I D ES FOR
DESI GNATING C EIII.T A I N A lt. f l. !) Fi)lt. PLANN I NG , E T C . AMENDS CH . 40 3 i C l'.E:AT E S
40 3 . 7055.
EF FEC T I V E D A T E : 1 0/ 0 1 /13.
0•/ 1 5/13 HOUSE NOTE : S IH ILAlt. TO HI 8&4 l SI 436 kEGU LAI\ S E S S I ON ,
FI LEO ; lkTI\OOUCTION ALLOWED J INTltOOUC E D , 111. E FE l'.lllED TO
NATUlt..AL lt.. ES OU lt.CES , APPkOPIU .t. T I ONS -tiJ 000 16 ; ON
COMI T T EE .t.GENDA- NATUlll..t.L RE SOlA CE S ; 21 Hoe , 4 l' M ,
Ob/1 5/13
Ot./a/13 HOU SE
COMM. I\EP Oft T : FAVOflA8LE W I TH AM END. & Y NA TU lt.t. L
111.ESOUIII.Cl::S -HJ 0007 2 ; NON IN APl'lllOl'lt lA T IUN S ; W I T l-0 111. AWN
F RON .t.PPROPlt.l ATlDNS -HJ 00030 ; PLACED ON CAlE NOAlt i lt.EAO
SECOND Tl /E ; AMl:HDMENTS ADOPT ED; lt..EAD THilt.D l lM E i
PASS E D AS AMENDED; YEAS 1 10 N A Y S
O -H J 0006 5
IN JIIIE SS.t.G ES
06/ l./U SENATE
0-/2 4/13 SENATE
D I E D IN MESS.t.GES; lt. EFElt. TO Ha 47-8 tcH . 1.3-3 1 0 )
I S IMI L AIII. ENG/S 0 017 1
H OOZ. GENEIV.l B I L L IV S I L YE lt. 1 MA.lt.T I N EZ
'-IU!"f VJhJIM$ ; PIUl V ID E S FOIII. COLLECT J CJil t D I Snt. I eUT lON OF C E it. T A. IN C O ST S I'.
SUl'.C HAlt.GE S ON Clt lMINA L TMFF I C OF F EN SES; lNC�ASES COS T S J Ml'DSED F O lll
CElt..TAIN OFFENSES FROM $ 10 ID S l5 ' I NCLUDES WI TH IN SUCH OFFENS ES T H E
VIOLAT I ON O F CElt.TA I N MUNIC IPAL l COUNTY OltOINANCES . AMENDS 3 10 .bbO ,
960 . 20 . EFF E CTI VE DA TE : UPON aECOM I NG LAN.
0•/ 1 5/13 HOUSE NOTE : S IM ILAlt.. TO sa 9 1 1'.EGULU SE S S I O N ; F I L E O ;
I N TIWOUCT IDN Al.LOWE D ; I N TAOOUCED, ltEFt.lt.lt.ED TO Clll I M IN A L
JUST I C E , FINANCE l TAUT I ON , APPlt.OPlt.I A T IONS -HJ 0001 7 ;
ON COMH ITTtE .t.GENOA- C lt l M I NA L JU STIC E , 311 C , 2 : 00 PM ,
06/15/130 COMM. lt.EPOflTt F.t.VOfl.t.lLE W I T H .liH EN D . SY
Clt.lMINAL JU S T I CE -HJ 00020 ; NOW I N f l NANC E I. TA AA T ION
Ob/lb/13 HOUSE
NI THDlll..t.lllt.l F ROM FIN.t.NCE l TA M T I ON -hJ 00030 ; MJW I N
APl'tlOPIUA TICIIS ; N I T HOIUNN Flt.OM Af' l' lt.Ol'lt.. l AT lONS
-HJ 00030 ; PLACED O N C.t.LENOM
0./24/U HOUSE D I ED ON C Al. l:NDAll; llEFER 10 S9 1 7-1 ( C H . 13-3 1 9 )
H 0027 GE.NEIii. Ai. e I L L e y JONES , c . F . A NO OTH E:111.S
liU,.s__J,A,X ; A U THOR I Z ES CO� T I E S TO LEVY D I SClt.ET IONAlt.Y AUO l T I O �AL l& FOk
CJ\I E YE.Alt. Oft PDflT ION THEIII.EOF; l'. EQUlltE S 111.EFEllENDll'II A ,-l'lllOVA L i Clt.E A TES Tit. U S T
FUND FOR DE PO S IT OF P lt.DCtEOS ; PROVIDES M ETHOD OF T A XING CEit.J A I N S E R V I C ES
CONT INUED O N NEXT l'A�E
S P E C I AL SESS I ON •&•

FLOI U OA LEGIS LATlJII. E - SP'EC I A L S E SS I ON
07/22/13

•e• -

19 1 3

H l S TOllY OF Sf:.NATE !! I L LS

lbl51

Ob/ l b/83 �ENA T E

PAI..E

•

F h.EO ; lN TRUOUC TION A L L OW E D ; IN Tl'. ODUC. E D . RE FE k.ltEO TO
Hl::Al. TH AN U RtHAIH L I T A T I VE S EllV I CE S -SJ uO v0 9 ; W I T HDR A WN

fROf'I H EAL TH A�O ltEHA!l l L I TATIVE SfllV IC ES -SJ O OOLJ ;

OC./l b/!!3
Ob/2 't/8J

HOU SI:
HOU SE

Ob/2 �/83 SENA TE

Oo/2 8/83 SENA.11::

O l / l .3/83

!'LAC ED Clll SP't CH,L Olt.OEll CALEN DAlt. -� 0003 1 ; P AS SE D AS
O -SJ 0003�; IU.C.ON.:. I DEllE O ;
AMEND ED ; YUS
31 N A YS
37 NAYS
.\Ml:NOMl:NT S AOOPTEO ; P'ASSED AS AMENiOEO ; Y E AS
o -S J 000 35
J N MESS AG E S
RECE I VED; INT lt.OOUC T I ON ALLOW E D ; P' LACEO CN CAU:NDA ll ;
ao
lt.EAD S E C.O � T H4E i 1'. EAO TH U D T IME ; PASSED . YE AS
N A YS
29 -ttJ 00 1�3

OltDEllEO E NRO L LED -SJ 00253

S ic.NED IY OFF JC.Elt.S ANO P'll ESENTED TO GOVElt.NOll

Al'�OVEO IV GOVElllNOllt

CHAPTEIII, N O. SJ.-3-'tL

S 0029 GENERAL BI L L &Y CH I LD E llS , LON
�C.AL ASSISTANCE.; D E L E TE S RE F ERENCE TO OEHON SHlA T I UN P ROJE C T S ON
t l( A L UAT I O N OF C t lH A I N HEAL lH C All E S.EllV I C ES C Cf H UC TS I E T W EEN H . ll . S .
OEl"T . {. HU L T H UNI TSt AUTH Clt. lZES OHT .. T O CONTRACT W I T H C E llT AJ N CA RE
rR.DY l DEllS & I NSUllEllS FOil P IW VI S I ON OF SERVICES TO E L I G I I L E M ED I CAI D
Ptll S ON S . AMENDS -'tO j .2♦b.
EF FECT I V E DATE : 07/13/13 .
Ot> / l b/&3 SENA H: NO TE : J OE. NT . TO SI 1 1 22 & S IM ,. TO HB 1 095 llcGULAll
S E.SS . ; FI LE.D O I NUOOUCT I ON ALLOWE D ; l N TROOUCE O ,
R.tFE.llUO T O HULTH ANO IUHUI L I TA TI VE ::.ER.V I C E S
-SJ 0 0009 0 WI THOR.AWN FR.OM HEALTH o\ND R. E H4&l ll lATI VE
SE.kV ICES -SJ 0002 3 0 PLACE D ON SPE C I AL OR.DER. C ALE.N OAA.
-S J OOOJl , P A S S ED ; YE.A S
37 NAY S
O - S J OOO3-'t
Oo/ l b/ 83 HOUSE
I N H E S SAGtS
O6/ 2 3/ IU HOU ::.E
llECE. l V ED, I N TI\OUUC T I ON ALLOWE D; P LACE D ON CAL END A ll ;
R.EAD SECO NQ T I M E ; R E A D T H I RD TIME ; PASSED ; YE AS 1 08
NAYS
4 -+IJ 00 105
O� /2 3/&3 SENA T E OROEllfD E. NflO L L E O -SJ 00254
S i lJII EO & Y O f F I C EllS AN O PRE S ENT E D T O GOV tRNOll
vb/ 2 8/ 13 SE N.A H :
Al'l'ROVEO IY GOV EllNOll CHAl'TEJl NO. U- 343
O 7 / U/13
l ::.I M I L A ll H 003 1 1
S 0030 GENE.II.Al I I L L ! 'f HY'EIU
tl.Ui.1 1 ISTIC HHIDITICWS • CHA TES STATE ATHLETIC COIMI SS ION LINDE il IU SIN E SS
ll E W LAT I ON DE PT . ; P llO V l OES F OR MEMBEllS 1 COMPENSA TION 6. T Eii.MS OF OF F I C E ;
llEGULA T E S IOX ING I N S TA T E ; GIi.ANTS EXCLUS I V E JUlll I SD I CT I ON D V E k ALL BOX I N G
MATC Hfl, TD COMM. I SS I CJII , ETC . C R tAT ES lAi- . 2 7 , 541 .041 - . 49 0 RE PEAL S
l:FF t(..TJV E: OAT t: l O/Ol/a 3 .
)41 . U l- . o .. .
Ub/l b/ti3 SE NA. TE N OTE: ; S UU L A.ll TU C / S S B 594 k EG UL. A k S.E S S i uN ; F I LE D ;
l N Tll OOUCT I ON ALLOW ED; I NTI\ODUCCD 1 ll t f E ll llt O T O COMM �C C
-SJ OOO09 i WI THOllAWN FI\OM C OMM E I\C E i P L ACEU ON SPECIAL
OR.OH CA&. t:NOAR -SJ 000 1 0 ; rASSEO A S AMl:NDtD i YEAS 2•
O -S J 00030
NAYS
Ob/ l b/lB HOUSE
IN NfS SAGES i kECEI V EO 0 INTROOUC TI CI\I A L LOWED ; llEFf ll llE D
TO REGULATED INDUSTRIES C. L ICENSI NG , F I NANCE 6.
TA)(ATION , APP ROPk l A TIONS -+tJ 0007 1
Ob/2 4/ 9 3 HOU SE U l l:O IN COMM. ON llE GULA TED INDUST ll I ES t. L I C tN SlNG
�- '1.,ENE llAL BILL BY GEIi.ST EN
I SIMI L A.ll ENG/H 0011 1
� UilffS$1DNU ltfGIU 4JI QN : ll tNAMt� A D l \/ J S I ON & 1O.A.A.O Iii PRO F E SS IONA L H G .
OE:l' T . t. A.DO S ACUPUNCJUI\E 1 0.A. R O C. A. LAllM BUS INESS LI CENS I NG bO . ; CHA N� S
PllOCEOURES FOR D IS�UA L l f lC AT l O N OF AGE:NCY PE RSONNE L ; PllO V I OE S I N I T I AL
L I CE N SE FEE � FOil PI\OF E S S IOkAL LI CE NS E S , ETC . AMENDS F . S .
E F F E C T I V E DA T t : lO/Ol / i 3 .
Ob/ l b./ 83 SE NATE
NOTE : S IM I L A.I\ TO SS 6H t. H8 13 1 1 llEG U L M. S E S S I CN ;
F ILE O ; H HllODUC T l uN ALLOWE D ; I N U.OOUC E D 1 "-EFE RRED TO
ECONOM I C , COMMUNl TY ANO CCN SUMEI'. AFFA 1 1\S -SJ 0001 7 ;
W I THOllAWl FIi.UN EC ONOfi4IC , CO�UNIT Y AkO CONSUMER
A F FA I R S ; 1'1... AC E O ON SPEC I A L o«. D E"- CA.LENOAll -�J 000 1';
R.EAD S EC.ON> T I ME -SJ 000 3 1
Ob/ 2 4/13 SENATE D I ED ON C AL ENDAk ; R EFEI\ T O H8 U-• I C H . 83-329 1
5 OUJ2 bENE llAL B I L L b Y NEAL
( S IM ILAll H 00 19 , H 002 1 , fl-G/H 0 047 1
WAHi" fttf:,Ql,/!,C,H , EXPA NDS DUT I E S tiF O . E . ll . W I T H II.ES PE.Cl TO C u L L E C T I N l. r.
MONl TOkING D A TA llE WATEll I U S OUllCfS i REQU IRES O E:r 'l . TO E STAbL I SH
Glt.UUNDWATtA QUAL I T Y l'IONITOlllNG NETWOkK & PllO VI DE :S CRlT l:: R IA i 111.E QU IR E S
CONT I NUED O N NEXT PM. E
S P E C I AL SESS ION

•t•

FLOllll DA LEGlSLATUflt - �PEC lA L SE SS ION
O7/22/ I J

•a • -

1, 1 3

H I S TOllY OF SENATE I I LLS

1 6 : 51

PAGE
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Bill Summary
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Section 9. Authorizes DPR to charge a licensure
fee for licenses being initially licensed.
Currently, fees are assessed for application and
examination, but these revenues do not in all cases cover
the costs of regulating initial licensees. Various DPR
boards have attempted to charge initial Jicensure fees, but
it has been ruled that they h ave no statutory authority to
do so.
Section 10.

Contains technical name change.

Allows the department to provide candidate names
when contracting for national examinations.
Section 11. Provides for peer review by a
committee of the appropriateness, auality, utilization and
cost of health care and health services provided to a
patient. Chiropractors only.
Section 12. Provides that each DPR board may, in
the alternative of filing a formal complaint, send a letter
of guidance after a finding of probable cause.
Deletes notice requirements for probable cause
panel meetings. Such meetings are not open to the public.
Section 13. Adds an additional ground of
discipline - using certain laser devices without complying
with the appropriate rules.
Section 14. Authorizes the Department to obtain
patient records from naturopaths, just as it does for other
medical professionals.
Section 15. Provides that only graduates from an
allopathic school or college may take the licensure
examination and authorizes the Board of Medical Examiners to
waive certain educational reauirements instead of the
Department.
Section 16. Clarifies that a physician is not
required to report another physician if he verifies that the
individual is in an approved treatment program.
Section 17. Provides for the creation of an
Impaired Professionals Advisory Committee and establishes
the duties and responsibilities of the committee. In
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relating to Professional Regulation

Other Committees of Reference:
Subcommittee:
Committee:
I.

SUMMARY AND PURPOSE

This bill is an omnibus bill containing the Department
of Professional Regulation's legislative package. The
various proposals w�thin the bill originated with the
Department of Professional Regulation or with the
professional boards within the Department. The bill amends
25 chapters of the Floriaa Statutes; aJl of which directly
relate to professional regulation.
II.

CURRENT LAW AND EFFECT OF CHANGES
A.

Current Law

Section 1. Changes the name of the Division of
Administrative Services to Division of Examination Services.
Changes the name of the Board of Land Surveyors to
the Boara of Professional Land Surveyors.
Section 2. The purpose of this section is to
amend procedures whereby a party who is up for discipline
before a DPR board may allege interest or bias by board
members, thus forcing disqualification of the members. Such
a situation occurred with the dental board and could happen
to other boards.
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III.

FISCAL DATA

See the attached sheets for summary of the fiscal
impact of the various sections of this bi]l.

Prepared by:
Staff Director:

CH/kc

·ck'"

hris Holland, Ph.D
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Bill Summary
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addition, the Board of Medical Examiners is authorized to
establish rules relating to the Committee and its functions.
Section 18. Requires nursing homes ambulatory
surgical centers or their staff to report to DPR
disciplinary actions taken against physicians just as
hospitals and hospital staff must report violations.
Sections 19, 20 and 21. These sections amend th e
osteopathic practice act by providing for the following:
Authorizing an osteopath to practice in Florida in
conjunction with teaching duties at an accredited
school;
AuthoriziLJq the Department to compel a mental or
physical examination when investigatinq alcohol or
drug abuse by an osteopath;
Would require the waiver of any objection to the
admissability of medical report. The statute is
rewritten to conform to language in the medical
practice act.
Section 22. Extends the waiver provision from
1979 to 1990, the grandfather provision which allows
graduates of unapproved chiropractic colleqes to establish
eligibility for licensure in Florida.
Section 23. Would require physicians to keep X
rays in addition to other medical records. There is no
similar provision for doctors.
Section 24. Requires podiatrists applying for
licensure or renewal of licensure to indicate whether or not
they accept Medicare assignment reimbursement and requires
the department to share that information with the Department
of HRS district offices.
Section 25. Raises the cap for naturopathy
biennial license renewal from $50 to $100.
Section 26. Rewrites naturopathic disciplinary
section to conform with medical practice act.
Section 27.
statute reference.

Technical change to correct incorrect
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Am endment 2-0n page 3 1 , lmt-'l 1 7 -28, 'itnke all of stud Im� and
msert
(5) When principal and mterest pa vments are paid to a trust which
1s benefma/ly held by the re-.,dent,; m described m 65 1 023(3) the
department ma} u awe all or an.-i. purtwn of t he escrou.' requirements for
mortgage principal a nd interest contained m su bsectwn ( I ) 1/ the
department finds that such u·aii•er 1s not mcomBtent with the security
protectwns intended by thlS chapter
Amendment 3-0n page 56, lme 25, strike "Sectmn 2S" and
msert. Sections 25, 27, 28, and 29
On motton by Senntor Thomas, by two-th1rd11 vote CS for HB 7-B u
amended was read the third time by title, passed and certified to the
Hou� The vote on passage was
Yeas-39

M, President
Frank
Barron
Gersten
Beard
Gm1.rdeau
Carlucci
Grant
Castor
Grizzle
Chtlders, D
Hair
Chdder!, W. D Henderson
Hill
Crawford
Dunn
Jenne
Fox
Jenmngs

Johnston

Kirkpatrick
Langley
Malchon
Mann
Margolis
Mu:well
McPherson

M..k

Myers

Neal
Plummer
Rehm
Scott

Stuart

Thom&.!!
Thurman

Vo,t

\Vemstem

Nays-None
SB 15-B was laid on the table
The Honorable Cu.rt is Peter.5on, Pre$1dent
I am directed to mform the Senate that the House of Representat1vei
has admitted for mtroductlon by the required Const1tut10nal two•th1rd1
vote of the membership and passed HB 18-B and requests the concur
rence of the Senate.
A l�n Morris, Clerk
tat1ve Lippman�
� A bill to be entitled An act relatmg to profe!'ls10nal regola
tion, amendmg s 20 30(2){a), ( 3 1 , and (-4Hx), Florida Statutes, 1982 Sup
plement, and addmg a paragraph thereto, renammg a dl\'ISIOn and board
v.1thm the Department of Professional Regulation, and addmg the Board
of Acupuncture, amending s 1 20 7 1 , Florida Statutes, changmg proce
dures for the d1squahficat10n of agency per!onnel m admini!'ltrat1ve pro
ceedmgs, prov1dmg for rules, amendmg ss. 310.011 and 310 02 1 (1) and
adding a new subsection (1) to s. 310 151, Florida Statutes, restricting the
members of the Board of Pilot Commissioners who may vote on rate mat
ters. amendmg s 310 131, Florida Statutes, authonzmg procedures for
the verification of amounts of pilot.age at each port, adding a subsection
to s 455 203, Florida Statutes, authorizmg peer revtew of cert.am health
care providers, amending s 455 207(3) and ( 4 ) , Florida Statutes, prov1d
mg bu11 upon which a vacancy can occur on a board and prov1dmg: that
telephone conference calls shall not be included m the defimtion of "other
busme5i of the board", amendmg s 455 213(2), Florida Statutes, provid
ing for imtial hcense fees for profes11onal hceruies, amending i
-455 21 7(1), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, authorizing the hm1ted
rtleMe of cert.am exammation information, creating s. -455 220, Florida
Statutes, establ�hmg peer review of treatment by chiropractic phy11c1ans; amending 11 455 225(3 ) , Florida Statute!, changmg complamt pro
cedures mvolvmg persons regulaud by the department, ei:emptmg prob
able cause panel proceedmgs from cert.am notice reqmrements, amendmg
!I <155.227(1), Florida Statutes, prov1dmg an additional ground for d1sc1plme by regulatory boards w1thm the Department of Professional Regu
lation; amending s 455 2"1(2), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement,
authorizmg the dtpartment to obtam cert.am patient records of naturo
pathic phystc1ans, amending s. <158 31 1 (1 )(b) and (<I), Florida Statute!,
requmng graduation from an allopath1c mtd1cal !lchool or college, prov1d
mg for board wa1\-tr of cert.am educat10nal requirements for hcensure of
phys1c1ans, amend ing s -458 33 1 ( 1 ) ( 0 , Flonda Statutes, 1982 Supple
ment, prov1dmg an exception to v10lat1on reportmg reqmremenUI, creat
mg: s 458 331 1 , Florida Statute!, creating the 1mpa1red profe!l.!l10nals
advisory committee, prov1dmg its duties, prov1dmg for consultants and
for the confidenhahty of cert.am mformahon, prov1dmg for reports of
1mpa1rment, amending s. 458.337( 1 )(b), Florida Statutes, requmng nohfi-
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cation to the d('partmtnt of d1c,c1plinarv act10n by i,,m hulatory surgical
centers or nurf:.mg homes aga1m,t phy•ac1ans, creat mg s 459 0076, Florida
Statutes, authonzmg osteopathic f11.culty cert1fic11.tes, amendin&: s
<159.015(1 l(s), Flonda Statutts, pmv1dmg for cert.am mental and physical
exammatmn<i of osteopathic ph} <ilCl.!lOS and restr1ctm� the use of related
informat wn, amend mg i -459 017, Florida Statutes, expand mg prov1smns
rtlatmg to the rtlease of cert.am med1cl'l.l reports durmg an m\·e11tigat10n,
amending s -460 406(2), Florida Statutes, extendmg tht date for waiver of
accred1tatwn and approval reqmrementi for ch1ropract1c colleges, provtd
mg additional prov1s1ons for waiver; deletmg requirement for department
to make available certam courses, amending 11. 460 -41 31 l) (nl, Florida
Statutes, expanding the types of chiropractic records which must be kept;
creatmg s 461 0095, Florida Statutes, requiring licensed pochatnsts to
disclose whether they accept Medicare aH1gnment reimbursements;
amendmg s -462 08(-4), Florida Statutes, mcreasmg the naturopathy
license renewal fee, amendmg s -462 1-4, Florida Statutes, changmg the
grounds for and types of d1sciplmar� action agamst naturopath1c physi
cians, amendmc s 463 01-4(2), Flonda Statutes, changing the types of cor
poratmm1 or organizations which may employ optometnsts to provtde
optometric services to employees; amendmg: !I 46-t 018( l)(h) and (i), Flor
ida Statute!!. providmg for cert.am mental or physical exammations of
nurses and restnctmg the use of related information, providing an ei:cep
tton to violation reportmg reqmrements, creating s -46-4 0185, Florida
Statutes, provtdmg for use of the impaired professionals advisory com
mittee consultants with respect to impaired nurses, amending s
-4-65 003 (3), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, addmg ne� types of phar
macies, amending s <165 007 ( 1 )(b), Florida Statutes, addmg requ1rementi
for hcensure as a pharmacist, addmg a subsection to s 465.008, Florida
Statutes, prov1dmg for consultant pharmacist hcenses, amendmg s.
-4-65.016( H(t), Florida Statutes, provtdinJ for the d1sciplme of pharma
cists v1olatmg specified federal law, creating ss 46� 0195 and 465.0196,
Florida Statutes, prov1dmg procedures and cond1t10ns for the issuance of
perm1ti for radmpharmac1e!'I and special pharmac1ei, 11.mendmg s
.(.65 023 ( 1 ) , Florida Statutes, authonzmg alternative d1sc1plmary actions
against pharmacy perm1ttees, amending s 468 1665( 1 ) and (2), Florida
Statutes, decreasmg and changmg: the membership of tht Board of Nurs
mg: Home Admm1strators, amending s (68 1705(2), Florida Statutes,
1982 Supplement, chang:mg prm 1S1ons relating to hcensure of nul'!tnl
home admin1stratora by endorsement, creatmg 1 468.1756, Florida Stat
utes, prov1dmg: a statute of hm1tations for certain vmlatton1 by nul'!mg:
home admimstrators, amendmg s 468.322(1), Florida Statutes, and
addmg a i.ubsect1on, redefining ..8.cupuncture", prov1dini a definition;
creatmg i. -468 3225, Florida Statutes, prov1dmg a board; providing: duties
and membership, appointment, and terms, creatmg s 468 3226, Florida
Statutes, authonzmg board rules, amending s 468 323, Florida Statutes,
1982 Supplement, estabhshmg an addltional cert1ficat10n requirement,
deleting a requirement, and removme- the cap on certification and reex
amination fees and authonzmg apphcat1on and exammation ftt!, provid
ing that cert.am Oriental nomenclature be used m the exammahon upon
reque!lt; prov1d mg that cert.am persons be qualified without eumination,
provtdmg: that cert.am peTiOn!I be qualified to take the examination,
amending i <168 324, Florida Statutes, removing: the cap on renewal fees
and penalties and provtdmg for establishment by tht board, prov1dmg for
continumg education requirements, amendmg s -4-68 325(2) and (3), Flor
ida Statutes, estabhshmg: the board'• authority over dttciphnary acttons;
prov1dmg that certain persons may retake cert.am port10ns of the exami
nation a limited number of times; repealinc s -4-68 327, Florida Statutes,
1982 Supplement, relating to department rulemakmg 11.uthority, repeal
mg s -468 32-45, Florida Statutes. 1982 Supplement, relating: to appren
t1ce!h1p programs, amending s <171 003( 0 and (2)(1) , Florida Statutes,
1982 Supplement, and i, -4 7 1 031 ( l )(b), Florida Statutes, proh1b1tmg
unregistered engmeers from holdmg themselves out as being registered,
changing the types of construction proJects upon which cert.am electrical,
plumbmg, air-cond1t1omng, or mechanical contractors may work without
being registered eng:meera, amendmg s 472.005(1), Florida Statutes, and
•· 472 0070 ), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, renammg the Board of
Land Surveyors, amendmg 1 -472 013(2) and (4), Floridl'I. Statutei, chang
ing eummation prerequlSltee for apphcants for land surveyor licenses,
amending s -472 033 (1 )(h), Florida Statutes, expanding cert.am grounds
for d1sc1plmary act10n agamst land surveyors, amendmg s 473 303(1),
Florida Statutes, expandmg the membership of the Board of Accountan
cy, amendmg , -473 3 1 3 , Florida Statutes, rev1smg: prov11wns relatmg to
mact1ve status of accountants' licenses, prov1dmg: a restriction upon the
duration of inactive !ltatus, prov1dmg: exceptions, amending: s 47".203(4),
Florida Statutes, restrictmg the exemption from hcensure as a vetermar1an for cert.am vaccmat10n of ammal.s, adding a suhfiectmn to s 47-4 207,
Florida St.11.tutee, author1zmg cert.am practice by unlicensed vetermarians
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awa1tm� exammatwn reimlts, re�alme: s 474 209, Florida Statutff, relat
ing: tu te-mporl'lrJ permits to practice vetermary med1cme, amending s.
475 12.5, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, prov1dmg for the refund of
applicat10n and licen,e fees for real estate broker, and sal�men, amend
mg '> 475 17( 1) and (2), Florida Sui.tute,, 1982 Supplement, proh1b1tmg
the hcensure of cer�m persons, changmg educatwn reqmrements,
amending 11. 475. 175, Florida Statute1:>, 1982 Supplement, requiring edu
cational 1m;htutwns and real estate M:hool! to notify the Real Eltate
Comm1sswn of persons !u1..t 1sfactonly completmg certam education
requirements, amending !I -475 181 !2), Flonda Statut�, 1982 Supple
ment, ,rnd addmg a subsect10n, prov1dmg for the expiration of hcem1ure
apphcat10n:s and certificat1on:s, amendmg :s 475 23, Florida Statu�, 1982
Supplement, clarifymg pr01,, 1:s1on:s relating to the expm,tion of real e:state
salesmen hcense!I, amendmg !I, 475 24, Flonda Statute:s, 1982 Supple
ment, prov1dmg for on-site management of branch office!!, amending !I
475 251 1 ) , Florida Statute!!, 1982 Supplement, expandmg the apphcat1on
of pro, 1i,10n:s relatmg to real e!ltate related disc1plmary actton and chang
mg cert.un grounds therefor, amendmg :s 475.451(2), l6), and (8) , Florida
Sta.tute,, 1982 Supplement, changing hcensure reqmrements for real
e:state school operatur!I, adm1m:strators and m:structors, amendmg :s
475 48:H l ) ( b), Florida Statute!!, 1982 Supplement, prov1dmg an exception
to notice requ1remen� for cla.im:s agam:st the Real �ta.te Recovery Fund,
amendmg !I 475 484 ( 1 l , (3), and (4), Florida Statute!!, 1982 Supplement,
mcreasmg amount hm1ts for authorized paymen� from the Real &ita.te
Recer.. mg Fund, creatmg !I. 476 158, Flonda Statutes, providmg for the
hcen:sure of barbering 1m1tructor!I; amendmg s 476 154(1), Florida Stat
ute:s, deleting pro\1 1s10ns relatmg to re:storabon of hcen!lt-S of retired bar
bers, 11mendmg s 476 164(4), Flonda Statutt-s, restnctmg the practice of
bar�r�' assistants, addmg a subsect10n to s 476 184, Florida S ta.tute!I,
reqmrmg display of barber shop reg1strat10ns and barbers' hcen:ses, creat
mg s 476 2 10, Florida Statutes, requmng barber services to be performed
m registered barbershops. prov1dmg exceptions, creatmg !I 477 0135,
Flonda Statutes, exemptmg certain persons from hcensure as c�metolo
g1sts, l'lmendmg s 477 019( 1 )! 6), Flonda Statutes, changmg a hm1tat10n
with respect to standards established by the Board of Cosmetology pur
suant to trammg required to quahfy for hcensure. creatmg s 477 02 1 1 .
Florida Statutes, authorizmg contmumg educat10n reqmrements for CO!l
metoloi;!:l5ts, amendmg s. 477 022 ( 1) and (3), Florida Statutes, 1982 Sup
plemt-nt, changmg cosmetolog; e"<ammat10n reqmrements, creatmg !I.
477 U265, Flonda Statutes, proh1b1tmg cert.am ac� and proVIdmg penal
ties, amendmg s 477 028 ! 1 ) , Flonda Statutes, authonzmg d1sc1plmary
actions against contmumg education pro,. 1ders, amendmg s. 477 029,
Florida St.itutes, proh1h1tmg v10lat1om of provmom, relatmg to co!lmetol
ogy and mcreasmg the types of d1sc1plmary act10ns, creating s -477 030,
Flor1d,1 Statutes, requmng cosmetology services to be performed in
hcen<ied salons, prov1dmg except10n<i, amendmg s 480 033(3), Florida
Statutes, expandm� the defin1t1on of '"massage", amending !I 480 04 1 ( 4),
Florida Stat utes, 1982 Supplt-ment, clartf) mg license renewal reqmre
ments for masseurs, amendmg s 480 0-43 (2J, Florida Statutes, deletirg
authority of the Board of Massage for regulation of financuU respon:s1bil1ty and insurance coverage for m'1S�age estabhshments, amending s
-480 046( I ) , Florida Statutes, relatmg to d1sciplmary action by the Board
of Ma<isagt-, amending s, 481 207 and 481 307. Florida Statutes, mcrea:s
mg certam fees for architects and landscape architects, addmg a subsec
t10n to s 48 1 309, Florida Statutes, prov1dmg examination reqmremt-nU
for land!lcape archttt-cture hcenses, amendmg !I, 484 007 l l ) (e), Florida
Statute'\, changmg quahflcat1ons for hcen!lure of opt1c1ans, repeahng s
484 002\6), Flonda Statutes, removmg the defimtion of ..licensed phys1c1an" in prov1s10ns relatmg to opt1curns, amendmg s 486 091 , Florida
Statutes, pro\ ldmg alternati.. e d1sc1pltnary actions agamst physical ther
apists, 11mendmg s 489 1 1 50), Flonda Statutes, restnctmg the effect of
cert1f1c ,1t10n of con:struct10n contractors, amendmg s 489 119(5), Flonda
Statute-,, 1982 Supplement, requmng the use of the rt-gi:strahon or ct-rti
f1cat1on numbt-r of contractors m all advertismg and rt-qumng local veri
fica tion of state hcensure of construct10n contro1ctor!I, amending s
489 1 29( l ), Florida Statutes, relatmg to d1sc1phnary act10n agamst such
contraltors, amendmg s 489 5051 1 1, Florida Statutes, making a techmcal
ch,1nge, amending s 489 ,S09, Flonda Sta.tutes, mcre<l!lmg fees for electri
cal rnntractors. addmK a par.i11:ra ph to s 489 5.t1t 1 1 , Florida Statutes,
add ing ,1 gruund for d1i,c1plmary act10n agamst elect rical contractor!!,
amendmJa: '> .f9l) 005( 1 H h ) and 1 2 ). Florida Sututes, changmg qualific1t1on<i !or lKensure ol ps\,chulog1;.ts b ) examination, changing qualifica•
t 10n-. tor cl1mcal social workers, mdrridge and fam i ly therapists, mental
he,llth Loun..,t-lur-;, ,ind qchool psvcholog1sts, amt-ndmg ,, 490 0 1 4 ( �J (c) ,
Flortdd St.itute"l, 1 9h:2 Supplement, ch,mgmg the e'l(empt1on from hct-n•
-.,ure ,1� p-.,H holng-1-.,t'i lnr certam employees ot educ,1tlon,1l mst1tut mns,
requ1rmg the Dep,1 rtment ul Prott--.,-.,u ,n,11 R('gul,1t1on tn make l'('rt,1in
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stud1e-, and to report to the Legislature; addmg subsectton (3) to s
501 122, Flonda Statute!!, providing • restriction upon the use of laser
devices, prov1dmg a penalty, amending ss, .(58 321, 459 009, .(60 -409,
461 008, 463 008, 466 0 1 5, 468 1725, 470 016, 471 019, 472 019, 474 212,
475 1 825( 1 ), -481 .217, 481 315, 48-1 009, and -490 008, Flonda Sta.tu�,
amendmg s 475 1 83, Flonda Statutes, 1982 Supplement, and creatmg M
.(76.155, 477 0212, and -480.0415, Flonda Statutes, relatmg to regulation
of medtcal pract1tmners, osteopathic phy!11c1ans, chiropractic physic1an1,
pod1atns�, optometnsts, dentist.a and dental hygieni:st!i, nursing home
admm1strator!I, funeral directors and embalmen, encmeeI'!I, land !lurvey
or!I, v etermar1ans, real estate broken and salesmen, architects, landscape
architects, opticians, psychologu1ts, barben, cosmetolog1!lts and cosmetol
ogy mstructors, and masseurs, to modify regulatory provisions enabhng
said profes�11onals to place their license!! in an inactive :status, correctmg:
a cross reference; prov1dmg for relative uniformity, prov1dmg for apphca
tton and fees ; hmitmg inactive status to .( yean, unless renewed, proVld·
m� for automatic exp1rat1on of license upon failure to renew or reactivate,
mochfymg contmuing educat10n requtrement!; grandfathermg m current
hcen!lees who.!le hcenses have been placed in inactive status; repealing s
476 154(3)(c), (d), (e), (0, and (g), relatmg to placement of barbers'
licenses m an inactive status, !I -477.019(5), Florida Statutes, relatmg to
placemt-nt of cosmetologists' hcenses m an inactive statu:s, !I 477 02 1 (7),
Flonda Statutes, relatmg to placement of cosmetology 1mtructora'
licenses m an mact1ve status, and s -490 007(4), Flonda Statutes, relatmg
to plncement of licenses of psycholog1sU, clmical social workers, marnage
and family therapists, mental health counselors, and school psycholog1sU
in an inactive statu!I; nmendmg s 455 02, Florida Statutes, relating to
renewal of hcen!les for member!! of the Umted State:s Armed Forces; pro
\ 1dmg for future review and repeal, prov1dmg effective date!!
On mot10n by Senator Gersten, by the reqmred con:sbtut1onal
two-thirds vote of the Senate, HB 18-B was t1dm1tted for mtroduction,
read the first time by title and referred to the Committee on Economic,
Commumty and Consumer Affair!
On mot10ns by Senator Gersten, by two-thirds vote HB 18-8 was with
drawn from the Committee on Economic, Commumty and Coo!lumer
Affatrs and by unammou!I consent taken up mstaoter
On m1)t10n by Sent1tor Gersten, by two-thirds vote HB 18-B \U!I read
the second time by title
Senator �Iyer!! moved the followmg amendment which was adopted
Amendment 1-On page 25, lines 23 -30, and on pagt- 26, hne!I L- 10,
stnke all of :section 15
(Renumber subsequent sect10ns J
Senator Stuart moved the followmg amendment which was adopted
Amendment 2-On page 55, line 8, strike "4<XT and msert: 600
Senator Myer!! moved the followmg amendment which was adopted
Amendment 3-In title, on page 2, Imes 14- 18, stnke "amendmg s
458 3 1 L ( l ) tb) and (4), Flonda Statutes, requmng graduation from an
allopath1c medical school or college, providing board waiver of cert.am
educational requ1remt-nU for hcensure of phy!11c1ans"
On motion b} Senator Frank, further coos1deratmn of HB 18-B was
deferred
Senator John!lton mo.. ed that the rules be waived and the Conference
Comm tttee Report on SB 1 -B be con,1dered The motion was adopted

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON SB l•B
June 24, 1983
The Honorable Curtis Ptterson
Pre�tdt>nt of the Senate
The Honorable H LeP ,\foffi tt
Speakn, House of RPpres1?ntattL·e�
Dear Sir'I
Your Conference Comm ittee on the dtsagreemg votes ot the two Houses
on the House amendment.!! to Senate 8111 1-B !lame bemg
An Act makmg appropr1at1uns, pro,.1dmg mont-ys for the annual
period begmmng ltily 1 . 1983, and endmg June 30, 1984, to pay sala-
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BILL NO. AND SPONSOR:

SUBJECT:
Professional Regulation

I.

ACTION

REFERENCE

HB 18-B by
Representative Lippman

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
The Department of Professional Regulation {DPR) is established
by s. 20.30, F.S. Chapter 455, F.S., provides DPR 1 s general
regulatory authority. The following professional practice acts
are administered by DPR:

@@ [JJ

Accountancy (ch. 473)
Acupuncture (ch. 468, part VII)
Barbering (ch. 476)

R. A, GRAY BU11_r"1
Tall.::hassee, F'L 3239:
O

Chiropractic (ch. 460)
Construction Contracting (ch. 489, part I)

Serles-LZ._

Cosmetology (ch. 477)
Dentistry, Dental Hygiene, and Dental Laboratories
(ch. 466)
Electrical Contracting (ch. 489, part II)
Engineering (ch. 471)
Funeral Directing, Embalming, and Direct Dispostion
(ch. 470)
Land Surveying (ch. 472)
Landscape Architecture (ch. 481, rart II)

Massage (ch. 480)

Medical Practice (ch. 458)
Naturopathy (ch. 462)
Nursing (ch. 464)
Nursing Horne Administration (ch. 468, part IV)
Opticianry (ch. 484)
Optometry (ch. 463)
Osteopathy (ch. 459)
Pharmacy (ch. 465)
Harbor Piloting (ch. 310)

u
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Architecture (ch. 481, part I)
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Podiatry (ch. 461)
Psychological Services (ch. 490)
Real Estate (ch. 475)
Veterinary Medicine (ch. 474)
B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
The following are changes affecting DPR or the boards
generally:
The name of the D1v1s1on of Administrative Services would
be changed to the D1v1sion of Examination and Licensure.
Agency personnel could be d1squalif1ed from participation
1n agency proceedings on grounds of bias, prejudice, or
interest 1£ any party shows Just cause. The Administration
Commission would be spec1f1cally empowered to adopt rules to
implement this provision.
Failure to attend 3 consecutive meetings or 50\ of the
meetings in a 12-month period without good cause would
constitute a vacancy in the board or commission member's
office.
Board members would not be paid the $50 per day allowed for
"other business of the board" for telephone conference calls.
DPR would be allowed to charge an initial license fee of up
to $200, set by board rule, prior to issuing a license.
Would clarify that DPR would specify areas to be covered by
examination when there is no board. The board or DPR could
provide the name and number of national examination candidates
to a national examination firm to prepare grade tapes.
If a probable cause panel finds probable cause, it would
direct DPR to send the licensee a "letter of guidance" or to
file a formal complaint against the licensee. If DPR decides
not to prosecute a complaint because 1t believes probable cause
was improvidently found, DPR would refer the matter to the
board. The proceedings of the probable cause panel would be
specifically exempted from the requirement to give public
notice of meetings and hearings.
Use of laser devices by licensees would be included in the
grounds for disciplinary actions by boards.
DPR would study the procedures used by boards and
commissions to qualify foreign-speaking Florida residents to
practice their professions in the State of.Florida. DPR would
examine the need for regulation of legal and court
interpreters. DPR would make a report with recommendations to
the Legislature by January 6, 1984.
Persons practicing the healing arts would be required to
comply with HRS rules governing the registration of lasers
prior to using such devices. Violators would be guilty of a
second degree misdemeanor.
Boards would adopt rules exempting spouses of Armed Forces
personnel from licensure renewal procedures, if the licensee
was absent from Florida because of duties with the Armed
Forces.
INACTIVE STATUS
The period of time for which a license can...-rel!!slin inactive
before it automatically expires would be reduced from 10 years
to 4 years. Licensees on inactive status when this act takes
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effect could retain inactive status for 4 years before
expiration. The boards would adopt rules relating to inactive
status of licenses. The language which spec1f1cally provides
that licensees may request inactive status would be deleted.
The boards would set a fee not to exceed $50 for the renewal of
inactive licenses. These provisions would apply to all boards
except nursing. Licenses issued under the Psychological
Services Act delinquent for a period less than 1 year would be
placed on inactive status and would be reactivated only when
the licensee pays twice the delinquent fee and meets the
continuing education requirements for reactivation, as these
existing provisions would not be repealed by the bill.
PILOT COMMISSIONERS
DPR would adopt rules establishing a procedure for
verification of the amount of pilotage at each port. If a port
fails to comply with this procedure, DPR could charge costs to
the port of having an audit performed.
The composition of the board for purposes of setting
pilotage rates would be specifically required to include one
pilot member, one shipping member, and three members not
monetarily interested in piloting or shipping.
CHIROPRACTIC
DPR would appoint a 7-member "peer review committee" to
review the quality and cost of chiropractic health care. The
reviewing agency could charge up to $50 for each review.
The time prior to which an applicant would have to have
matriculated to be exempt from the school accreditation
requirements would be extended from 1979 to 1990.
X-rays would be added to the records required to be
maintained by chiropractors. The x-rays would not have to be
maintained longer than 4 years.
MEDICAL PRACTICE
Treatment programs would be developed for impaired
professionals. An impaired professionals advisory committee
would be created with its composition to be established by
board rule. The Board of Nursing would appoint one member to
the committee. The committee would advise the board on
policies, education, and treatment. DPR would retain one or
more "impaired professional consultants" to assist the
department in carrying out impaired professional programs. As
an exception to the disciplinary ground for not reporting
violators to DPR, a licensee would only be required to report
violators of professional regulation law or rules to an
"impaired professional consultant," if he Verifies that the
person is participating 1n a board-approved treatment program.
Ambulatory surgical centers and nursing homes would be
added to the health facilities which must notify DPR of
disciplinary actions taken against physicians.
OSTEOPATHY
CPR could issue an osteopathic faculty cert1f1cate without
an examination to practice in conjunction with school
affiliation. The certificate would expire when the affiliation
with the school terminates or after 1 year, whichever occurs
first.
DPR would have authority to compel licensees to submit to
physical or mental examinations.
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PODIATRY
DPR would require applicants for licensure or renewal to
respond to whether they will accept Medicare assignment. DPR
would provide a list of these podiatrists to the Department of
Health and Rehabilitative Services.
NATUROPATHY
Patient records of naturopathic physicians would be
accessible to DPR in the same manner as are the records of
other health professionals. This would allow examination of
records to ascertain if the licensee is diverting or
misprescribing controlled substances.
The maximum biennial license renewal fee would be inc reased
from $50 to $100.
The disciplinary section of the naturopathy practice act
would be revised to contain similar provisions to those
contained in other health-related practice acts in 1979.
Specific grounds for disciplinary action would include having a
license revoked or suspended in another jurisdiction, failing
to report violators of the naturopathy act or rules of DPR or
the board, assisting unlicensed practice, making false
representations in practice, falsely soliciting patients,
failing to keep treatment records of patients, exploiting
patients for financial gain, performing services not authorized
by the patient, malpractice, experimenting on human subJects,
practicing beyond the permitted scope which the licensee is
competent to perform, delegating respons1b1l1ties to
unqualified persons, violating a provision of the naturopathy
law or rules or disciplinary order of the board or DPR,
conspiring with another person to prevent another licensee from
advertising, and presigning blank prescription forms.
Penalties would be expanded from constituting a third degree
felony to spec1f1cally include refusal by the board to certify
an application to DPR, revocation or suspension of license,
restriction of practice, imposition of a fine up to $1,000,
reprimand, and probation.
NURSING
DPR would be authorized to compel nurses to submit to
mental or physical examinations with regard to disciplinary
action for ability to practice. As an exception to the
disciplinary ground for not reporting violators to DPR, a
licensee would only be required to report violators of
professional regulation law or rules to an "impaired
professional consultant," if the licensee verifies that the
person is part1c1pating in a board-approved treatment program.
The board would appoint one licensee to the impaired
professionals advisory committee established under the Medical
Practice Act.
PHARMACY
The defin1t1on of pharmacy would be expanded to include
rad1opharmacies and special pharmacies. Permits would be
required for their operation as 1s the case with other
pharmacies.
Graduates of 4-year undergraduate pharmacy programs 1n
foreign schools or colleges of pharmacy who have passed the
Test of English as a Foreign Language and the Foreign Pharmacy
Graduate Equivalency Examination and who have completed at
least 500 hours in a board-approved supervised work acti vity
program with supervision by a state licensed pharmacist could
take the licensure examination. Fees would be.established in
amounts sufficient to cover admin1strat1ve costs.
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DPR would issue or renew consultant pharmacist licenses.
The fees would not exceed $250.
Violation of the Federal Drug Abuse Act would be grounds
for disciplinary action against a pharmacist or pharmacy.
NURSING HOME ADMINISTRATION
The board would be reduced from 11 to 7 members. Regional
or state examinations for licensure would no longer be presumed
to be substantially equivalent to the Florida examination.
ACUPUNCTURE
The defin1t1on of acupuncture would be changed from the
insertion of needles into the human body for the purpose of
controlling and regulating the flow and balance of energy in
the human body to the insertion of cutaneous and intracutaneous
needles with or without electrical stimulation, wet or dry
cupping, plum blossom, press needles, staples, dermal needles,
acupatches, moxabustion, heat or cold, auricular therapy,
ryodorako, and acutotement.
A five member Board of Acupuncture, appointed by the
Governor and confirmed by the Senate, would be created and
would be authorized to make rules.
Applicants would be required to have completed a 2-year
training or tutorial program, which includes courses in human
sciences. Applicants could request the use of Oriental
nomenclature in the examination.
Provisions establishing maximum fees which may be charged
would be repealed which will allow fees to be raised to the
amount necessary to cover the cost of regulation as provided in
s. 455.219(1), F.S.
Persons who have been trained 1n the Orient, who have
practiced at least 5 years, the last 2 of which were in Florida
under the supervision of a licensed physician or osteopath, and
who applied for certification before October 1, 1981, would be
entitled to certification without examination. Persons who
have practiced only in the Orient for at least 2 years and who
applied for certification before October 1, 1981, would be
qualified to take the examination.
Persons who fail to renew their certificates within l year
after expiration could be required to pass the examination.
The board would be authorized to require up to 20 hours of
continuing education biennially.
Candidates who failed any portion of t�e August 1982
examination and candidates who applied but failed to take the
March 1983 examination because of its cancellation would be
entitled to retake the comparable portions.
Authorization for the department to approve apprenticeship
programs would be repealed.
ENGINEERING
The use of titles, designations, words, letters,
abbreviations, or devices tending to indicate that an
unregistered person is registered would be prohibited.
Electrical, plumbing, air-conditioning, and mechanical
contractors are currently not required to register when working
on a construction project with a value of $10,000 or less and
which requires electrical service of less than..,60Q_amperes in
residential construction and less than 800 amperes three-phase
in commercial or industrial construction or a plumbing system
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of fewer than 125 fixtures or if the construction project has a
value of $100,000 or less and requires air-conditioning and
refrigeration equipment to serve an occupant content of fewer
than 100 persons. This bill would exempt those contractors
when they are working on construction proJects which require
systems valued at $50,000 or less and which require an
aggregate service capacity of 600 ampheres or less on
residential electrical systems and 800 amperes or less on
commerc1al or industrial electrical systems, or which require a
plumbing system with less than 250 fixture units, or which
requires a heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning system
not to exceed a 15 ton per system capacity or is designed to
accommodate not more than 100 persons. Those contractors also
would not have to register when working on construction
proJects which are less than 5,000 square feet in area and
which are designed for public assembly.
LAND SURVEYING
The Board of Land Surveyors would be renamed the Board of
Professional Land Surveyors.
Graduates of approved courses of study in land surveying
from a recognized college or university and graduates of 4-year
courses of study, other than in land surveying, at an
accredited college or university would require an additional 2
years of experi ence as a subordinate to a land surveyor in
order to take the licensure examination, thus increasing the
experience requirement to 4 years and 6 years, respectively.
Regardless of experience, persons who had not successfully
completed a high school education would not be eligible to take
the examination. Persons who have successfully completed 10
years active duty service in the U. S. Military with a Military
Occupational Specialty classification of 82 and a minimum skill
level of 40 would be eligible to take the examination if they
have 7 years' experience in responsible charge of land
surveying.
Disciplinary action could be taken for failing to perform
statutory or legal obligations, violating any provision of the
practice act, violating any board or department rule or lawful
order, or failing to comply with a subpoena issued by DPR.
ACCOUNTANCY
Membership of the Board of Accountancy would be increased
from seven to nine members.
VETERINARY MEDICINE
Graduates of accredited colleges or schools of veterinary
medicine who have completed all parts of the licensure
examination would be permitted to pract1ce•under the immediate
supervision of a licensee while awaiting the examination
results. This issuance of temporary permits would no longer be
authorized.
REAL ESTATE
The commission would refund application and license fees to
which the state was not fully entitled.
Any applicant who acted, attempted to act, or held himself
out as entitled to act, as a real estate broker or salesman
during the year immediately preceding the filing of the
application, unless exempt from the licensure requirement,
regardless of whether any such acts or services were performed
for compensation or valuable considerations would be denied
licensure. The maximum number of course hours required for
licensure as a salesman would be increased froM 51-to 59; and
for licensure as a broker, from 48 to 72.
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Current provisions requ1r1ng persons desiring licensure to
answer questions and furnish supporting information as may be
required, including fingerprints for FBI processing and
entitling them to take the examination 1f they have met the
qualifications specified for practice would be replaced with
provisons entitling applicants to take the examination if they
submit fingerprints which DPR may require for processing
through appropriate law enforcement agencies and submit
certification from the educational institution attended proving
that they have satisfactorily completed the education
requirements specified for practice. Each accredited
educational institution or registered real estate school would
be required to notify the commission of the names of all
persons who have satisfactorily completed the education
requirements.
Applications would expire 1 year after filing if the
applicant fails to take the examination. Applicants who pass
the examination and are certified by the commission but who
have not requested initial licensure within 6 months would
require recertification.
The commission would be authorized to take more than one
type of disciplinary action against licensees, schools, or
applicants. Disciplinary action could be taken against any
person convicted or found guilty of a crime in any jurisdiction
which directly relates to real estate activity or involves
moral turpitude or fraudulent or dishonest dealing. A plea of
nolo contendere would be considered a conviction. Disciplinary
action could be taken for failure to inform the commission
within 30 days after pleading guilty or nolo contendere to any
felony or being convicted or found guilty of any felony.
In addition to existing requirements, applicants for
permits to operate real estate schools, or to be chief
administrators or instructors in real estate schools would be
required to meet the qualifications specified for practice as a
broker or salesman. Instructors would no longer be able to
substitute acquisition of an initial license as a broker within
the preceding 5 years 1n lieu of passing the instructor's
examination. This provision would not affect persons currently
holding instructor's permits. Applicants could be required to
submit fingerprints for FBI processing.
A person seeking recovery from the Real Estate Recovery
Fund, but who failed to give notice by certified mail, could
have the claim honored if, in the commission 1 s opinion, the
claim is otherwise valid. The amount for which claims could be
paid from the fund would be increased from $10,000 to $25,000.
Payments for claims against any one broker or salesman could
not exceed $50,000, instead of $20,000, in the aggregate.
BARBERING

•

Retired barbers would not be able to renew their licenses
by paying the required restoration fee.
Each barber shop would be required to display its
registration certificate and each individual licensee's
certificate.
Barber services would have to be performed in registered
barbershops unless the customer, for reasons of ill health, is
unable to go to a registered barbershop. In those cases,
services may be performed in locations including, but not
limited to, nursing homes, hospitals, or residences.
COSMETOLOGY
Those persons currently exempted from the �arQ.ers' Act
would be exempted from the Florida Cosmetology Act.
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Persons would be required to complete 1,000, rather than
600, of the 1,200 hours of cosmetology instruction prior to
being allowed to take the examination.
The board would be authorized to require continuing
education for renewal of a cosmetologist or cosmetology
instructor license. The board would be authorized to charge
each approved continuing education provider a $50 fee.
The board could offer a written cl1n1cal examination and a
performance examination 1n addition to a written theory
exam1nat1on.
Second degree misdemeanor penalties would be established,
but would not be imposed against cont1nu1ng education
providers. The board would be authorized to take disciplinary
action against continuing education providers and would be
authorized to apply more than one form of discipline against
licensees.
Cosmetology could be performed in locations including, but
not limited to, nursing homes, hospitals, or residences if the
customer, for reasons of ill health, cannot go to a licensed
salon.
MASSAGE
The use of colonic irrigation in hydrotherapy would be
authorized. The board would be authorized to require
continuing education whereas the current law requires
attendance at continuing education programs. The board would
be authorized to take more than one form of d1scipl1nary action
against a licensee.
ARCHITECTURE
The maximum application and examination fee would be
increased from $200 to $300. The maximum biennial renewal fee
would be increased from $100 to $200.
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
The maximum application and examination fee would be
increased from $200 to $250. Applicants would be required to
pass an examination on Florida plant materials and other
specialized aspects of landscape architecture practice.
OPTICIANRY
The requirement that ap plicants complete 2-year courses of
at least 1,000 hours per year would be changed to require
completion of 2-year courses resulting in A.A. or A.S. degrees.
Opticians would be clearly authorized to flll prescriptions
written by medical doctors or optometrists licensed by other
states.
PHYSICAL THERAPY
The Board of Medical Examiners would be authorized to take
disciplinary action in addition to or in lieu of registration,
suspension, or revocation.
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTING
Certificate holders would be authorized to engage in
contracting only for the type of work covered by the
certificate. Contractors would be required to include their
registration or certification numbers in any advertising. City
and county building departments would require each contractor
to provide verification giving the contractor'• license number
as a precondition for the issuance of a building permit. The
board would be authorized to take disciplinary action in
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addition to, rather than in lieu of, revocation, suspension, or
denial of certification or registration.
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
Maximum fees would be increased as follows: certification
application and examination and certification renewal from $150
to $200; registration application and registration renewal from
$20 to $75.
The board would be authorized to take disciplinary action
for abandonment of a project in which a contractor 1s engaged
or under contractual obligation to perform. Failure to perform
work without Just cause for 90 consecutive days would create a
presumption of abandonment.
PSYCHOLOGY
Author1zat1on for licensure as a psychologist for persons
who complied with the examination eligibility requirements set
by the old psychology board 1n a final order issued prior to
July 1, 1979, when that board was abolished pursuant to the
Regulatory Reform Act of 1976, would be removed.
CLINCIAL SOCIAL WORK
Two of the 3 years' experience required for licensure would
have to be at the post-master's level.
MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPY
L1censure requirements of a master's degree and 60 semester
or 90 quarter hours of graduate study with a marriage and
family therapy specialty or a master's or doctor's degree with
a major emphasis in specific areas including sociology in the
family, family life education, or closely comparable fields of
study emphasizing marriage and family therapy would be
repealed. New requirements would be a minimum of a master's
degree with a maJor emphasis in specific areas excluding those
cited above or completion of a minimum of a master's degree, 18
semester or 27 quarter hours of graduate coursework in
specified areas, at least one course in evaluation, research,
appraisal, assessment, or testing procedures, and at least one
supervised practicum/internship/field experience 1n a
counseling setting. Certain baccalaureate level coursework
could be applied toward the educational requirements for
licensure. The requirement that applicants have 3 years' full
time post-master 1 s experience, including 2 under supervision,
would be changed to 3 years' experience as a marriage and
family therapist with 2 years at the post-master's level and 2
under supervision.
MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING
L1censure requirements of a minimum of an earned master's
degree in a planned, supervised, integrated program and
completion of 60 semester or 90 quarter hours of graduate study
in specific areas, including community counseling, with course
work emphasizing mental health in a planned program of study
including specific courses would be repealed. New requirements
would be a minimum of an earned master's degree in those areas
now required for graduate study, except for community
counseling or completion of a minimum of a master's degree, 18
semester or 27 quarter hours of graduate coursework in
specified areas, at least one course in evaluation, research,
appraisal, assessment, or testing procedures, and at least one
supervised practicum/internship/field experience in a
counseling setting. Certain baccalaurate level coursework
could be applied toward the educational requirements for
licensure. The requirement that the applicant.ha'le 3 years 1
experience would be amended to require that 2 of those years be
at the post-master's level.
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SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY
The licensure requirement that a degree be 1n an integrated
program of graduate study primarily psychological in nature and
including 60 semester or 90 quarter hours of instruction beyond
the baccalaurate degree would be replaced with a requirement
that the applicant have a degree and have 60 semester or 90
quarter hours of graduate study, primarily psychological in
nature. Two of the required 3 years' of experience would have
to be at the post-master's level.
The exemption from the l1censure requirement for persons
who are certified 1n school psychology by the Department of
Education and who are performing psychological services as
full-time employees of public or private educational
institutions would be amended to delete the requirement that
employment be full-time. The exemption would not be construed
to authorize unlicensed practice not performed as a direct
employee of an educational institution.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:

A.

Public:
There are several provisions 1n this bill which may increase
the cost of regulation and l1censure to professionals. These
provisions include: initial license fees for all
professionals; increased maximum license renewal fees for
naturopathic physicians; fees for acupuncturists in amounts
sufficient to cover the cost of regulation; additional
experience requirements for land surveyors; increased
membership for the Board of Accountancy; additional educational
requirements necessary for licensure as a real estate broker or
salesman; continuing education for cosmetologists and an
increased minimum number of classroom hours required before the
licensure examination may be taken early; increased maximum
application and examination fees for architects and landscape
architects; and increased maximum certification, application,
and examination fees for electrical contractors. Nursing home
administrators may realize a savings in regulatory costs since
board membership is decreased. Increasing the cap on license
fees will have an impact only to the extent that fees are
increased by rule of the appropriate boards.
It is assumed that any increase or decrease in the cost of
regulation to professionals will ultimately be passed on to
consumers in the form of higher or lower prices for their
services. Also, any person requesting peer review of the fees
and services of a chiropractic physician may be charged a fee
not to exceed $50 and persons with claims against the Real
Estate Recovery Fund would be able to recover increased
amounts.

B.

Government:
According to the Department of Professional Regulation, there
are several provisions in this bill which will increase
regulatory costs. They include: peer review of certain health
care providers (the department feels the $50 fee should cover
the additional costs); treatment programs for certain impaired
professionals (the department estimates that this program will
cost approximately $134,600 to implement); increased membership
of the Board of Accountancy ($4,000 annually); establishment of
a 5-member Board of Acupuncture at a cost of $27,590 for travel
and board members 1 compensation and $13,918 for board staff
(the department estimates the total cost of regulation for
acupuncture to amount to $129,997 annually); and a study of
board and commission policies relating to licensure of foreign
speaking applicants and regulation of legal and court
interpreters (the department estimates the co� of_ implementing
these studies will be approximately $40,000). The department
expects to realize a savings 1n regulatory costs due to
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provisions of the bill which decrease the membership of the
Board of Nursing Horne Administrators (savings of $5,600
annually}; delete conference calls from board business for
purposes of board-member compensation (there were 45 board
member conference calls during FY 1981-82; however, the
department is unable to quote a dollar amount for savings); and
change inactive status requirements {1t costs $412,789 per year
to maintain an estimated 300,000 inactive records which cost
should decrease as a result of the reduction in the length of
time a license may remain on inactive status).
Additional revenues may be generated by increased caps on
certain fees (initial license fees for all professions;
biennial renewal license fees for naturopaths; application and
examination fees for architects and landscape architects;
certification, application, and examination fees for electrical
contractors) and by removal of the cap on license fees for
acupuncturists to the extent that the appropriate boards
increase these fees by rule.
I II .

COMMENTS :
The Impaired Professionals Advisory Committee created in s.
458.3311, F.S., would not be properly constituted under the Sundown
Act, s. 11.611, F.S., 1982 Supp. It woul<l be a statutorily created
advisory committee which 1s established by the Board of Medical
Examiners; however, neither the number of members nor the length of
terms is set out. Furthermore, s. 464.0185, F.S., which would
create a treatment program for impaired nursing professionals would
provide that the Board of Nursing shall appoint a licensee who
shall serve on the committee. There is no provision for future
repeal and legislative review under s. 11.611, F.S., 1982 Supp.
The amendment to s. 475.451, F.S., would, in part, repeal
subsection {6), but it does not provide for the renumbering of
current subsections (7), (8), and {9).
Section 476.210 relating to barber services has been created and
numbered; however, the decimal numbering system used in the Florida
Statutes treats a number ending in zero on the right of the decimal
point the same as the number without the zero. In this case, s.
476.210 is not available as a s. 476.21, F.S., has previously
existed and, when a section of the Florida Statutes is repealed,
its section number may not be used again.
HB 18-B was ordered enrolled by the House on June 24, 1983�

IV.

AMENDMENTS:
None.
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SUMMARY:

A.

Present Situation:
Section 20.30, F.S., establishes various divisions within the
Department of Professional Regulation {DPR}. The Division of
Adm1n1strat1ve Services, according to s. 455.217, F.S., is
responsible for the preparation and administration of
examinations and is responsible for licensee recordkeeping.
Section 114.01, F.S., specifies when an office of state
government 1s deemed to be vacant and includes provisions for:
death, removal from office, resignation, unexplained absence
for 60 consecutive days, etc.
Section 120.71, F.S., provides that any individual serving as
an agency head shall be disqualified from serving in an agency
proceeding for bias, prejudice, interest, or other causes for
which a judge may be recused.
A candidate's name, address, and examination grade is
confidential information and an exception from the public
information requirements of s. 119.07, F.S.
Each regulatory board within the DPR sets, by rule, the amount
of licensing fees. Many of these boards charge an initial
license or application fee. Other boards do not, and in some
cases, professionals are allowed to practice for l month to 2
years without paying a license fee.
According to s. 455.227, F.S., boards may impose administrative
fines on licensees for violations of the statutes. Prosecution
and probationary costs are absorbed by the board and paid by
all licensees as a cost of regulation.
According to s. 455.225, F.S., the DPR must file a formal
complaint against a regulated professional when a probable
cause panel indicates that probable cause exists. Also, all
probable cause proceedings must comply with s. 120.53, F.S.,
which includes public notice for these meetings even though
these meetings are not open to the public.
Chapter 310, F.S., relating to pilots and pilotage, authorizes
board members to set pilotage rates. The board is composed of
licensed pilots and laymembers. Also, the department assesses
a percentage of the gross amount of pilotage earned by pilots
at each port. These funds are deposited in a trust fund. Any
expenses of regulation of harbor pilots are paid from this
fund.
Section 487.184, F.S., requires that barbershops be registered
with the DPR.
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Section 471.031, F.S., prohibits the use of the name or title
"registered engineer" when a person is not registered pursuant
to ch. 471, F.S.
Within each of the professional practice
section relating to disciplinary actions
sections include specified actions which
disciplinary action by the board and the
take in response.
B.

acts, there is a
by the boards. These
constitute grounds for
actions the board may

Effect of Proposed Changes:
The name of the Division of Administrative Services is changed
to the Division of Exa mination and Licensure to more accurately
reflect its.duties.

Section 114.01, F.S., is amended to provide that the failure of
a board or commission member of the DPR to attend 3 consecutive
meetings, or half of the meetings if fewer than 5 meetings are
held per year, shall create a vacancy on the board or
commission.
Section 120.71, F.S., is amended to allow any party to an
agency proceeding to allege interest or bias on the part of a
board or commission member. The Cabinet would be responsible
for adopting rules to implement this section.
Section 455.217, F.S., is amended to allow the department to
give the names and numbers of candidates when contracting for
national examinations.
Section 455.213, F.S., is amended to allow the department to
charge a fee of no more than $200 to cover the cost of initial
l1censure. Application and exam1nat1on fees currently charged
do not always cover the cost of licensure.
Section 455.227, F.S., is amended to allow the boards to assess
prosecution and probationary costs against the appropriate
licensee.
Section 455.225, F.S., is amended to allow the department the
discretion of filing a formal complaint when a probable cause
panel finds that probable cause exists. Also, proceedings of a
probable cause panel are exempted from the notice requirements
of s. 120.53, F.S.
Chapter 310, F.S., is amended to remove pilot members of the
Board of Pilot Commissioners from pilotage rate-making
dec1s1ons. The DPR 1s given the authority to charge certain
costs (e.g., financial audits) to the appropriate port which
makes these expenses necessary.
Chapter 487, F.S., 1s amended to require barbershops to display
the barbershop registration along with each individual
licensee's certificate in a conspicuous place.
Section 471.031, F.S., is amended to prohibit the use of any
words 1ndicat1ng that a person is a registered engineer when
the person is not so registered.
The following sections dealing with disciplinary actions are
amended:
Section 458.337, F.S. (Medical Practice), is amended
to require nursing homes to report to DPR any
disciplinary actions taken against physicians.
Section 459.015, F.S. (Osteopathy), is amended to
authorize the department to compel any osteopathic
physician to submit to a mental and physical
examination during an investigation of alcohol or drug
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(Conforms language to the Medical Practice

Section 460.413, F.S. (Chiropractic), 1s amended to
require that x-rays be kept as part of the patient
record.
Section 462.14, F.S. (Naturopathy), is amended to
conform this seciton to the disciplinary section of
the Medical Practice Act.
Section 465.016, F.S. (Pharmacy), is amended to
provide disciplinary action for violations of the
Federal Drug Abuse Act. Section 465.032, F.S., is
amended to allow the department or board to revoke or
suSpend a pharmacy permit or reprimand, fine, or use
other disciplinary action.
Section 472.033, F.S. (Land Surveying), 1s amended to
include disciplinary action for violations of board or
department rules and other statutory or legal
obligations.
Section 475.25, F.S. (Real Estate Brokers, Salesmen,
and Schools), is amended to allow the commission to
use a combination of disciplinary actions. Also, a
plea of nolo contendere shall be considered a
conviction under the disciplinary section.
Section 480.046, F.S. (Massage), is amended to allow
the board to use a combination of disciplinary
actions.
Section 486.091, F.S. (Physical Therapy Practice), is
amended to allow the board to reprimand, fine, place
on probation, and otherwise discipline any registered
person.
Section 489.115, F.S. (Contracting), is amended to
allow the board to use a combination of disciplinary
actions.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
It 1s assumed that any increase or decrease 1n the cost of
regulation to professionals will ultimately be passed on to
consumers in the form of higher or lower prices for their
services.
Licensees who violate laws or board or department rules may be
assessed for prosecution and probationary costs to the extent
that such costs are determined pursuant to board rules.

B.

Government:
The departrnent 1 s authority to charge an initial license fee may
generate additional revenue to the extent that boards establish
such fees by rule. According to the department, the amount of
such additional revenues is indeterminable.

I II .

COMMENTS :
There is a technical error on page 29, line 9.
should be "fine.''

IV.

AMENDMENTS:

None.
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SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
Section 20.30, F.S., establishes various divisions within the
Department of Professional Regulation (DPR). The D1v1sion of
Administrative Services, according to s. 455.217, F.S., is
responsible for the preparation and administration of
examinations and is responsible for licensee recordkeeping.
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Section 114.01, F.S., specifies when an office of state
government 1s deemed to be vacant and includes provisions for:
death, removal from office, resignation, unexplained absence
for 60 consecutive days, etc.
Section 120.71, F.S., provides that any individual serving as
an agency head shall be disqualifi ed from serving in an agency
proceeding for bias, preJudice, interest, or other causes for
which a judge may be recused.
A cand1date 1 s name, address, and examination grade is
confidential information and an exception from the public
information requirements of s. 119.07, F.S.
Section 455.203, F.S., provides the powers and duties of the
DPR.
Section 455.207, F.S., provides for board-member compensation
of $50 for each day the board member attends an official
meeting of the board or participates in any other board
business.
Each regulatory board within the DPR sets, by rule, the amount
of licensing fees. Many of these boards charge an initial
license or application fee. Other boards do not, and in some
cases, professionals are allowed to practiCe for 1 month to 2
years without paying a license fee.
Section 455.227, F,S., provides the boards with enforcement
authority and includes the grounds for disciplinary action.
According to s. 455.225, F.S., the DPR must file a formal
complaint against a regulated professional when a probable
cause panel indicates that probable cause exists. Also, all
probable cause proceedings must comply with s. 120.53, F.S.,
which includes public notice for these meetings even though
these meetings are not open to the public.
Chapter 310, F.S., relating to pilots and pilotage, authorizes
board members to set pilotage rates. The board is composed of
licensed pilots and laymembers. Also, the department assesses
a percentage of the gross amount of pilotage earned by pilots
at each port. These funds are deposited in a •rua.t fund. Any
expenses of regulation of harbor pilots are paid from this
fund.
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Neither chapters 458 or 464, F.S., provides for the treatment
of impaired physicians or nurses; however, DPR operates an
impaired phy sician treatment program pursuant to department
rules.
Section 460.406, F.S., provides for approval and accreditation
of chiropractic colleges for licensure purposes and includes a
waiver of these requirements for applicants who matriculated
prior to July 1, 1979.
Section 462.08, F.S., sets a cap of $50 on biennial renewal
fees set by the board for naturopaths.
Section 465.07, F.S., provides the following requirements for
licensure as a pharmacist: the applicant must be at least 18
years of age and have a degree from an accredited school or
college of pharmacy.
Section 466.006, F.S., 1982 Supp., provides for a refundable
examination fee for dentists. This fee is set by the board and
shall not exceed $150. This section also contains provisions
for licensure when an applicant is a graduate of a foreign
dental school which is not approved by the board.
Section 468.1665, F.S., creates the Board of Nursing Home
Administrators consisting of 11 members as follows: 1 medical
doctor; 1 geriatric-trained registered nurse; 1 hospital
administrator, 1 licensed pharmacist; 5 licensed nursing home
administrators, and 2 lay persons.
Section 471.031, F.S., prohibits the use of the name or title
"registered engineer" when a person is not registered pursuant
to ch. 471, F.S.
Chapter 472, F.S., provides regulations for land surveyors and
creates the Board of Land Surveyors.
Section 473.303, F.S., creates a Board of Accountancy
consisting of seven members, five of whom shall be certified
public accountants.
Section 475.17, F.S., 1982 Supp., sets the required classroom
hours necessary for licensure as a real estate salesman (not to
exceed 51 hours) and broker (not to exceed 48 hours). Section
475.175, F.S., 1982 Supp., provides that an applicant may not
take the real estate examination until certain background
checks have been made by the commission pursuant to s. 475.17,
F.S., 1982 Supp.
section 476.184, F.S., requires that barbershops be registered
with the DPR.
Section 477.019, F.S., provides qualifications for licensure as
a cosmetolog1st, including: 1200 hours of training with a
procedure for certification by a school of a person to qualify
to take the examination after completion of a minimum of 600
hours. Section 477.030, F.S., requires that cosmetology
services be performed only in licensed salons.
Section 490.005, F.S., provides requirements for licensure for
psychological services {clinical social workers, marriage and
family therapists, mental health counselors, and school
psychologists).
Within each of the professional practice
section relating to disciplinary actions
sections include specified actions which
disciplinary action by the board and the
take in response.

acts, there is a
by the boards. These
constitute grounds for
actions the board may
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Effect of Proposed Changes:
The name of the D1vis1on of Administrative Services is changed
to the D1v1s1on of Examination and Licensure to more accurately
reflect its duties.
Section 114.01, F.S., is amended to provide that the failure of
a board or commiss1on member of the DPR to attend 3 consecutive
meetings, or 50% of the meetings held during a 12-month period,
shall create a vacancy on the board or commiss1on.
Section 120.71, F.S., is amended to allow any party to an
agency proceeding to allege interest or bias on the part of a
board or commission member. The Cabinet would be responsible
for adopting rules to implement this section.
Section 455.217, F.S., 1s amended to allow the department to
give the names and numbers of candidates when contracting for
national examinations.
A new section is created to provide peer review, by the
department or by contract, of health care providers (licensed
chiropractic phys1cans) to advise the department as to the
appropriateness of services and fees rendered by the health
care providers whose activities the peer review committee
reviews. The reviewing agency may charge a fee (not to exceed
$50) to be paid by the person requesting the review.
Section 455.207, F.S., is amended to provide that the term
"other business of the board" shall not include telephone
conference calls.
Section 455.213, F.S., is amended to allow the department to
charge a fee of no more than $200 to cover the cost of initial
licensure. Application and examination fees currently charged
do not always cover the cost of licensure.
Section 455.227, F.S., is amended to allow the boards to use
disciplinary actions when licensees use certain laser devices
without complying with the Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services' rules on the use of such devices.
Section 455.225, F.S., is amended to require the department to
follow a probable cause panel 1 s direction as to whether to send
a letter of guidance to a licensee or file a formal complaint
when a probable cause panel finds that probable cause exists.
Also, proceedings of a probable cause panel are exempted from
the notice requirements of s. 120.53, F.S.
Chapter 310, F.S., 1s amended to allow only one pilot board
member and one member who 1s a mar1t1me or marine shipping
professional to sit on the Board of Pilot Commissioners when
pilotage rates are set. The DPR is given the authority to
charge certain costs (e.g., financial audits) to the
appropriate port which makes these expenses necessary.
An impaired professionals advisory committee is created to
provide for treatment programs for impaired professionals
regulated under chapters 458 (medical practice) and 464
(nursing), F.S.
Section 460.406, F.S., is amended to extend the time period for
waiver of the accreditation and approval requirements for
chiropractic colleges for those applicants who matriculate
prior to July 1, 1990.
Section 462.08, F.S., 1s amended to increase the cap on renewal
fees for naturopathic physicians from $50 to $200.
section 465.07, F.S., is amended to provide th..t aJ) applicant
for licensure as a pharmacist have a degree from an accredited
pharmacy school or college or be a graduate of a 4-year program
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of a school or college outside the U.S., pass the Test of
English as a Foreign Language, pass the Foreign Graduate
Equivalency Exam, and complete at least 500 hours in a board
approved supervised work activity program.
Section 460.006, F.S., is amended to increase to $300 the
maximum refundable examination fee for dentists and expand the
requirements for licensure to include a diagnostic skills
exam1nat1on. When an applicant 1s a graduate of a college
which is not accredited or approved, the applicant would be
allowed to take the licensure exam1nat1on upon meeting certain
requirements. Exemptions are provided for applicants who
cannot comply with certain licensure requirements as a result
of political or other conditions in the country in which the
applicants received an education.
The membership of the Board of Nursing Home Administrators is
decreased to 7 members as follows: 3 li censed nursing home
administrators, 2 members from the health services industry,
and 2 lay persons {s. 468.1665, F.S.).
Section 471.031, F.S., is amended to prohibit the use of any
words indicating that a person is a registered engineer when
the person is not so registered.
Chapter 472, F.S., is amended to include the following
provisions: the name of the board is changed to the Board of
Professional Land Surveyors; a requirement of 12 hours of
mandatory continuing education per annum (effective July 1,
1985) is added; qualifications for licensure are changed to
allow applicants with a specified experience record in the U.S.
military to take the licensure examination; and to require the
board to adopt rules providing for review and approval of
military schools and apprenticeship programs operated by the
U.S. government.
The membership of the Board of Accountancy is increased to nine
members, seven of whom shall be certified public accountants.
Section 475.17, F.S., 1982 Supp., is amended to increase the
required classroom hours necessary for licensure as a real
estate broker (72 hours) and salesman (63 hours). Section
475.175, F.S., 1982 Supp., is amended to allow a person to take
the licensure examination upon submission of an application and
the required fee, and submission at the time of examination of
the certificate proving satisfactory completion of the
educational requirements (educational institutions shall notify
the commission of the persons who have completed the
educational requirements).
Chapter 476, F.S., 1s amended to require barbershops to display
the barbershop registration along with each individual
licensee's certificate in a conspicuous place.
Section 477.019, F.S., is amended to increase the minimum hours
needed for a person to qualify to take the cosmetology
examination early. Section 477.030, F.S., is amended to allow
the performance of certain cosmetology services outside a
licensed salon when a client for reasons of ill health is
unable to go to a salon.
Section 490.005, F.S., is amended to revise the licensure
requirements for marriage and family therapists, mental health
counselors, clinical social workers, and school psychologists
and delete unclear grandfathering language.
The following sections dealing with disciplinary actions are
amended:
Section 458.337, F.S. (Medical Practi.ee) .__ is amended
to require nursing homes and ambulatory surgical
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centers to report to DPR any d1sc1plinary actions
taken against physicians.
Section 459.015, F.S. {Osteopathy), is amended to
authorize the department to compel any osteopathic
physician to submit to a mental and physical
exam1nat1on during an 1nvest1gat1on of alcohol or drug
(Conforms language to the Medical Practice
abuse.
Act.)
Section 460.413, F.S. (Ch1ropract1c), is amended to
require that x-rays be kept for no longer than 4 years
as part of the patient record.
Section 462.14, F.S. (Naturopathy), 1s amended to
conform this section to the d1scipl1nary section of
the Medical Practice Act.
Section 465.016, F.S. (Pharmacy), is amended to
provide disciplinary action for violations of the
Federal Drug Abuse Act. Section 465.032, F.S., is
amended to allow the department or board to revoke or
suspend a pharmacy permit and reprimand, fine, or use
other disciplinary action.
Section 466.028, F.S. (Dentistry), is amended to
include the following under grounds for disciplinary
action: paying or receiving any commission, bonus,
kickback, or rebate for patients referred to providers
of health care goods and services; and pre-signing
blank prescription forms.
Section 472.033, F.S. (Land Surveying), is amended to
include disc1pl1nary action for violations of board or
department rules and other statutory or legal
obligations.
Section 475.25, F.S. (Real Estate Brokers, Salesmen,
and Schools), is amended to allow the commission to
use a combination of disciplinary actions. Also, a
plea of nolo contendere shall be considered a
conviction under the d1scipl1nary section.
Section 480.046, F.S. (Massage), is amended to allow
the board to use a combination of disc1pl1nary
actions.
Section 486.091, F.S. (Physical Therapy Practice), 1s
amended to allow the board to reprimand, fine, place
on probation, and otherwise discipline any registered
person.
Section 489.115, F.S. (Contractin�}, is amended to
allow the board to use a combination of disciplinary
actions.
This bill creates a nonprofit, nongovernmental advisory body
known as the Florida Consultative Counc il consisting of at
least 25 members representing the construction industry and the
public interest. Members are to be appointed by the Governor
subJect to Senate confirmation. The council would establish a
consultative committee to ensure a direct line of communication
between the council and private trade, professional, and labor
organizations, regulatory agencies, testing bodies, and
consumer groups. The council would give particular attention
to the development of methods for encouraging cooperation with
the council, acceptance and use of its technical findings, and
acceptance and use of the recognized performance criteria,
standards, and other technical provisions developed for use.
Council members would not receive any travel e�penses or per
diem from the state. The council shall annually report in
writing to the Governor, the President of the Senate, and
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Speaker of the House. The report shall include the council's
operations, act1v1ties, financial cond1t1on, accomplishments
and may include recommendations.
The bill also requires that the Department of Professional
Regulation conduct a study of procedures of the various boards
and commissions to qualify foreign-speaking residents to
practice their professions in Florida and of the need for
regulation of legal and court interpreters. The results of
these studies and recommendat1ons for development of a uniform
approach relating to foreign-speaking residents shall be made
by the department to the President of the Senate and Speaker of
the House no later than January 6, 1984.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
There are several provisions in this bill which may increase
the cost of regulation to professionals. These provisions
include: initial license fees for all professionals; increased
maximum license renewal fees for naturopathic physicians;
increased maximum examination fees and expanded licensure
requirements for dentists; and an increased board membership
for public accountants. Nursing home administrators may
realize a savings in regulatory costs since board membership is
decreased. Increasing the cap on license fees will have an
impact only to the extent that fees are increased by rule of
the appropriate boards.
Other provisions in the bill which may increase the costs of
licensure include: after July 1, 1985 applicants for licensure
as land surveyors will bear the annual cost of mandatory
continuing education; applicants for licensure as real estate
brokers and salesmen may be required to pay for additional
classroom hours necessary to meet licensure requirements; and
applicants for licensure as cosmetologists will be required to
complete additional hours before qualifying to take the
licensure examination early.
It is assumed that any increase or decrease in the cost of
regulation to professionals will ultimately be passed on to
consumers in the form of higher or lower prices for their
services. Also, any person requesting peer review of the fees
and services of a chiropractic physician may be charged a fee
not to exceed $50.

B.

Government:
According to the Department of Professional Regulation, there
are several provisions in this bill which will increase
regulatory costs. They include: peer review of certain health
care providers (the department feels the $50 fee should cover
the additional costs); treatment programs for certain impa ired
professionals (the department estimates that this program will
cost approximatley $134,600 to implement); diagnostic
examinations for dentists {estimated additional cost of $28,000
per year if DPR uses the North East Regional Board's diagnostic
exam or $60,000 (1st year) and $25,000 (each subsequent year)
if DPR develops such an exam; increased membership of the Board
of Accountancy ($4,000 annually); and a study of board and
commission policies relating to licensure of foreign-speaking
applicants and regulation of legal and court interpreters (the
department estimates the cost of implementing this provision
will be approximately $20,000). The department expects to
realize a savings in regulatory costs due to provisions of the
bill which decrease the membership of the Board of Nursing Home
Administrators (savings of $5,600 annually) and delete
conference calls from board business for purposes of board
member compensation (there were 45 board-membe-1' conference
calls during FY 1981-82; however, the department is unable to
quote a dollar amount for savings).
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Additional revenues may be generated by increased caps on
certain fees (initial license fees for all professions,
biennial renewal license fees for naturopaths, and examination
fees for dentists) to the extent that the appropriate boards
increase these fees by rule.
II I .

COMMENTS :
Many of the provisions of this bill, or similar provisions are
contained in HB 18-B which passed the Legislature during Special
Session B. HB 18-B was ordered enrolled by the House on June 24,
1983.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:
None.

STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES CONTAINED IN
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE BILL 688
Provides that the Board of Pilot Commissioners shall consist
of one pilot board member, one board member professionally
involved in maritime or marine shipping, and three board mem
bers not involved or monetarily interested in these areas
when rates of pilotage are set.
Provides for peer review of certain health care providers.
Specifies that "other business of the board" shall not in
clude telephone conference calls.
Deletes board authority to assess prosecution and
probationary costs against licensees.
Provides for treatment programs for certain impaired profes
sionals and creates an impaired professionals advisory

commit tee.

Extends the time period for waiver of the requirements for
accreditation and approval of chiropractic colleges.
Increases cap on biennial license renewal fees for
naturopathic physicians.
Changes licensure requirements for pharmacists.
Increases cap on examination fees for dentists and provides
for additional licensure requirements.
Decreases membership of the Board of Nursing Home
Administrators.
Changes the name of the land surveyor's board to Board of
Professional Land Surveyors and changes the prerequisites for
examination. Mandatory continuing education 1s also required
after July 1, 1985.
Increases membership of the Board of Accountancy.
Increases classroom hours necessary for licensure as a real
estate broker or salesman.
Increases the hours of training necessary to qualify to take
the cosmetology examination early. Allows cosmetology ser
vices to be performed outside a licensed salon for specified
reasons.
Changes requirements for l1censure of clinical social
workers, marriage and family therapists, mental health
counselors, and school psychologists.
Creates the Florida Consultative Council and provides for
membership, terms of office, and duties.
1

Requires the Department of Professional Regulation to conduct
a study on tl1'e procedures employed by the various boards and
commissions to qualify foreign-speaking residents to practice
their professions in Florida and to examine the need for
regulation of legal and court interpreters. Requires a
report to the President of the Senate and Speaker of the
House no later than January 6, 1984.
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understanding of addictive and mental disorders and the
2! treatment options available through approved providers:
(d} Advise the board on the continuation and expansion
3
of treatment programs for impaired professionals; and,
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(e)

Disseminate information on the treatment programs.

(3)

The department shall retain one or more impaired

professional consultants as recommended by the committee and
8 approved by the board.

A consultant shall be a recovered

in s. 394.455 (2) (b).

The consultant shall assist the board

9 impaired physician, or a physician licensed under chapter 458
10 or chapter 459, Florida Statutes, or a psychiatrist as defined
11

12 and the department in carrying out the responsibilities of
13 this section.

The board is authorized to adopt rules setting

(4)

14

15 forth appropriate criteria for approval of providers to engage
16 in preventive and rehabilitative programs involving impaired
17 professionals.

Information and knowledge of the consultant

(5)

18

19 involving an impaired physician who may be in violation of

� this chapter or of the rules of the board or department, shall
21 not constitute a complaint as described ins. 455.255, so long
22 as the licensee is progressing satisfactorily in a board
23 approved program.

The approved program provider shall upon

24 request disclose to the consultant all information in its

25 possession regarding an impaired physician in treatment.

All

26 information obtained by the consultant pursuant to this

271 section shall be exempt from disclosure under s. 119.07, and
28 shall be held confidential subject to the provisions of
1

29 subsection (6).

If in the opinion of the consultant, after
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71 practice constituting an immediate serious danger to the
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91 communicated to the secretary of the department.
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Professional Regulation
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CS/SB 688 by ECCA and
Senator Gersten

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
Section 20.30, F.s., establishes various divisions w1th1n the
Department of Professional Regulation (DPR). The Division of
Administrative Services, according to s. 455.217, F.S., is
responsible for the preparation and adm1n1stration of
examinations and is responsible for licensee recordkeep1ng.
Section 114.01, F.S., specifies when an office of state
government is deemed to be vacant and includes provisions for:
death, removal from office, resignation, unexplained absence
for 60 consecutive days, etc.

repmduced by
FLORIDA STATE APCHIVES
DEP4. H'.'1EN, OF $' \ 1 E
R A.
Section 120. 71, F.S., provides that any individual serving as
Tatl1h.i':;,st• .FL 3.23S_ o:,so
an agency head shall be disqualified from serving in an agency
S::.nes__LS_ Cartoii ;:3 l.{ Z-- pr<?ceeding for bias, prejudice, interest, or other causes for
which a Judge may be recused.
i

,

A candidate's name, address, and examination grade is
confidential information and an exception from the public
information requirements of s. 119.07, F.S.
Section 455.203, F.S., provides the powers and duties of the
DPR.
Section 455.207, F.S., provides for board-member compensation
of $50 for each day the board member attends an official
meeting of the board or participates in any other board
business.
Each regulatory board within the OPR sets, by rule, the amount
of licensing fees. Many of these boards charge an initial
license or application fee. Other boards do not, and in some
cases, professionals are allowed to practi�e for 1 month to 2
years without paying a license fee.
Section 455.227, F.S., provides the boards with enforcement
authority and includes the grounds for disciplinary action.
According to s. 455.225, F.S., the DPR must file a formal
complaint against a regulated professional when a probable
cause panel indicates that probable cause exists. Also, all
probable cause proceedings must comply with s. 120.53, F.S.,
which includes public notice for these meetings even though
these meetings are not open to the public.
Chapter 310, F.S., relating to pilots and pilotage, authorizes
board members to set pilotage rates. The board is composed of
licensed pilots and laymembers. Also, the department assesses
a percentage of the gross amount of pilotage earned by pilots
at each port. These funds are deposited 1n a t-rus_! fund. Any
expenses of regulation of harbor pilots are paid from this
fund.
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Neither chapters 458 or 464, F.S., provides for the treatment
of impaired physicians or nurses; however, DPR operates an
impaired physician treatment program pursuant to department
rules.
Section 460.406, F.S., provides for approval and accreditation
of chiropractic colleges for l1censure purposes and includes a
waiver of these requirements for applicants who matriculated
prior to July 1, 1979.
Section 462.0 8, F.S., sets a cap of $50 on biennial renewal
fees set by the board for naturopaths.
Section 465.07, F.S., provides the following requirements for
l1censure as a pharmacist: the applicant must be at least 18
years of age and have a degree from an accredited school or
college of pharmacy.
Section 466.006, F.S., 1982 Supp., provides for a refundable
examination fee for dentists. This fee is set by the board and
shall not exceed $150. This section also contains provisions
for licensure when an applicant is a graduate of a foreign
dental school which is not approved by the board.
Section 468.1665, F.S., creates the Board of Nursing Home
Administrators consisting of 11 members as follows: 1 medical
doctor; 1 geriatric-trained registered nurse; 1 hospital
administrator, 1 licensed pharmacist; 5 licensed nursing home
administrators, and 2 lay persons.
Section 471.031, F.S., prohibits the use of the name or title
"registered engineer" when a person is not registered pursuant
to ch. 471, F.S.
Chapter 472, F.S., provides regulations for land surveyors and
creates the Board of Land Surveyors.
Section 473.303, F.S., creates a Board of Accountancy
consisting of seven members, five of whom shall be certified
public accountants.
Section 475.17, F.S., 1982 Supp., sets the required classroom
hours necessary for licensure as a real estate salesman (not to
exceed 51 hours) and broker (not to exceed 48 hours). Section
475.175, F.S., 1982 Supp., provides that an applicant may not
take the real estate examination until certain background
checks have been made by the commission pursuant to s. 475.17,
F.S., 1982 Supp.
Section 476.184, F.S., requires that barbershops be registered
with the DPR.
Section 477.019, F.S., provides qualifications for licensure as
a cosmetologist, including: 1200 hours of training with a
procedure for certification by a school of a person to qualify
to take the examination after completion of a minimum of 600
hours. Section 477.030, F.S., requires that cosmetology
services be performed only in licensed salons.
Section 490.005, F.S., provides requirements for licensure for
psychological services (clinical social workers, marriage and
family therapists, mental health counselors, and school
psychologists).
Within each of the professional practice
section relating to disciplinary actions
sections include specified actions which
disciplinary action by the board and the
take in response�

acts, there is a
by the boards. These
constitute grounds for
actions the board may
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Effect of Proposed Changes:
The name of the Division of Adm1n1strat1ve Services is changed
to the Division of Exam1nat1on and Licensure to more accurately
reflect its duties.
Section 114.01, F.S., 1s amended to provide that the failure of
a board or comm1ss1on member of the DPR to attend 3 consecutive
meetings, or 50% of the meetings held during a 12-month period,
shall create a vacancy on the board or commiss1on.
Section 120.71, F.S., is amended to allow any party to an
agency proceeding to allege interest or bias on the part of a
board or comrn1ssion member. The Cabinet would be responsible
for adopting rules to implement this section.
Section 455.217, F.S., is amended to allow the department to
give the names and numbers of candidates when contracting for
national examinations.
A new section is created to provide peer review, by the
department or by contract, of health care providers (licensed
chiropractic physicans) to advise the department as to the
appropriateness of services and fees rendered by the health
care providers whose activities the peer review committee
reviews. The reviewing agency may charge a fee (not to exceed
$50) to be paid by the person requesting the review.
Section 455.207, F.S., is amended to provide that the term
"other business of the board" shall not include telephone
conference calls.
Section 455.213, F.S., is amended to allow the department to
charge a fee of no more than $200 to cover the cost of initial
licensure. Application and examination fees currently charged
do not always cover the cost of l1censure.
Section 455.227, F.S., is amended to allow the boards to use
disciplinary actions when licensees use certain laser devices
without complying with the Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services' rules on the use of such devices.
Section 455.225, F.S., 1s amended to require the department to
follow a probable cause panel 1 s direction as to whether to send
a letter of guidance to a licensee or file a formal complaint
when a probable cause panel finds that probable cause exists.
Also, proceedings of a probable cause panel are exempted from
the notice requirements of s. 120.53, F.S.
Chapter 310, F.S., is amended to allow only one pilot board
member and one member who is a maritime or marine shipping
professional to sit on the Board of Pilot Commissioners when
pilotage rates are set. The DPR is given fhe authority to
charge certain costs (e.g�, f1nanc1al audits) to the
appropriate port which makes these expenses necessary.
An impaired professionals advisory committee is created to
provide for treatment programs for impaired professionals
regulated under chapters 458 (medical practice) and 464
(nursing), F.S.
Section 460.406, F.S., is amended to extend the time period for
waiver of the accreditation and approval requirements for
chiropractic colleges for those applicants who matriculate
prior to July 1, 1990.
Section 462.08, F.S., is amended to increase the cap on renewal
fees for naturopathic phys1c1ans from $50 to $200.
Section 465.07, F.S., 1s amended to provide th�t an applicant
for licensure as a pharmacist have a degree from an accredited
pharmacy school or college or be a graduate of a 4-year program
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of a school or college outside the U.S., pass the Test of
English as a Foreign Language, pass the Foreign Graduate
Equ1valency Exam, and complete at least 500 hours in a board
approved supervised work act1v1ty program.
Section 460.006, F.S., 1s amended to increase to $300 the
maximum refundable examination fee for dentists and expand the
requirements for l1censure to include a diagnostic skills
examination. When an applicant 1s a graduate of a college
which is not accredited or approved, the applicant would be
allowed to take the l1censure examination upon meeting certain
requirements. Exemptions are provided for applicants who
cannot comply with certain l1censure requirements as a result
of political or other conditions in the country 1n which the
applicants received an education.
The membership of the Board of Nursing Home Administrators is
decreased to 7 members as follows: 3 licensed nursing home
administrators, 2 members from the health services industry,
and 2 lay persons (s. 468.1665, F.S.).
Section 471.031, F.S., is amended to prohibit the use of any
words indicating that a person is a registered engineer when
the person is not so registered.
Chapter 472, F.S., 1s amended to include the following
provisions: the name of the board is changed to the Board of
Professional Land Surveyors; a requirement of 12 hours of
mandatory continuing education per annum (effective July 1,
1985) is added; qualifications for licensure are changed to
allow applicants with a specified experience record in the U.S.
military to take the licensure examination; and to require the
board to adopt rules providing for review and approval of
military schools and apprenticeship programs operated by the
U.S. government.
The membership of the Board of Accountancy is increased to nine
members, seven of whom shall be certified public accountants.
Section 475.17, F.S., 1982 Supp., is amended to increase the
required classroom hours necessary for licensure as a real
estate broker (72 hours) and salesman (63 hours). Section
475.175, F.S., 1982 Supp., is amended to allow a person to take
the licensure examination upon submission of an application and
the required fee, and submission at the time of examination of
the certificate proving satisfactory completion of the
educational requirements (educational institutions shall notify
the commission of the persons who have completed the
educational requirements).
Chapter 476, F.S., is amended to require barbershops to display
the barbershop registration along with each individual
licensee 1 s certificate 1n a conspicuous place.
Section 477.019, F.S., is amended to increase the minimum hours
needed for a person to qualify to take the cosmetology
examination early. Section 477.030, F.S., is amended to allow
the performance of certain cosmetology services outside a
licensed salon when a client for reasons of ill health is
unable to go to a salon.
Section 490.005, F.S., is amended to revise the licensure
requirements for marriage and family therapists, mental health
counselors, clinical social workers, and school psychologists
and delete unclear grandfathering language.
The following sections dealing with disciplinary actions are
amended:
Section 458.337, F.S. (Medical PractUre}, is amended
to require nursing homes and ambulatory Sllrgical
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centers to report to DPR any disciplinary actions
taken against physicians.
Section 459.015, F.S. (Osteopathy), is amended to
authorize the department to compel any osteopathic
physician to submit to a mental and physical
examination during an investigation of alcohol or drug
abuse. (Conforms language to the Medical Practice
Act.)
Section 460.413, F.S. (Chiropractic), is amended to
require that x-rays be kept for no longer than 4 years
as part of the patient record.
Section 462.14, F.S. (Naturopathy), 1s amended to
conform this section to the disciplinary section of
the Medical Practice Act.
Section 465.016, F.S. (Pharmacy), 1s amended to
provide disciplinary action for violations of the
Federal Drug Abuse Act. Section 465.032, F.S., is
amended to allow the department or board to revoke or
suspend a pharmacy permit and reprimand, fine, or use
other disciplinary action.
Section 466.028, F.S. (Dentistry), is amended to
include the following under grounds for disciplinary
action: paying or receiving any commission, bonus,
kickback, or rebate for patients referred to providers
of health care goods and services� and pre-signing
blank prescription forms.
Section 472.033, F.S. (Land Surveying), is amended to
include disciplinary action for violations of board or
department rules and other statutory or legal
obligations.
Section 475.25, F.S. (Real Estate Brokers, Salesmen,
and Schools), is amended to allow the commission to
use a combination of disciplinary actions. Also, a
plea of nolo contendere shall be considered a
conviction under the disciplinary section.
Section 480. 0 46, F. S. (Massage) , is amended to allow
the board to use a combination of disciplinary
actions.
Section 486.091, F.S. (Physical Therapy Practice), is
amended to allow the board to reprimand, fine, place
on probation, and otherwise discipline any registered
person.
Section 489.115, F.S. (Contractin�}, is amended to
allow the board to use a combination of disciplinary
actions.
This bill creates a nonprofit, nongovernmental advisory body
known as the Florida Consultative Council consisting of at
least 25 members representing the construction industry and the
public interest. Members are to be appointed by the Governor
subJect to Senate confirmation. The council would establish a
consultative committee to ensure a direct line of communication
between the council and private trade, professional, and labor
organizations, regulatory agencies, testing bodies, and
consumer groups. The council would give particular attention
to the development of methods for encouraging cooperation with
the council, acceptance and use of its technical findings, and
acceptance and use of the recognized performance criteria,
standards, and other technical provisions developed for use.
Council members would not receive any travel e.penses or per
diem from the state. The council shall annually r"eport in
writing to the Governor, the President of the Senate, and
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Speaker of the House. The report shall include the council's
operations, activities, financial cond1t1on, accompl1shments
and may include recommendations.
The bill also requires that the Department of Professional
Regulation conduct a study of procedures of the various boards
and commissions to qualify foreign-speaking residents to
practice their professions 1n Florida and of the need for
regulation of legal and court interpreters. The results of
these studies and recommendations for development of a uniform
approach relating to foreign-speaking residents shall be made
by the department to the President of the Senate and Speaker of
the House no later than January 6, 1984.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
There are several provisions in this bill which may increase
the cost of regulation to professionals. These provisions
include: initial license fees for all professionals; increased
maximum license renewal fees for naturopathic physicians;
increased maximum examination fees and expanded licensure
requirements for dentists; and an increased board membership
for public accountants. Nursing home administrators may
realize a savings in regulatory costs since board membership is
decreased. Increasing the cap on license fees will have an
impact only to the extent that fees are increased by rule of
the appropriate boards.
Other provisions in the bill which may increase the costs of
licensure include: after July 1, 1985 applicants for licensure
as land surveyors will bear the annual cost of mandatory
continuing education; applicants for licensure as real estate
brokers and salesmen may be required to pay for additional
classroom hours necessary to meet licensure requirements; and
applicants for licensure as cosmetologists will be required to
complete additional hours before qualifying to take the
licensure examination early.
It is assumed that any increase or decrease in the cost of
regulation to professionals will ultimately be passed on to
consumers in the form of higher or lower prices for their
services. Also, any person requesting peer review of the fees
and services of a chiropractic physician may be charged a fee
not to exceed $50.

B.

Government:
According to the Department of Professional Regulation, there
are several provisions in this bill which will increase
regulatory costs. They include: peer review of certain health
care providers (the department feels the $SO fee should cover
the additional costs); treatment programs for certain impaired
professionals (the department estimates that this program will
cost approximatley $134,600 to implement); diagnostic
examinations for dentists (estimated additional cost of $28,000
per year if DPR uses the North East Regional Board's diagnostic
exam or $60,000 (1st year) and $25,000 (each subsequent year)
if DPR develops such an exam; increased membership of the Board
of Accountancy ($4,000 annually); and a study of board and
commission policies relating to licensure of foreign-speaking
applicants and regulation of legal and court interpreters (the
department estimates the cost of implementing this provision
will be approximately $20,000). The department expects to
realize a savings in regulatory costs due to provisions of the
bill which decrease the membership of the Board of Nursing Home
Administrators (savings of $5,600 annually) and delete
conference calls from board business for purposes of board
member compensation (there were 45 board-mernbe. conference
calls during FY 1981-82; however, the department 15 unable to
quote a dollar amount for savings).
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Additional revenues may be generated by increased caps on
certain fees (initial license fees for all professions,
biennial renewal license fees for naturopaths, and examination
fees for dentists) to the extent that the appropriate boards
increase these fees by rule.
I II .

COMMENTS :
None.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:
None.

16/13'--0

DIFFERENCES IN CS/SB 688 AND HB 1311 (FIRST F.NGROSSED)
Lanugage in s. 120.71 on d1squal1f1cat1on9 is 5liqhtly
different.

New language 1n SD applies onl1 to DPR.

In

HB, 1t applies to all agencies.
HB allows department to publ15h the nam�5 of unl1cense�
individuals who are operating without a l1cen5e 1� a
newspaper in the area 1n which the pers0n t� operating.
HB amends 5. 458.311, F,S., to include examination of
graduates from an allopathic medical 5chool or college.
AB provides for thP issuance of an osteopat�tc faculty
certificate.

Allows holder of cert1f1catA to practice

only 1n conJunction with te3ch1ng dut1Ps.
RB creates a new section requ1r1ng pod1atr1st to state
whether they will accept Medicare assignment
reimbursement.

HRS is to prepare a list of such

podiatrists.
HB changes statutory cite for optometri c: t<-, who ilr,_,. Pm
ployed by corporationc: or labor organ17ation� l1�enc:e�
under ch. 637,
HB provides that nurses may be compellen to suhmit to a
mnnt�l nr phy�1rill nx�m 1n rnrlil1n ���••�.
HB includes radiopharmac1eq ann speci 11 ph,1rmac1�•, un,1,,r
regulations of ch. 465, F.S.
HB 'lncludes a statute of limitations for [1ling c,)m
plaints under ch. 468, F.s.
HB does not decreasP membership of Boar� of Nursing Home
.Jidministrators.

l

HB sets thresholds for the type of act1v1ties (plumb1ng,
electrical, air conn1tion1ng ann heat1ng) whic� may he
done by contractors without a professibnal engineer's
seal.
HB does not inclurlc- m-:lnr'latory cont1nu1ng erlucat1on for
land surveyors.
HB r�words s. 473.313, F.S., relat1ng to inactive status
of public accountA.nts.
HB specifies th,1t those pPr,;ons who v3cc1nA.t"' animals
must be a licPnsPr'l vPtPr1n�r1an and allnws an unlicensed
doctor of veter1nary mPrhc1nP to practice undPr the

l!ll

mediate supervision of a ltcPn�erl veter1narian.
HB provides for a rPfunrl of fpes un,ler certain circum
stances 1n ch. 47S, F.S. (R<'al F.st3te).
HB bars from l1cen'iure thosP pcrsnns who have hPlrl them
selves out to bP 1eal estate hrokers or salesmen the
year prior to f1l1nq an appl1cat1on for licensure un<1"'r
ch. 475, F.S.
HB provides that an �pplication f0r licensure und0r ch.
47S, F.S , �x1,1rP'i aftPr one vear tf the appltcA.nt rlocs
nnt t,lkP th0 ,1pprnpr1,1t<> r,.-,1m ,1nrl rrnv1rl0; th1t ,1n nn
-;1t•� h1rJkf'r

1•; r<'q111r,_.,1 t<J mc1narir> 1 branch o[fiCf',

HB incluOes prov1s1nns that rPal estate school insttuo__·
tor<; must pass ;in instructnr's wr1tte., C'<am1nat10n;
however, present permittP�S are grand�athered in.
HB increases p1yments for claims from the Real Estate
Recovery Funn from $20,000 to $50,000.
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relating to Professional Regulation

Other Committees of Reference:
Subcommittee:
Committee:
I.

SUMMARY AND PURPOSE

PCB 27 is an omnibus bill containing the Department of
Professional Regulation's legislative package. The various
proposals within the bill originated with the Department of
Professional Regulation or with the professional boards
within the Department. The bill amends 25 chapters of the
Florida Statutes; all of which directly relate to
professional regulation.
II.

CURRENT LAW AND EFFECT OF CHANGES
A.

Current Law

Section 1. Changes the name of the Division of
Administrative Services to Division of Examination Services.
Changes the name of the Board of Land Surveyors to
the Board of Professional Land surveyors.
Section 2. Provides for the automatic creation of
a vacancy when a board or commission member fails to attend
three consecutive or 50% of a board's meetings.

f
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Article IV, Section 6 of the Florida Constitution
provides that:
"Boards authorized to grant and revoke licenses to
engage in regulated occupations shall be assigned
to appropriate departments and their members
appointed or fixed terms, SUBJECT TO REMOVAL ONLY
FOR CAUSE."
Removal for cause would include neglect of duty,
but remova l from office would be discretionary with the
Governor.
The bill would provide for automatic removal from
office by creating a vacancy when, without good cause, there
is failure to attend meetings.
The change affects ALL board or commission
members, not just DPR Board members.
Section 3. The purpose of this section is to
amend procedures whereby a party who is up for discipline
before a DPR board may alJege interest or bias by board
members, thus forcing disqualification of the members. Such
a situation occurred with the dental board and could happen
to other boards.
The proposal would affect all state agency
proceedings, not just DPR board actions.
The proposal would reauire the filing of
suggestion within a "reasonable time" prior to the
proceedings, and would authorize the Administration
Commission (Cabinet) to adopt rules of procedure. There is
a change of wording from "shall" to "may,• the effects of
which would not be clarified until rules are adopted.
Sections 4, 5, and 7. These sections change the
composition of the Board of Pilot Commissioners for rule
making decisions. The Board is composed of ten members:
5 harbor pilots
2 non-pilots actively engaged in maritime
shipping
3 non-pilots actively engaged in maritime
shipping
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For rate making decisions the board shall be
comprised of the following:
l harbor pilot member
l board member actively involved in their
professional or business capacity in maritime or marine
shipping; and
3 board members not involved or monetarily
interested in the piloting profession or in the maritime
industry or marine shipping.
Section 6. Requires rulemaking regarding
procedures for verifying the amount of pilotage at each
port.
Section B. Authorizes DPR to charge a licensure
fee for licenses being initially licensed.
Currently, fees are assessed for application and
examination, but these revenues do not in all cases cover
the costs of regulating initial licensees. Various DPR
boards have attempted to charge initial licensure fees, but
it has been ruled that they have no statutory authority to
do so.
Section 9.

Contains technical name change.

Allows the department to provide candidate names
when contracting for national examinations.
Section 10. Provides that each DPR board may, in
the alternative of filing a formal complaint, send a letter
of guidance after a finding of probable cause.
Deletes notice requirements for probable cause
panel meetings. Such meetings are not open to the public.
Section 11. Authorizes the Department to obtain
patient records from naturopaths, just as it does for other
medical professionals.
Section 12. Authorizes the Board of Medical
Examiners rather than the Department to waive educational
requirements where the applicant has been examined and
certified as a specialist.
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Section 13. Clarifies that a physician is not
required to report another physician if he verifies that the
individual is in an approved treatment program. In
addition, the cap on administrative fines on physicians is
raised from $1,000 per count to $10,000 per count.
Section 14. Provides for the creation of an
Impaired Professionals Advisory Committee and establishes
the duties and responsibilities of the committee. In
addition, the Board of Medical Examiners is authorized to
establish rules relating to the Committee and its functions.
Section 15. Requires nursing homes ambulatory
surgical centers or their staff to report to DPR
disciplinary actions taken against physicians just as
hospitals and hospital staff must report violations.
Sections 16, 17 and 18. These sections amend the
osteopathic practice act by providing for the following:
Authorizing an osteopath to practice in Florida in
conjunction with teaching duties at an accredited
school;
Authorizing the Department to compel a mental or
physical examination when investiqating alcohol or
drug abuse by an osteopath;
Would require the waiver of any objection to the
admissability of medical report. The statute is
rewritten to conform to language in the medical
practice act.
Section 19. Would require physicians to keep X
rays in addition to other medical records. There is no
similar provision for doctors.
Section 20. Requires podiatrists applying for
licensure or renewal of licensure to indicate whether or not
they accept Medicare assignment reimbursement and requires
the department to share that information with the Department
of HRS district offices.
Section 21. Rewrites naturopathic disciplinary
section to conform with medical practice act.
Section 22.
statute reference.

Technical change to correct incorrect
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Section 23. Authorizes DPR to compel a mental or
physical examination when investigating alcohol or drug
abuse by a nurse. Requires that nurse pay for the
examination. Excepts nurses from reporting another nurse
suspected of alcohol or drug abuse if they verify that the
nurse is in an approved treatment program.
Section 24. Authorizes Board of Nursing to
appoint a licensee to serve on Impaired Professionals
Advisory Committee; reouires the Department to retain
consultants approved by the board and provides some specific
duties of the department.
Sections 25, 26, 27, 28 and 29. Defines and
provides for perm1tt1ng of radiopharmac1es, special
pharmacies and consulting pharmacists.
Provides for discipline of pharmacists violating
the Federal Drug Abuse Act.
Section 30. Provides for flexibility in the
discipline of pharmacy permittees.
Section 31. Authorizes the Board of Dentistry to
require a person to submit a mental or physical examination
under certain circumstances and authorizes disciplinary
action against dentists who presign blank prescription
forms.
Section 32. Eliminates the presumption that state
or regional examinations for licensure as a nursing home
administrator are substantially equivalent to Florida
examination requirements.
Section 33. Authorizes a statute of limitations
for certain violations by nursing home administrators.
Sections 34 and 35. Restricts the use of the
title "registered engineer" to engineers licensed pursuant
to Chapter 471.
Sections 36, 37 and 39. Changes the name of the
Board of Land Surveyors to the Board of Professional Land
Surveyors.
Provides for discipline of land surveyors for
violations of Florida Statutes, or rules of the Board.
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Section 38. The current law provides for
alternative sets of criteria which will qualify an applicant
for licensure as a land surveyor. The alternatives are:
A. graduate from an approved college course and
have two years experience
B. graduate from a four year program, other
than land surveying and have four years experience
C. complete 32 semester hour course of study,
and have six years experience
D.

complete eight years of experience

The bill would change the qualifications for
licensure pursuant to alternative A as follows:
- the applicant would be required to graduate
from a four year course rather than an approved course
- have four rather than two years experience
Applicants pursuant to alternative B would be
required to have six rather than four years of experience.
Applicants pursuant to alternative D would be
required to have ten rather than eiqht years of experience.
The requirement of a high school diploma is added.
1993.

Alternatives C and D would be eliminated after

Section 40. Expands the Board of Accountancy from
7 to 9 members by adding two professional members.
Section 41.
provisions relating to
retired and authorizes
which a license may be

Clarifies the inactive status
accountants; defines permanently
board to extend the four-year period
inactive under certain circumstances.

Sections 42, 43 and 44. Provides that the
vaccination of animals against diseases communicable to
humans must be performed by a veterinarian.
Repeals provisions for a temporary permit, and
adds language to allow practice of veterinary medicine under
direct supervision while awaiting examination results.
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Section 45. Allows refund or partial refund of
real estate application fees.
Section 46. Prohibits the licensure of applicants
who have unlawfully acted as real estate brokers or salesman
in the year prior to application.
Raises the number of classroom hours required to
be a real estate salesm an from 51 to 63 hours, and the hours
required to be a broker from 48 to 72 hours.
Section 47. Amends s. 475.175, F.S., and
clarifies the procedure and requirements individuals must
meet in order to be eligible to take the real estate license
examination.
Section 48. Requires real estate applicants to
take real estate examinations within one year of application
and to request initial licensure within six months of
passage of the examination.
Section 49.

Technical change to clarify language.

Section 50. Requires branch real estate offices
to be managed by an on-site broker.
Section 51. Adds permit holders (real estate
schools) to disciplinary provisions of Chapter 475.
Provides that a plea of nolo contendre shall be
considered a conviction for the purposes of discipline by
real estate commission.
Requires real estate licensees to notify DPR of
any felony conviction.
Section 52. Requires real estate school
instruc tors to pass an examination.
Rewrites grandfather clause for real estate school
instructors.
Section 53. Allows for a claim to be honored,
despite lack of notice, if the commission determines the
claim is valid.
Section 54. Raises cap on allowable payments from
real estate recovery fund.
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Section 55. Deletes language relating to renewal
of license of retired barbers. In all other practice acts a
person is either active or inactive.
Section 56. Provides that a barber's assistant
may not apply hair tonics.
Section 57. Reauires each barber shop to display
its barber shop registration certificate.
Section SB. Creates an exception and allows
barber services to be performed in locations other than
registered barber shops under certain circumstances.
Section 59. Provides for exemption from
cosmetology licensure for medical professionals, nurses,
barbers, and employees of certain public institutions.
Section 60. Clarifies the continuing education
reauirements for cosmetoloqists.
Section 61. Provides flexibility to the Board of
Cosmetology regarding examinations. Currently, a practical
examination is statutorily required; this proposal would
permit all the Board to choose what types of examinations
will be offered.
Section 62. Rewrites the disciplinary section in
the cosmetology practice act to reflect similar language in
other practice acts.
Section 63. Provides for disciplinary proceedinqs
against continuing education providers.
Section 64. Rewrites disciplinary section of
cosmetology practice act to conform with other practice
acts.
Section 65. Creates an exception and allows
cosmetology services to be performed in locations other than
licensed salon under certain circumstances.
Section 66. Would allow for colonic irrigation by
massage licensees. It is currently unclear as to whether
"Hydrotherapy" includes colonic irrigation.
Section 67. Deletes mandatory continuing
education requirements and adds language to allow the Board
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of Massage to include prescribed continuinq education by
rule.
Section 68. Deletes financial responsibility and
insurance coverage reauirements for massage establishments.
Section 69. Provides for flexibility in
disciplinary proceedings.
Section 70. Raises fee cap for application and
examination as an architect from $200 to $300.
Section 71. Raises the fee cap for applicatTon
and examination as a landscape architect from $200 to $250.
Section 72. Reauires that applicants for
licensure as a landscape architect must pass a test on
Florida plant materials. The reauirement would primarily
affect applicants f rom out-of-state applying for licensure
by endorsement.
Section 73. Changes the educational reauirement
for licensure of opticians. An A.A. or A.S. degree in
opticianry would meet the altered requirements. At present
a two year course is required, but also 1,000 hours per year
is required.
Section 74. Deletes definition section which
currently has the effect of limiting opticians to filling
prescriptions of in-state physicians.
Section 75. Provides for flexibility in the
discipline of physical therapists.
Section 76. Alters contractor certification
regulation to clarify that a contractor may only practice
the particular type of contracting which is covered in the
certificate.
Section 77. Reauires local building departments
to verify that a DPR construction license is verified before
issui ng a building permit.
language.

Section 78.

Technical change in disciplinary

Section 79. Clarifies definition relating to
electrical contracting (technical).
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Section BO. Raises the following fee caps for
electrical contractors:
- examination and certification from $150 to
$200
- initial application for registration from $20
to $75
- certification renewal from $150 to $200
- registration renewal from $20 to $75
Section Bl. Abandonment of a contracted project
is added as grounds for which an electrical contractor may
be disciplined.
Section 82. Deletes unclear grandfathering
language relating to licensure in psychology.
Alters licensure reauirements to marriaqe and
family therapists, mental health counselors, clinical social
workers, and school psychologists.
Section 83. Exempts certain persons from
licensure reauirements, if the individual is an employee of
a public or private educational institution.
Section 84. Provides for repeal and review of
each section added to Chapter 459 by this act on October 1,
1986.
Section 85. Provides for repeal and review of
each section added to Chapter 465 by this act on October 1,
1986.
Section 86, Provides for repeal and review of
each section added to Chapter 477 by this act of October 1,
1985.
Section 87.
B.

Provides for effective date.

Effect of Proposed Changes
None.
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III.

FISCAL DATA

The bill does not contain provisions which would
require additional personnel or direct expenditures by the
Department. Section 8 could redistribute the burden of
funding regulation by authorizing initial licensees to pay
additional fees. Section 40 would add additional costs to
the Board of Accountancy by adding additiona] members to the
Board.
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FISCAL NOTE

COMMENTS :

The bill's orovisions reqarding 1nit1al licensure fees and the increase
1n fee caps will allow the boards and/or DPR to recover necessary costs
of l1censure and regulation, allowing each profession to be f1nanc1ally
self-supporting.
The expansion of the Board of Accountancy will have minimal cost
increases for this board.
The costs of the Impaired Professional Advisory Committee and the
retention of the required consultant will be aoproximately $ 67,300 to
be aqsessed against oartic1pat1ng boards through the DPR's
administrative assessment.
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STATE OF FLORIDA
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
1983
FISCAL NOTE

H!l 1311
Bill Number

In comol1ance with Rule 7.16, there 1s herebv submitted a fiscal note on the
above listed bill relative to the effect on revenues, expenditu res, or fiscal
liability of the State, and of Local Governments as a whole.

----------------=========-=-----=================�============================---I.

DESCRIPTION OF BILL
A. Fund or Tax Affected

Professional Regulation Trust Fund
B.

Principal Aqencv Affected
Department of Professional Regulation

C.

Narrative Summary
(Section5 containing fiscal impact are listed.
a description of all 87 sections.)

See Bill Summary for

Section 8: Allows DPR to charge an initial license fee not to
exceed $200. This provides DPR or the affected board the authority
to assess for costs of initial registration and investigation which
the current license/renewal fees do not cover.
Section 14: Provides for the creation of an Imoa1red
Professions Advisory Committee with rules established by the Board
of Medical Advisors. Requires DPR to retain a consultant for the
Advisory Committee.
Section 40:
members.

Exoands the Board of Accountancy from 7 to 9

Section 70: Raises the fee cao for aoplication and examination
as an architect from $200 to $300.
Section 71: Raises the fee cao for application and examination
as a landscape architect from $200 to $250.
Section 80:

Raises the fee caos for electrical contractors.

Effective date: October 1, 1983, except that the amendments to ss.
475.17 and 475.451(2) (c) provided in this act shall take effect
January 1, 1984.
II.

FISCAL IMPACT ON STATE AGENCIES/STATE FUN�DS
A.

Non-Recurring or First Year Start-up Effects
See Colffllents

B.

Recurring or Annualized Continuation Effects
See CoI"tITlents

C.

Lonq Run Effects other than Normal Growth
N/A

D.

Aporopr1at1ons Conseauences
See Comments
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Rep Gustafson moved the adopt10n ofthe amendment, which was
adopted without obJecbon.
On motion by Rep, Gustafi,on, the rules were waived and CS/SB

201 , as amended, was read the third time by title On passage, the
vote was.
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So the bill passed, as amended, and was immediately certified to
the Senate after engrossment
Consideration of HB 1 1 65 was temporarily deferred
� bill to be entitled An act relatmg to professional
regulatio n, amend.mg s. 20.30 (2) (aJ, (3), and (4J (x), Florida Stat
utes, 1982 Supplement, renaming a division and hoard w1thm the
Department of Professional Regulation, addmg a paragraph to s
1 14 04 ( 1 ), Florida Statutes, prov1dmg an additional circumstance
1n which a vacancy m office on a board or commission shall occur,
amending s 120 7 1 , Flonda Statutes, changmg procedures for the
d1squahficat1on of agency personnel m admm1strative proceedmgs,
providing for rules, amending ss 3 1 0 0 1 1 and 310 02 1 1 1 ) and add
mg a new subsection (lJ to s 310 1 5 1 , Florida Statutes, restrictmg
the members of the Board of Pilot Comm1ss1oners who may vote on
rate matters; amendmg s. 310 131, Florida Statutes, author12ing
procedures for the verification of amounts of pilotage at each port,
amendmg s -'55 .213 (2), Florida Statutes, prov1dmg for imtu'll li
cense f�s for professional license.!!, amending s. 455.2 17 (1), Florida
Statute.!!, 1982 Supplement, authonzmg the hm1ted release of cer
tain exammahon mformation, amendmg s. 455 225, Florida Stat
utes, changmg complamt procedures involvmg persons regulated
by the department, exemptmg probable cause panel proceedmgs
from cert.am notice requ1rement.s, amending s 455 241 1 2 ), Florida
Statutes, 1982 Supplement, authorizmg the department to obtam
certain patient records of naturopathic physicians, amending .!I
458 3 1 1 (4), Florida Statutes, providing for board waiver of cert.am
educational requirements for hcensure of phys1c1ans, amendmg s
458 33 1 < ! Ht) and (2) (d), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, pro
v1dmg an exception to v10lat1on reporting requirements, mcreasmg
the administrative fine which may be imposed by the Board of
Medical Exanuners, creating s 458 33 1 1 , Florida Statutes, creat
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mg the Impaired Professionals Advisory Committee; providmg its
duties, providing for consultants and for the confidentiality of cer
tam mformat 10n, providmg for reports of impairment, amendmg s.
458 337 (lJ lb), Florida Statutes, requirmg not1ficat1on to the de
partment of d1sc1phnary action by ambulatory surgical centers or
nursmg homes agamst physicians, creatmg s 459.0076, Florida
Statutes, authonzmg osteopathic faculty certificates, amendmg s.
459 015 ( 1 ) (s), Florida Statutes, prov1dmg for certam mental and
physical exammahons of osteopathic physicians and restr1ctmg the
use of related mformat10n, amending s 459 017, Florida Statutes,
expandmg provisions relating to the release of certam medical
reports durmg an mvestigat1on, amendmg s 460 413 ( 1 ) (n), Flor
ida Statutes, expanding the types of chiropractic records which
must be kept, creating s 46 1 0095, Florida Statutes, requirmg
licensed podiatrists to disclose whether they accept Medicare as
signment reimbursements, amendmg s 462 14, Florida Statutes,
changmg the grounds for and types of d1sciphnary action agamst
naturopath1c phys1c1ans, amending s 463.014 (2J, Florida Statutes,
changmg the types of corporations or organizations which may
employ optometrists to provide optometric services to employees,
amendmg s 464 0 18 (lJ (h) and (1), Florida Statutes, prov1dmg for
cert.am mental or physical exammat1ons of nurses and restnctmg
the use of related mformat10n, prov1dmg an except10n to violation
reportmg requirements, creati ng s 464 0185, Florida Statutes, pro
viding for use of the Impaired Profess10nals Advisory Committee
consultants with respect to impa ired nurses, amending s 465 003 (3),
Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, adding new types of pharma
cies; amendmg subsection to s 465 008, Florida Statutes, providing
for consultant pharmacist hcenses, amendmg s 465 016 llJ le), Flor
ida Statutes, providmg for the d1sciphne of pharmacists v10latmg
specified federal law, creatmg ss 465 0195 and 465 0196, Florida
Statutes, prov1dmg procedures and cond1hons for the i.!lsuance of
permits for radiopharmac1es and special pharmacies, amendmg s
465 023 ( 1 I, Florida Statutes, authorizmg alternative dtsciphnary
actions against pharmacy perm1ttees, amendmg s 466 028 (1) (t),
Florida Statutes, and addmg a paragraph, providing for certam
mental or physical exarn mahons of dentists and restrictmg the use
of related 1nformat1on, adding a ground for d1sc1plmary action against
dentists, amendmg s 468 1705 ( 2 ), Florida Statutes , 1982 Supple
ment, changing prov1s10ns relatmg to hcensure of nursmg home
admintstrators by endorsement, creatmg s 468.1756, Florida Stat
utes, providing a statute of hm1tations for certam v10lat10ns by
nursing home administrators; amending s. 471.003 ( 1 ), Florida Stat
utes, 1982 Supplement, and s 471 031 fl) (b), Florida Statutes, pro
hib1tmg unregistered engineers from holdmg themselves out as
bemg registered; amendmg s 472 005 f 1 ), Florida Statutes, and s
472 007 (1), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, renaming the Board
of Land Surveyors, amending s 472 013 (2), Florida Statutes, chang
mg exammat10n prerequ1s1tes for applicants for land surveyor li
censes, amendmg s 472 033 (l) (hJ, Florida Statutes, expandmg cer
tain grounds for d1sc1plmary actwn agamst land surveyors, amend
mg s 473 303 (1), Florida Statutes, expanding the membersh ip of
the Board of Accountancy, amend mg s 4 73 313, Florida Statutes,
rev1smg provisions relatmg to mact1ve status of accountants' hcen
ses, providing a restriction upon the durat10n of mactive status,
providmg exceptions, amending s 474 203 (4), Florida Statute:ii, re
strictmg the exempt10n from hcensure as a vetermanan for certam
vaccmahon of ammals, addmg a subsection to s 474 207, Florida
Statutes, authorizmg certain practice by unlicensed veterinarians
awaiting exammation results, repealmg s 474 209, Florida Stat
utes, relatmg to temporary per m1t.s to practice veterinary mechcine,
amendmg s 475 125, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, providi ng
for the refund of apphcat10n and license fees for real estate brokers
and salesmen, amending s 475 17 t l ) and (2), Florida Statutes,
1982 Supplement, proh1bitmg the hcensure of cert.am persons, chang
mg educat10n requirements, amendmg s 475 175, Florida Statutes,
1982 Supplement, requmng educational mstltutwns and real es
tate schools to notify the Real E�tate Comm1ss1on of persons satis
factorily completing certain education requtrements, amending s
475 181 f2l, Florida Statutes , 1 982 Supplement, and adding a sub
st-ctwn, providing for the exp1rat10n of hcensure apphcat10ns and
cert1ficat10ns, amendmg s 475 23 , Florida Statutes, 1982 Supple
ment. clarify mg provis10n� relatml-{ to the exp1rat10n of real estate
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salesmen license<;, amendmg s 475 24, Florida Statutes, 1 982 Sup
plement, prov1dtng for on-site management of branch offices, amend
mg s 475 25 ( 1 ), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, expandmg the
application of prov1s10ns re lating to real estate related d1sc1plmary
action and changmg cert.am grounds therefor, amend.mg s 475 451 (2),
(6), and (8), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, changmg hcensure
requirements for real estate school operators, adm1mstrators and
mstructors to meet certain hcensure requtrements, amending s
475 483 ( 1 ) <bl, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, prov1dmg an
exception to notice requirements for claims agamst the Real Estate
Recovery Fund, amending s 475 484 ( 1 ), (3), imd (4), Florida Stat
utes, 1982 Supplement, mcreasmg amount hm1ts for authorized
payments from the Real Estate R�ce1ving Fund, amendmg s.
476 154 (1), Flonda Statutes, deleting provisions relating to resto
ration of licenses of retired barbers, amend mg s 4 76 164 (4), Flor•
1da Statutes, restnctmg the practice of barbers' assistants, addmg a
subsection to s 476.184, Florida Statutes, requ1rmg display of bar.
ber shop registrat10ns and barbers' hcenses; creating s 476 2 10,
Florida Statutes, requ1nng barber services to be performed m reg
istered barbershops; providing exceptions, creatmg s 4 77 0135, Flor
ida Statutes, excmptmg certam persons from ltcensure as cosme
tologists; creating s 477 .02 1 1 , F1onda Statutes, authorizing con•
tmumg education reqmrements for cosmetologists, amendmg s.
477 022 (1) and (3), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, changmg
cosmetology exammat10n requtrements, creating s 4 77 0265, Flor•
ida Statutes, proh1b1tmg certam acts and provtdmg penalties, amend
mg s 477 028 (1), Flonda Statutes, authorizmg disc1phnary actions
agamst contmmng educat10n providers, amendmg s -4:77 029, Flor
ida Statutes, proh1b1tmg vrnlations of prov1s10ns relatmg to cosme•
tology and mcreasing the types of d1sc1phnary actions, creating s
477 030, Flonda Statutes, requmng cosmetology services to be per
formed m licensed salons, providmg exceptions. amending s 480 033 (3),
Flonda Statutes, expanding the defimtton of "massage", amending
s 480 04 1 (4), Flonda Statutes, 1982 Supplement, clanfymg ltcense
renewal reqmrernents for masseurs, amendmg s 480.043 (2), Flor
ida Statutes, deleting authority of the Board of Massage for regula
tion of financial respons1b1hty and msurance coverage for massage
estab lishments, amending s 480 046 ( 1), Florida Statutes, rel atmg
to disc1phnary act10n by the Board of Massage, amending ss 481 207
and 481 307, Florida Statutes , increasing certam fe es for architects
and landscape architects, addmg a subsect10n to s 481 309, Florida
Statutes, providing e>..ammat10n requirements for landscape archi
tecture licenses, amendmg s 484 007 (l) (e), Flonda Statutes, chang
ing qualtficat10ns for hcensure of opticians; repeahng s 484.002 (6),
Florida Statutes, removmg the defimt1on of "licensed phys1c1an" rn
prov1s1ons relatmg to opticians; amending s 486.091, F1onda Stat
utes, providmg alternative d1sciphnary actions agamst physical
therapists, amendmg s 489. 1 1 5 ( 1), Florida Statutes, restnctmg
the effect of certification of construction contractors; amendmg s
489 1 19 (5), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, reqmrmg local ver
ification of state hcensure of construction contractors, amendmg s
489 129 ( 1 ), Florida Statutes, relating to dtsciplmary action agamst
such contractors, amendmg s 489 505, Florida Statutes, makmg a
techmcal change, amending s. 489 509, Florida Statutes, mcreas
mg fees for electrical contractors, addmg a paragraph to s 489 533 (1),
Florida Statutes, addmg a ground for dtsciphnary action agamst
electnca1 contractors, amendmg s 490 005 ( 1 ) (b) and (2), Flonda
Statutes, changmg quahfications for hcensure of psychologists by
exammation, changmg quahficat1ons for chmcal social workers,
marriage and family thcrapu;ts, mentnl health counselors, and school
psychologists, amending s. 490 0 1 4 (2) (c), Florida Statutes, 1982
Supplement, changing the exemption from licensure as psycholo
gists for certam employees of educational institutions, providing for
future review and repeal; provtdmg an effective date.
-was read the second time by titie
Representative Crady offered the following amendment
Amendment 1-On page 4 1 , between Imes 27 and 28, msert
Section 39 Paragraph fe) ts added to subsection (2) of section 472 013,
Flonda Statutes, and subsection <4) of said section ts amended, to
read.

472 013
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Exammahons, prcrequ1s1tes.-

(2) An apphcant shall be entitled to take the hcensure examma•
tton to practice m this state as a land surveyor 1f the apphcant is of
good moral character and has satisfi ed one of the followmg
requirements
(e) Has successfully compkted a sputfic aperl.l!nce record of not
kss than 10 years of actwe duty service tn the military of the Umud
Sta�s with a Milttary Occupatwnal Specialty classificatwn of 82
and a minimum slull level of 40, or Us current equwaknt military
cksignatwn, provided that 7 year, of such UJUr1ence ,hall � in the
actwe practice of land surveying of a nature indicating that the
applJCant was in respon'1bk charge of the accuracy and correctMas
of the land surveying worh �rformed

(4) The board shall adopt rules prov1dmg for the review and
approval of schools or colleges, including mtlitary schools and tra1mng
and apprenticeship programs operated by the United States Gov
ernment, and the courses of study m land surveymg m such schools
or colleges and military SichooU and training and apprenhCtSihip
programs. The rules shall be based on the educational requrre
ments for land surveymg as defined m s. 472.005 The board may
adopt rules providing for the acceptance of the approval and accred1tatton of schools and courses of study by a nationally accepted
accreditation organization (Renumber subsequent sections)
Rep Crady moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJect10n
Representative Lippman offered the followmg amendment
Amendment 2-On page 18, lmes 1-31, page 19, Imes 1-31, and
page 20, Imes l•l 7, strike all of said Imes and msert 458.331
Grounds for d1sc1plmary action, action by the board (1) The following acts shall constitute grounds for which the
disciplmary actions specified m subsection (2) may be taken:
(f) Faihng to report to the department any person who the licen
see knows 1s m violation of this chapter or of the rules of the
department or the board- , provukd. however, that if the lu:ensee
verifies that the person is actwtly partu:1pating in a board approved

program for the treatment of a physical or mental condttwn, then the
liansee shall bt required to report such perlion to an impaired p�
fess.wnal consultant only
Section 14
read·

Section 458 331 1 , Florida Statutes, is created to

458 331 1 Treatment programs for impaired professionals, advi
sory committee, consultants (1) There 1s hereby created the tmparred professionals advISOry
committee, the composition of which shall be determined by rule of
the board, and shall include the secretary of the department or his
designee.
(2) The committee shall
(a) Advise the board as to appropriate pohc1es and guidehnes to
be utihzed m approving providers and preventive and rehabihta·
t1ve programs directed to impaired professionals;
(b) Act as haison between approved providers and the board;
(c) Promote education programs on impairment for facihty chiefs
of staff, local medical societies, medical schools, post-graduate train·
mg programs, specialty societies, med.teal auxihanes, and other
professional groups to enhance understand.mg of addictive and mental
dISOrders and the treatment options available through approved
providers,
(d) AdVIse the board on the contmuation and expansion of treat
ment programs for impaired profeMtonals, and,
(e) Dissemmate information on the treatment programs.
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(3) The department shall retain one or more 1mpa1red profes
sional consultants as recommended by the committee and approved
by the board A consultant shall be a recovered tmpatred phys1c1an,
or a phy1uc1an licensed under chapter 458 or chapter 459, Flonda
Statutes, or a psych1atr1st as defined m s 394 455 (2) {bJ The con
.!!ultant shall assist the board and the department m carrymg out
the respons1b1ht1es of this section.
(4) The board is authorized to adopt rules setting forth appro
priate criteria for approval of providers to engage m preventive and
rehab1l1tative programs mvolvmg 1mpa1red profes,nonals
(5) Information and knowledge of the consultant mvolvmg an
impaired phys1c1an who may be in vrnlatlon of thts chapter or of the
rules of the board or department, shall not constitute a complamt
as de�ribed m s 455 255, so long as the hcensee is progressing
satisfactorily m a board approved program The approved program
provider shall upon request disclose to the consultant all mforma
hon m its possesswn regarding an impaired physicum m treat
ment All mformation obtained by the consultant pursuant to this
section shall be exempt from disclosure under s 1 19 07 , and shall
be held confidential subJect to the proviswns of subsection (6).
(6) If m the op1mon of the consultant, after consultation with
the provider, the 1mpairNi physician enrolled m an approved treat
ment program does not progress satisfactorily , then the consultant
shall disclose to the department all mformation m his possession
regardmg such phys1c1an and such disclosure shall constitute a
complaint pursuant to the general provisions of s 455 225 When
ever the consultant concludes that impairment affects a hcensee's
practice conshtutmg an 1mmed1ate serious danger to the public
health, safety or welfare, such conclus10n shall be communicated to
the secretary of the department. A consultant, hcensee or approved
program provider who makes a disclosure pursuant to this section
of s 458 331 ( l ) (fJ shall not be subJect to c1v1l habihty for such
disclosure or its consequence

Rep Lippman moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJect1on

Representative Lippman offered the following amendment·
Amendment 3-0n page 17, lme 29, msert a new Section 13 to
read Section 13 Paragraph (b) of subsect10n ll) and subsection
(4) of section 458 3 1 1 , Florida Statutes, are amended to read
458 3 1 1

Licensure by exammat10n -

(1 J Any person desirmg to be hcensed as a phy�1cian shall apply
to the department to take the hcense exammation The department
shall examine each apphcant who the board certifies has
(b) Graduated from a an allopath,c medical school or allopathic
college recogmzed and approved by an accred.1tmg agency recog
nized by the Umted States Office of Educat10n
(4) The department shall waive the requirements of paragraph
( 1) (b) for an applicant who demonstrates to the board that he has

graduated from an aUopathtc mt!dical s.chool or aUopathic college
and be€n examined and certified as a specialist by one of the appro
priate American specialty boards accredited by the Council on Med
ical Educat10n of the American Medical ASMC1at1on

Rep Lippman moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJect1on

Representative Rohm.son offered the followmg amendment
Amendment -4:-0n pages 37 & 38, Imes 2 1-31 and 1-13, strike
all of M.ld Imes and msert
Section 3 1 Subsections lll and (3) of section 466 006, Florida
Statutes, 1982 Supplement, are amended, and paragraph (c) 1s added
to subsection 1 4) of said section, to read

466 006
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Examination of dentists.-

(!) Any person desiring to be licensed as a dentist shall apply to
the department to take the hcensure examinations and shall verify
the information reqmred on the application by oath The apphca
tion shall include two recent photographs. There shall be an appli
cation fee, set by the board, not to exceed $100 which shall be
nonrefundable. There shall also be an examination fee set by the
board, which shall not exceed $300 ½60, which may be refundable 1f
the applicant is found mehgible to take the examinations.
(3) If an apphcant 1s a graduate of a foretgn dental college or
school not accredited in accordance with paragraph (2) (b) or of a
dental college or school not approved by the board, he shall not be
entitled to take the exammatlons reqmred m this section to prac
tice dentistry until he
(a) Furmshes evidence to the board of a score on the examma
tton of the Nat10nal Board of Dental Exammers taken w1thm 10
years of the date of apphcahon, which score ts at least equal to the
mm1mum score reqmred for certification by that board If the ap
plicant fails to attam the score needed for certification on part I of
the national board exammation m two attempts, or fails to attam
the score needed for cert1ficat1on on part TI of the national board
examination m two attempts, he shall not be entitled to take the
laboratory model examination authorized m paragraph (3) (d) a,,,
except that an applicant who graduated from the Umversity of
Havana before 1962, may take both parts of the exammat10n an
unlimited number of t1mes. ,--mtd

(b) Upon meeting the requirements of paragraph (a), he shall
submtt the following credentials for review by the board.

1 Transcnpts ofpredental and dental educatu:m totahng 7 academic
year!l of postsecondary educatwn, including 4 academic yeartJ of
ckntal educatwn.
2

A dental school diploma.

The board shall not rev1�w the credentials s.peci{U!d in thLS part>
graph until the applicant has furnUJhed to the board emd�nce of
satisfactory completion of the National Board of Dental Examiners
exammatton as required by paragraph (a) Such credtntials !lhall be
!lubmitted m a manntr provided by rule of th� board. The board
shall approve those credentials which comply with thUJ paragraph
and with rults of the board adopted pur!luant hereto
(c) The prOVl.$Wns of paragraph (bl notwithstanding, an applu:ant
who cannot produce the crtchntial.s requtr�d by !laid paragraph as a
res.ult of poltttcal or other conditions m the country m which he
reau.ied ht$ edu.catton may Sttle approval by tM board of hUJ educatwnal
background prwr to complying with the provmnn!l of paragraph (a)
by submitting such other reasonable and relwble evuknce as may be
set forth by ru.l� of the board in lieu of the credentials required m
paragraph (b) The board shall not accept tJuch alternative evidence
until it has mack a rea.sonab� attempt to obtain the creden tials
required by paragraph (b) from the educatwnal institutwns the ap.
pltcant LS alleged to have attended, or unles!l the board l!l otherwise
!lat1.${U!d that such credentials cannot be obtained In addition, the
proviswn!l of paragraph (b! ( 1 ) 1hall not apply to applicants who
graduated from the Unwenuty of Havana b�fore 1962
(d}f1H Exhibits manual skills on a laborstory model pursuant to
rules of the board The board may charge a reasonable fee, not to
exceed $250, to cover the co�ts of adm1mstermg the exh1b1tton of
competency m manual skills If the applicant fails to exhibit competent
chmcal skills m two attrmpts, he shall not be entitled to take thr
exammat1ons authorized m subsection (4), except that an applicant
who graduated from the University of Havsna before 1962, may
take the exhibition of competency m manual skills examination an
unhm1ted number of times
(4) To be licensed as a d1mt1st m this state, an applicant must
successfully complete the followmg
(c) A dw.gno-.tic sit.ill,;; examtnatum demonstrating ability to diagnose
condttwntJ within tht> human oral cavity and lts adjacent tis•u�tJ and
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structurts from photographs, bluks, radwgrophs or nwckls pursuant
to rules of the board, t:,;cept that an applicant who graduated from
the Unmtrstty of Havana before 1962 shall not bt required to ta.kt
tht diagnostic sJulls exammatwn �scribed m this paragraph. If the
applicant fails to pass the diagnostic slulls t:rammatwn in three
�mpts. ht shall not be dig1bk for reexamtnatum un�ss ht comp�lts
additwnal educational requtremtmts establishrd by the board.
Section 32 Sechons 466 028(1 ), Florida Statutes, 1s amended
by amendmg paragraphs (n) and (t) and by adding paragraph (ee) to
read
466 028 Grounds for d1sc1phnary action, action by the board
(1) The following acts shall be grounds for which the d1sc1phn
ary actions specified m subsection (2) may be taken:

(n) Exercising mfluence on the patient or client m such a manner
as to exploit the patient or chent for financial gam of the licensee or
of a third party which shall mclude, but not be hm1ted to, the
promotion or sale of servicel'I, goods, apphances, or drugs and the
promoting or advertising on any prescnption form of a community
pharmacy unless the form shall also state "This prescription may
be filled at any pharmacy of your choice." Paying or receumig any
commlSSWn, bonus, lucJebaclt, or rebate., or t!.ngagmg m any spllt-fet!.
arrangt!.ment m any form whatsDt!ver with a ckntlSt, organizatwn,

agency, or person, t!.tther directly or indirectly, for patunts rt!.[erred

t,o providers of health care gooch and services, including, but not

limitt!.d to, ckntLSts, lwspttals, nursing homt!.s, clinical laboratories,
ambulatory surgical centt!.rs, or pharmacus Tht!. prol'tsWns of this
paragraph shall not be construt!.d to prevent a chntu.t from rt!.cewing
a ft!.t!. for professional consultation St!.rt'tCt!.S
(t) Bemg unable to practice his profess10n with reasonable skill
and safety to patients by reason of illness or use of alcohol, drugs,
narcotics, chemicals, or any other type of matenal or as a result of
any mental or physical condition In enforcing this paragraph, tht!.

department shall have, upon a finding of probable cause, authority

t,o compt!l a lict!.nsee t,o submit to a mental or phystcal exammation by

a qualifud person or per�ons designa�d by the departmt!.nt. Failurt!.
of a licensee to i.ubmit to such t!.Xamination wht!.n so direc�d shall
constitute an admission of the allegations againit htm, unkss tht!.
failurt!. was dut!. to circumbtanas beyond his contra� consequent
upon which a default and final order may be t!.ntered without the
talung of tt!.slimony or prest!.ntatwn of �vtdence A licensee affected

under this paragraph shall at reasonable intervals be afforded an
opporturuty to demonstrate that he can resume the competent practice
of his profession with reasonable skill and safety to patients

(ee) Pr�i.ignmg blanlt prei.cr,ptwn forms.
Rep Robinson moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJection
Representative KelJy offered the followmg amendment
Amendment 5-On page 57, between Imes 25 & 26, msert Sec
tion 55 Sectwn 476 158, F.S., is created to read
4-76 158 Barbt!:rmg instructors, quahficatwns, hcensure; license
renewal, inactive licenses (1) The board shall adopt rules governmg the expenence, tram.
ing, and competency necessary for hcensure of barbermg mstruc
tors and e!'ltablishmg an examinat10n for applicants seeking hcen
sure under this chapter 11s barbering mstructors.

(2) Any person 1s quahfied for hcensure under this chapter as a
barbenng mstructor who
(a) Meets the standards for expenence, trammg and competency
established under subsection {1)
(b)

Holds an active or inactive practit10ner's hcense m the state

(c) Has received a passmg grade on the exammation el'ltabhshed
under suh8eCt1on ( 1 l
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(3) Every person seekmg hcensure fl! a barbering mstructor
under thil'I chapter shall apply to the department m wr1tmg upon
forms prepared and furnished by the department and shall pay an
apphcat10n fee, which fee shall accompany the application
(.() When the applicant meets the reqmrements of subsections
and (3), the department shall issue to the apphcant a barber•
ing instructor's hcense

(1), (2),

t5) When an applicant for licensure as a barbermg mstructor
under this chapter fails to meet the requirements herem, the de
partment shall deny the apphcation m wr1tmg and shall hst the
specific reqmrements not met No apphcant denied hcensure be
cause of failure to meet the requirements herem shall be precluded
from reapplying for hcensure.
(6) Renewal of hcense regtstratlon l'lhall be accomphshed purl'IU·
ant to rules adopted by the board As part of the hcense renewal
procedure, the board shall requrre hcenseel'I penodically to demon
strate their current competency m the teaching of barbt!:nng Such
reqmrements shall be reasonable and shall mclude, but l'lhall not be
hmited to completion of continuing education programs approved
by the board The board is further authorized to adopt rules govern
mg delinquent renewal of licenses and may impose penalty fees for
delmquent renewal

(7) The board may also adopt rules estabhshmg provil'lions for
barbermg instructors hcensed under this chapter to hold mactlve
hcenses and standards for the reactivation of such hcensel'I
(8) No barbermg mstructor licensed under this chapter shall be
required to contmue or renew the barber'l'I hcense requued m para
graph (2) (b) m order to practice barbering, as long as his hcense as
a barbermg instructor remains active. However, any per90n hold
mg an inactive barbering instructor's license under this chapter, m
order to practice barbenng, shall be required to hold an active
barber's hcense (Renumbtt subsequent sections accordingly)
Rep Kelly moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJection
Representative Lippman offered the followmg amendment
Amendment 6-On page 35, between Imes 3 and 4, msert· Sec
tion 26 Paragraph (b) of subsection (1) of section .(.65 007, Florida
Statutes, 1s amended to read
465 007

L1censure by exn.mmation -

(1) Any person des1nng to ht!: licensed as a pharmacist shall
apply to the department to take the hcensure exammat10n The
department, shall exn.mme each applicant who the board certifies
has·
(b) Submitted satisfactory proof that he is not less than 18 years
of age and

I. Is a recipient of a degree from a school or college of pharmacy
accrechted by an accrediting agency recognized and approved by the
United States Office of Education.· or

2 Is a graduate of a 4-year urnkrgraduatt!. pharmacy program
of a school or colkgt!. of pharmacy locaud ouUl,CU the Un,ttd Sta.us,
haA demonstratt!.d profi.ci.t!.ncy in English by pa,sing tht!. Tt!.st of En
gluh as a Fonign Language (TOEFL), hm pa..W. the Foreign Phar
macy Graduate Equivalency Exam,natwn that 1-S approved by ruk of
tht!. board, and has completed a mtnimum of 500 hours in a J.Upt!�
l'Z.St!.d worlt activity program within thl-S state under tht!. •u�rvtswn
of a pharmacist lianud rn thu. state, which program is approved by
tht!. board. CRenumber !lubsequent sections)
Rep Lippman moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJect1on
Representatives Lippman and Cuaa offered the followmg
amendment
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Amendment 7-0n page 78, between Imes 28 and 29, m.sert.
Section 84 The Department of Professional Regulat10n shall con•
duct a complete .study and eummation of the procedures employed
by the various boards and comm1ss1on.s to quahfy fore1gn-.speak.mg
Flonda residents to practice their profes.s1on.s m the State of Flori
da. In add1t10n, the department shall examine the need for regula
tion of legal and court interpreters The results of both studies
mcludmg recommendations for the development of a uniform ap
proach relatmg to fo reign-speakmg residents shall be made by the
department to the Pree1dent of the Senate and Speaker of the
House of Representatives no later than January 6, 198-4 (Renum
ber subsequent sections accordingly)
Rep. Lippman moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJection
Representative Kelly offered the following amendment
Amendment S--On page 79, between Imes 6 & 7, 1m1ert Sect10n
86 Each section which ts added to Chapter 476, Florida Statute!,
by this act 1s repealed on October 1, 1985, and shall be reviewed by
the legislature pur!uant to section 11 61, Florida Statutes (Re
number subsequent !eehons accordingly)
Rep. Kelly moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJectton.
Representative Lippman offered the following amendment
Amendment 9-On page 32, Imes 18-31, page 33, Imes 1-31, and
page 34, Imes 1 & 2, strike all of Mid Imes and rnsert (1) Faihng to
report to the department any person who the hceruit!e knows 1s m
v10latton of this chapter or of the rules of the department or the
board, however, if the licensee verifies that the person is actively

partrcipating in a board approved program for the treatment of
physu:al or mental conditwn, then the licensee shall be required to
report such �rson to an impatred professwnals consultant only
Section 24
read

Section 464 0185, Florida Statutes, is created to

464 0185 Treatment programs for 1mpa1red profess10nais, advi
wry committee, consultants (1) The board shall appomt a licensee who shall serve on the

impatred professionals advtsory committee established bys 458 3311

(2) The department may retam one or more 1mpa1red profes
s10nal consultants as recommended and approved by the board. The
consultant shall act as a haison between the board and treatment
programs approved pursuant to chapter 458 which provide servtces
to nursing hcensees
(3) Information and knowledge of the consultant mvolvmg an
impaired nurse who may be m v10lation of this chapter or of the
rules of the board or department, shall not constitute a complamt
as descnbed m s. 455 225, so long as the licensee 1s progreS.'lmg
satisfactonly m an approved program. The approved program pro
vider shall upon request disclose to the consultant all information
m its poMess10n regarding an impaired nurse rn treatment AU
information obtamed by the consultant pursuant to this section
shall be exempt from disclosure under s 119 07, and shall be held
confidential subJect to the provis10ns of subsect10n (4)
If m the opmion of the consultant, after consultation with
the provider, the 1mpa1red nurse enrolled 1n an approved treatment
program does not progress satisfactorily, then the consultant shall
dusclol'le to the department all mformahon m his possession regard
mg such nurse and such disclosure shall comtttute a cornplamt
pursuant to the general provis1one of s. 455 225 Whenever the
cofl!ultant concludes that impairment affects a licen8ee's practice
constitutmg an immediate serious danger to the pubhc health,
safety or welfare, such conclus10n shall be communicated to the
secretary of the de-partment A consultant, hcensee or approved
program provider who makes a disclosure pursuant to this sect10n
(4:)
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or s 464 018 U) (1) shall not be subJect to c1v1l hab1hty for such
disclosure or 1ts consequences
Rep Lippman moved the adoption of the amendment
Representative Easley offered the following amendment to the
amendment.
Amendment 1 to Amendment 9-On page 1, between lme3
21 & 22, insert. The fees authorized under this section shall be
established m sufficient amount.s to cover admmi!trative coets.
Rep Easley moved the adoption of the amendment to the amend
ment, which was adopted without obJecbon.
The question recurred on the adoption of Amendment 9, as amend
ed, whtch was adopted
Representative Gordon offered the following amendment
Amendment 10-On page 78, between Imes 28-29, msert Sec
tion 84 Subsection (3) 1s added to section 501 122, Florida Stat
utes, to read
501122 Control ofnomomzmg rachahom, laser.(2) AUTHORITY TO ISSUE REGULATIONS-The department
shall promulgate such rules and regulattoru1 as it may determine to
be necessary to protect the health and safety of persons exposed to
laser devices and other nomomzmg rad1atton, mcludmg the user or
any others who might come m contact with such rad1at10n The
department is further authorized
(a) To develop a program for registrat10n of laser devices and
uses and of identifying and controlhng sources and uses of other
nomomzmg rad1&t1ons
(b) To maintain ha1son with, and receive information from, m
dustry, mdustry a.ssoc1at10ns, and other organizations or md1v1du
als relating to present or future rachation-producmg products or
devices
(c) To study and evaluate the degree of hazard associated with
the use of laser devices or other sources of radiation

<d) To estabhsh and prescribe performance standards for laser
and other rad1at1on control if 1t determines that such standards are
neceSMry for the protection of the public health
(e) To amend or revoke any performance standard established
under the prov1s1ons of this section

(3) (a) No person lu:ensed to practice the healing arts, nor any
other person, ,hall use a Class Ill or a Class IV lmer ckuice or
product Cl$ defined by fe<.kral regulatwru unle$S he ha.$ complU!d
with tht rules governing the registratwn of $uch devices with the
<.kpartment promulgated pursuant to subsectum (2)
(b) Any peraon violating tht provz.swn.s ofthz.s subsection z.s guilty
of a misde.meanor of the second degree, punl.$hable m provukd in s.
775.082, s 775.083, or s 775.084 (Renumber subsequent sectioru1

accordingly)

Rep Gordon moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJect10n
Representative Gordon offered the followmg amendment
Amendment 11-On page 16, between lmes 16 and 17, msert
Sect10n 11 Subsectton fl) of section '4:55 227, Flonda Statutes, 1s
amended to read
.(55 227

Grounds for d1sc1plme; penalties, enforcement -

U) The board shall have the power to revoke, suspend, or deny
the renewal of the hcense, or to reprimand, censure, or otherwise
d1sc1plme a hcensee, 1f the board finds that
(di

The licensee has been adJudicated mentally incompetent; er
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(e) The l icense has been obtamed by fraud or matenal rn1srepre•
sentatlon of a matenal fact, or-

((} The licensee has ust!d a Class Ill or a Class IV laser dLL•ice or
product, as defined by fechral regu latwns, without having complied
with the rults governing the registration of such dtv1ces with tht
Departmtnt of Health and Rthabditatwe Services promulgated pur
suant to s 501 122(2 ) (Renumber subsequent sectwns f
Rep Gordon moved the adoptwn of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJect1on
Representative Gordon offered the following amendment
Amendment 12-0n page 12, betw�n hnes 27 and 28, msert
Sect1 0n 8 Subsection (9) of section 455 203, Flonda Statutes, 1s
created t-0 read
(9) Cause to be published on a regular basts the name and
address of any md1v1dual or md1v1duals determmed to be operating
as unlicensed professionals m a newspaper of general paid circula
tion m the area m which the unhcensed act1v1ty ts occurring or has
occurred (Renumber subsequent sections accordmgly )
Rep Gordon moved the adopt10n of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJ ection
Representative Lippman offered the followmg amendment·
Amendment 13-0n page 23, between Imes 17• 18, msert· Sec
tion 19 Subsection (2) of section 460 406, Flonda Statutes, 1s amended
to read
460 406

L1censure by exammat1on -

(2) For those apphcants who have matriculated prior to July 1 ,
¥.W-9 1990, m a chiropractic college, the board shall waive the
provisions of paragraph (1) (b) 1f the applicant 1s a graduate of a
chrropract1c college which has been demed accred1tat1on or approval
on the grounds that its curriculm does not mcludc all of, or ts
deficient m, the subJects necessary for the completion of the state
exammat1on or tf the applicant 1s a graduate of a ch1ropract1c
college where such subjects are not taught or offered, if the coll�ge is

accredited by or has status with an accreditmg agency which is
rtcogniud and approved by the United States Office of Educatwn,

provtded that the apphcant can show that he has successfully com
pleted such supplemental courses, the completion of which ts was
upon July 1 , 1979, a condition of adm1ss1on to take the exam ttt4ne
e,ent t,he tkpttltment detet n,ine.'!I that elieh .'!IUpfllementol eatt!'ee.'!I

tH"e w••,dable

01

0M1e. 1.t.Je macees,11,Je, lhe dcpru tn"ent .&ltctU JlU!tlte

•• eulable eontmttmg cd:lieatwa eour ocs 1de.hag: to .'!lucl1 .'!lu�eekl as
me, be r,ro,1d:ed: t., 1 ttle (Renumber subsequent sections )

Rep Lippman moved the adoptwn of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJect1on
Representative Lippman offered the following amendment
Amendment U.-On page 14, between Imes 22 and 23 insert
Section 10 Sect10n 455 220, Florida Statutes, 1s created to read

455 220 Peer Revitw of health care provuUrs
(I)

Ugislatwe mtent-

lt u the intent of the Ugislature that the Department of Profts
,ional R�gulatwn review directly or by contracts tht fees of certain
health care providers licensed by tht State of FWrida. A ma1or
purpose of this act is to prov1de for the regulatwn of the cost of health
cart and its impact upon the business of insurance through pter
rtvi.tw actwitits as <Ufi,ned by the statt If tht board dtrtcts, pttr
rtview •hall bt performtd by peer review committee, wh ich art con
atituted by tht Department or by the Department's contractual ar
rangements.. Each pttr revuw comm1tttt ahall adviie tht Depart
ment and tht board as to tht appropruittntss of ,ervicti and fees
rtndtrtd by the health care provullrs whose actwitie11 the comm1tttt
revi.tWI The board shall establish cnttrui for screening rtqut•ts for
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peer revi.tw, which screening 11hall occur upon submu11wn by a pa
tient, his representative, insurer, or health cart providtr of an in
quiry about a bill for treatment rtndtred to a patient by a health care
provider covered under tht$ act Tht rtviewmg agency, under con
tract, shall have the authority to establish and charge a fee not to
exceed $50, for each petr review request, to be paid by tht person
submitting the request, to aiSl-$t m <Ufraying the admmistratwt
costs of performing tht revi.tw
(2) Defi.mtwns.-A s used m this stctwn.
(a) "Petr review" means an tvaluatwn by a pttr revttw commit
tte of the appropriateness, quality, util!.Zatwn and cost of htalth cart
and health services provuhd to a patttnt bastd on medically ac
cepted standards.
(bJ "Peer review committte" means a committee of 7 mdwiduals,
5 of whom shall be physicians lwtnstd unchr the 11ame chapU!r M tM
health cart provider being reviewed, a con6umer and a health insur
ance company rtprestntatwe, none of whom shall be in a direct
busmes11 relatwnship with the provultr, msurer, or patient whost
cast ts bemg reviewed The committee 11hall bt appointed by the
Secretary of the department or provided for tn tht contractual
arrangement
(c) "Health care provukr " means a physician licensed u ndtr
chapter 460
(d) "Medically accepted standards " for a health care provuler
recewmg peer revttw shall be those standards of care, shill, and
treatment which art recogniztd by a reasonably prudent similar
health care promdtr as being acceptable under similar conditwns
and circu mstancea
(e) "Pat1ent" means an mdwulual who rtctwes treatment from a
health care provuler licensed by the State of FWrtda, which treat
ment i, within tht scope of the provuler's authorized practice
(f) "Board" means the licensing board oftht health care prouider
within the department
(3) Peer rtview shall occur upon 11ubmtsswn by a patient, his
rtprestntatwe, insurer, or health cart provider, m accordance with
the procedures approved by the department of an mquiry about a
btll for treatment rendered to a patient by a health care provider
covered u nder this act. Each peer revi..tw committee shall txamme
tach tnqutry submitted to it and 11hall report its findings to the
Secretary of the <kpartment with cop tts furnished to the patttnt,
health cart provider, and the third party payor An ann ual summary
of each peer revi..tw committee's finding, shall be prepared by the
rtvi.tw tng entity and submitted to tM department Tht report may bt
made available to interested persons upon their reque6t and upon
payment of necessary admtnt$tratwt costs to rhfray the apensts of
such rtproductwn. A ny report or summary submitted to tht public
by the dtpartment shall not discl,ose any patient names or ichntifttrs
oftM patient
(4) Peer rtVttU' committee's fi,ndmgs on each inquiry submitted
to tt 11hall tnclu<k a dtU!rmmatwn of whether or not the health cart
provr.der properly utihud itrvwts and rtndutd or ordered appro
prwtt medical treatment or 6tTVI.Ct6 and wMthtr or not the co11t of
•uch treatment Wai appropriate.
(5) Accepting or req�stmg payment for treatment rendered to a
patient by a health cart provuhr 11hall constitute the provitUr'• con
sent to tht submisswn of all necessary records and other tnformatwn
concerning such treatment to the appropriate peer rtvttw committee.
(6) Tht criteria or standards established for the peer review shall
be cukJpttd by tht board as rule11 purauant to chap ter 120 The
ckciswn by the <hpartmtnt to rtftr tht matter to the pttr revi..tw
com mitttt, tht establuhment by tht <hpartment of the procedurt6 by
wh ich a peer review committtt reviews the rendering of htalth cart
sermcts;, and the pttr rtvitw committtt's revttw procttdmg11 and
fi,ndings 11hall not be sub;tct to tht provuwns of chapter 120 Tht
board '11 crtttrui •hall bl! ckvtWptd to conform w1th medically ac-
cepttd standards a. defined m th!,$ act.
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(7) Tht prov�wns of s. 768 40 shall apply to any officer, tmplo::r
tt, or agent of tht ckpartment or the board and to any officer,
tmployu, or agent of any entity with which the department has
contracted pursuant to thi., •tttwtL (Renumber su�uent sectio�)

Amendment 19-On page 23, lme 2, strike all of said lme and
meert. preparatwn and release of all medical rtports Tec0T'ds

Rep Lippman moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJection

Rep Lippman moved the adoption of the amendment, which wae
adopted without obJect10n

Repre�ntahve Lippman offered the followmg amendment.

Representative Lippman offered the followmg amendment

Representative Lippman offered the followmg amendment:

Amendment 15-0n page 12, between Imes 27 and 28, msert
Section 8 Subsection (9) 1s added to eect1on 455 203, Florida Stat
utes, to read

Amendment 20-0n page 78, between Imes 28-29, insert. Sec
tion 84 Subsect10n (4) of section 455 207, Fland.a Statutes, ui. amended
to read:

455.203 Department of Professional Regulation, powers and
duties -The Department of Professional Regulat10n shall

455 207 Boards, organization, meetm!r-', compensation and travel
expenses.-

(9) Cause to bt �rformtd �tr nwiew of certain health cart pro
vultrs as provickd for and ckfintd tn s. 455 220 (Renumber subse

l4) Unless otherwise provided by law, a board member shall be
compensated $50 for each day he attends an official meetmg of the
board and for each day he participates in any other busmess mvolv
mg the board Each board shall adopt rulee defining "other bwn
ness involving the board " "Othtr bu,mt.s.s of the board" ,hall not
bt dtfi.ntd to mcluck telephone conferenct call.. A board member
also shall be entitled to reimbursement for expenses pursuant to
112 061 Travel out of state shall require the prior approval of the
eecretary (Renumber subsequent sections)

quent sect1011.5)

Rep Lippman moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted without objection
Representatives Lippman and M E Hawkms offered the follow
mg amendment
Amendment 16-On page 39, lmes 1 & 2, etrike all of said lmee
and msert. Section 34 Subsect10ne (I) and (2) of section 4 71 003,
Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, are amended to read
Rep Hawkins moved the adoption of the amendment, which wae
adopted without obJect1on
Representatives Lippman and M E Hawkms offered the follow
mg amendment
Amendment 17-On page 39, between lines 9 & 10, msert (2)
The following pereons are not required to register under the prov1s10ns of ss 471 001-471.039 as a registered engmeer
(1) Any electncal, plumbmg, arr-cond1tionmg, or mecharucal con
tractor whose practice mcludes the desi_gn and fabricat10n of elec
tncal, plumbmg, air-cond1tiomng, or mechanical systems. respec
tively, which he mstalls by virtue of a hcense issued under chapter
489, under part I of chapter 553, or under any special act or ordi
nance when workmg on any construct10n proJect which ftfte:

1 Requires an tlectric or plumbing or air-conditwnmg and r�
frigeratwn system with a valut of $50,000 or less, and
a. Rtquires an aggregatt service capacity of 400 amperes (240
volti) or les:s on re:suhntial electrical iystems or 800 amptres (240
volts) or less on commtrcial or mduitrial electrical :systtm.s, or
or

b

Requirt!J a plumbing iJ!Jt�m with less than 250 fixturt umt.s,

c. Rtquires a heating, ventilatwn and atr-conditwning system
not to ucttd a 15 ton �r ,y1tem capaclty, or iftht pro;ect is de.sig�d
to accommodate 100 or ftwtr �rsons, or
2 ls less than 5,000 1quare fttt in area and
publtc as.stmbly.

l.!

designed for

Rep Hawkme moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJection.
Representative Lippman offered the followmg amendment
Amendment IS-On page 22, lmes 5 & 6, strike all of said hnee
and msert "physiciaTl!J, who shall be osteopathic phytncians when
available in tht gtographic area of the physician's practict, desig

nated by the department."

Rep. Lippman moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJection

Rep Lippman moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJectton.
Representative Lippman offered the following amendment
Amendment 21-On page 37, hne 2, stnke "or" and msert and
Rep. Lippman moved the adopt10n of the amendment, which wae
adopted without obJectlon
Representative Lippman offered the followmg amendment:
Amendment 22-0n page 68, hne 3, strike "or" and msert

"and''

Rep Lippman moved the adoption of the amendment
Representatives Ogden and Upchurch offered the followmg sub
stitute amendment
Substitute Am�ndment 22-On page 68, line 3, msert before
the second word "or" and/
Rep Upchurch moved the adoption of the substitute amendment,
which was adopted without obJect10n
Representative Lippman offered the followmg amendment.
Amendment 23-On page 74, hnee 1 & 2, strike "used m meet
mg" and msert applied toward
Rep Lippman moved the adopt10n of the amendment, which was
adopted W1thout obJect10n
Representative Lippman offered the following amendment:
Amendment 24--On page 77, hne 31, strike "or" and insert:

"and"

Rep Lippman moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJect1on
Representative Lippman offered the followmg amendment
Amendment 25-On page 78, hnes 3-6, stnke "m an mtegrated
program of graduate study primarily psychological in nature. Thie
program ehall mclude 60 semester or 90 quarter houri!! of instruc
tion beyond the baccalaureate degree " and insert after "Educa
tion"· a period
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Rep Lippman moved the adopt10n of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJect10n
Amendment 26, a title amendment, offered by Representfttlve
Lippman was temporarily deferred
Representat1ve Thomas offered the followmg amendment
Amendment 27-On page 59, between Imes 20 and 21, msert·
Sect10n 60 Paragraph (b) of subsection 477 019, Flonda Statutes, 1s
amended to read:
477 .019 Cosmetologists; quahficat1ons; hcensure; license re
newal, mact1ve licenses, endorsement (1) Any person 1s qualified for hcensure as a cosmetologist under
this chapter ,,.,ho

(b) Has received a mm1mum of 1,200 hours of trammg accord
mg to standards established by the board, which standards shall
include, but shall not be hm1ted to, the requirement of completion
of services directly related to the practice of cosmetology at a school
of cosmetology approved by the department, m a cosmetology pro
gram W1thm the pubhc school system, from the Cosmetology Divi
sion of the Florida School for the Deaf and the Blmd, provided the
d1v1s10n meets the standards of this chapter, or from any other
government-operated cosmetology program m this state or has met
standards estabhshed by the board equivalent to such 1,200 hours
of traming However, the standards established by the board shall
mclude procedures for certification by the school of any such person
to quahfy to take the exammatwn heremafter provided once only
after the complet10n of a mmimum of 1000 SW actual school hours
If such person then passes the exammat10n, he shall have satisfied
this reqmrement, but 1f such person fails the exammat10n, he shall
not be qualified to take the exammabon agam until the complet10n
of the full reqmrements herem provided (Renumber subsequent
sections)
Rep Thomas moved the adoption of the amendment, which failed
of adoption.
Subsequently, on motion by Rep Danson, the House reconsidered
the vote by which the amendment failed of adoption The questwn
recurred on the adoption of the amendment, which was adopted.
Representative Webster offered the followmg amendment:
Amendment 28-0n page 69, hne 14, insert before the period
m addition, the registration or cert1ficabon number of each con
tractor shall appear m any newspaper, airwave transnussion, phone
d1.rectory or other advertismg medu1 used by that contractor
Rep. Webster moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJection.
Representative Dudley offered the followmg amendment
Amendment 29-0n page 9, lines 25-26, msert· Section 2 Sub
section (10) 1s added to Section 20 30, Florida Statutes, to read
20.30 (10) This sectrnn is repealed on 1 October 1987, and shall be
reviewed by the Leg1.slature pursuant to the Regulatory Sunset
Act, s 11.61, Florida Statutes. (Renumber subsequent sections)
Rep Dudley moved the adoption of the amendment. On motion
by Rep Bell, the amendment was laid on the table. The vote was·
Yeas-58
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Wallace
Weinstock
Wetherell
Young

Lehtmen
Lewis

Selph
Shackelford
Shelley
Simone
Smith

Nays-57
Allen
Arnold
Bankhead
Brantley
Bronson
Burrall
Clements
Combee
Cortma
Crotty
Danson
Deratany
Drage
Dudley
Easley

Evans.Jones
Gallagher
Grant
Grmdle
Hanson
Harris
Hawkms,M E
Hill
Hodges
Hollmgsworth
Johnson, B L
Johnson, R M
Jones, C F
Jones, D L
Kelly

Locke

McEwan
Meffert
Messersmith
Mitchell
Nergard
Patchett

Ready

Richmond
Robinson
Ros
Sample
Sanderson

Stewart
Thomas

Ward

Watt
Webster
W1lhams

Woodruff

Votes after roll call:
Nays to Yeas-Mitchell
Subsequently, Rep Dunbar moved to reconsider the vote by which
Amendment 29 was laid on the table On motion by Rep Kutun,
the mot10n to reconsider was laid on the table The vote was:
Yeas-59
The Chair
Abrams
Allen
Armstrong
Bailey
Bell
Brown, C
Brown, T C.
Burke
Burnsed
Carlton
Ca rpenter

Clark

Clements
Cosgrove

Lawson
Dantzler
DaVIs
Liberti
Lippman
Deutsch
Figg
Logan
Mackenzie
Friedman
Gardner
Martm
Martinez
Gordon
Mills
Gustafson
Hargrett
Mitchell
Hawkins,L.R Morgan
Haroun
Murphy
Healey
Ogden
Johnson, R C PaJClC
Peeples
Kelly
Kutun
Press

Reaves
Reddick
Reynolds
Silver
Simon
Spaet
Stewart
Thompson
Titone
Tobin
Wallace
Weinstock
Wetherell
Young

Nays-57
Arnold
Bankhead
Bass
Brantley
Bro�n
Burrall
Casas
Combee
Cortina
Crady
Crotty
Danson
Deratany
Drage
Dudley

Dunbar
Easley
Evans..Jone11
Gallagher
Grant
Gnndle
Hanson
Harris
Hawkins, M E
Hill
Hodges
Hollingsworth
Johruon, B L
Jones, C. F
Jones, D L

U'htmen
Lewis

Locke

McEwan
Meffert
Mei!Sersmith
Nergard

Patchett

Ready
Richmond
Robinson
Ros
Sample
Sanderson
Selph

Shackelford
Shelley
Simone
Smith
Thomu
Tobiassen
Upchurch

Ward
Watt

Webster
Williams

Woodruff

Representative D. L Jones offered the following amendment:
Amendment 30-0n page 38, between lmee 13 and 14, msert:
Section 32 Section 468.1665, Flonda Statutes, IS amended to read.
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468 1665 Board of Nunnng Home Admimstrators, membership,
appomtment, terms (1) The Board ofNursmg Home AdmmLStrators 1s created withm
the Department of Profel!ls1onal Regulation and shall consist of 7 H
members, to be appomted by the Governor and confirmed by the
Senate
(2) Three Fn-e members of the hoard ehall be licensed. nursing
home administrators. Or.c muMlu el.all be a licensed med1eal doe
k!:r One memhet sl•H 'he a tegisklrcd !IH:HC Ma1ned in gettak1e
nwo:ng. One member shall be a lice.wed plwzmaw1t. Two members
of the board flhall be from indfUtr�• relaud to the thlivery of health
servitts. Two members of the board shall be lay persons who arc not
and have never been nursing home admmistrators or members of
any closely related profession or occupation (renumber subsequent
sections accordingly)
Rep Jones moved the adoption of the amendment On motion by
Rep Lippman, the amendment was laid on the table The vote was:
Yeas-65
Abrams
Armstrong
Arnold
Batley
B"""
Bell
Brown, C.
Brown, TC
Burke
Burnsed
Carpe nter
Clark
Clements
Cosgrove
Dantzler
Davis
Deutsch

Figg
L1bert1
Friedman
Lippman
Gardner
Locke
Gordon
Logan
Gustafson
Mackenzie
Hargrett
Martm
Hawkms,L R. Martmez
Hazouri
Meffert
Healey
Mills
Johnson, B L Morgan
Johnson, R. C Murphy
Jones, C. F
Pajc1c
Kelly
Peeples
Kutun
Press
Lawson
Reaves
Lehtmen
Reddick
Lewis
Reynolds

Robmson
Silver
Simon
Spaet
Stewart
Thomas
Thompson
Titone
Tobiassen
Tobm
Wallace
Weinstock
Wetherell
Young

Dudley

Selph
Shackelford
Shelley
Simone
Smith
Upchurch
Watt
Webster
W1lhams
Woodruff

Nays-46
Allen
Bankhead
Brantley
Brotu10n
Burrall
Combee
Cortma
Crady
Crotty
Damon
Deratany
Drage

Hollmgsworth
Dunbar
Johnson, RM
Easley
Jonel'I, D. L.
Evarui-Jones McEwan
Gallagher
Mes.serl'lm1th
Grant
Mitchell
Gnndle
Nergard
Hanson
Ready
Harris
Richmond
Hawkins,M E. Ros
Sample
H,11
Hodges
Sanderson

Representativel'I Easley and Ogden oft'ered the following amendment:
Amendment 31-0n page 41, Imel'! 26-27, l'ltr1ke said Imes and
renumber subeequent sectionl'I.
Rep Easley moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
Representatives Easley and. Ogden offered the followmg amendment:
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Rep Williaml'I moved the adoption of the amendment On motion
by Rep Robin.son, the amendment was laid on the table
Reprel'lentahve Gardner offered the following amendment
Amendment 34-On page 39, lme 10, adcb.ng new Section 35,
and renumber subl'lequent section. Section 35 Paragraph (a) of sub
l'leCt1on (1) of section 471.013 tl'I amended to read.
471.013 Examinations; prerequisite•.-

1

(!) (a) A person shall be entitled to take an exammahon for the
purpose of determmmg whether he 1s qualified to practice m this
state as an engmeer 1f the person is of good moral character and
1 Is a graduate from an approved engineenng curriculum of 4
years or more m a school, college, or university which has been
approved by the board and has a record of 4 years of active engi
neermg experience of a character md1catmg competence to be m
responl'l1ble charge of engmeermg;
2 b a graduate of an approved engmeenng technology curncu
lum of 4 years or more m a school, college, or uruversity within the
State Umvers1ty System, havmg been enrolled or havmg gradua
ted prior to July 1, 1979, and has a record of .( years of active
engineenng experience of a character indicating competence to be
m responsible charge of engmeermg, or
3 Has, m heu of such education and expenence reqwrements,
10 years or more of active engmeenng work of a character mdicat
mg that the applicant 1s competent to be placed in responsible
charge of engmeermg He,, e1et, &htl'I ettllspatag?ai,lt does net appl,
tmle!!O l'lttth pe.ooa aetiheo the JepRitment '.,efo.e Jul, 1, 198t, that
he was engaged m such work. on July 1, 1981
The board shall adopt rules providmg for the review and approval
of schools or colleges and the courl'les of study in engmeermg m
such schools and colleges The rules shall be based on the educa
tional requtrements for engmeermg as defined m s 471 005 The
board may adopt rules provtdmg for the acceptance of the approval
and accred1tat10n of schools and courses of study by a nat10nally
accepted accreditation orgamzat1on
Rep Gardner moved the adoption of the amendment On mot10n
by Rep Robinson, the amendment was laid on the table The vote
was
Yeal'l--69
Abrams
Armstrong
Bankhead

B...

Bell
Brown, T. C.
Burrall
Clark
Clements
Combee
Cortina
Cosgrove
Crotty
Dalll'IOn
Dantzler
Deutsch
Drage
Evans.Jones

Fnedman
Logan
Gallagher
Mackenzie
Martin
Grant
Gustafson
Mminez
Hanson
McEwan
Hargrett
Messersmith
Hawkms, LR Millo
Hawkml'l,M E Nergard
Hazouri
Ogden
Healey
PaJcic
Hill
PreSB
Johnson, B L Reaves
Johnson, RM Reynolds
Jones, D L
Richmond
Kelly
Robinson
Lawson
Ros
L1bert1
Sample
Lippman
Shelley

Silver
Simon
Simone
Smith
Thompson
Ti.tone
Tobiassen
Tobm
Wallace
Watt
Webster
Weinstock
Wetherell
Woodruff
Young

Amendment 32-On page 40, lme 10, strike "a 4-year"
Rep Euley moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJect1on.
Representative Wilhaml'I offered the following amendment
Amendment 33-0n page 24, lme 14, maert new l'leCtton 21 FS
462 022 1s hereby repealed <Renumber subl'lequent sect1orui)

Nays-45
Allen
Arnold
Bailey
Brantley
Bronson
Brown, C

Burke
Burnl'led
Carlton
Carpenter
Ca.,as
Crady

Davis
Deratany
Dudley
Dunbar
Easley
Figg

Gardner
Gordon
Grindle
Harns
Hodges
Hollingsworth
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Meffert
Mitchell
Murphy
Peeples
Ready

Reddick

Sanderson
Selph
Shackelford
Spaet
Stewart

Upchurch
Ward
W1ll1am!,,

Thomas

Without obJect10n, further cons1derat1on of HB 1 3 1 1 was temJ)fr
rarily deferred
Subsequently, Representatives Easley and Ogden offered the fol
lowing amendment:
Amendment 35-On page 40, lme 10, strike "an" and msert: an
Rep Easley moved the adopt10n of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJechon,
Representative Lippman offered the following title amendment
Amendment 26-0n pages 1-8 and page 9, Imes 1 and 2, strike
all of said Imes and msert An act relatmg to profess10nal regula
t10n, amending s 20 30 (2) (a), < 3), and (4) (x), Florida Statutes, 1982
Supplement, renammg a d1vis10n and board w1thm the Department
of Professional Regulation, addmg a paragraph to s 1 14 04 ( 1 ),
Florida Statutes, prov1dmg an additional circumstance m which a
vacancy m office on a board or comm1ss10n shall occur, amendmg s
120 7 1 , Florida Statutes, changmg procedures for the d1squahfica
t10n of agency personnel m adm1mstrat1ve proceedings, providmg
for rules, amending ss 310 0 1 1 and 310 021 (1 l and addmg a new
subsection ( l l to s 3 1 0 151, Florida Statutes, restnctmg the mem
hers of the Board of Pilot Commiss10ners who may , ote on rate
matters , amending s 3 1 0 131, Flonda Statutes, authorizmg proce
dures for the venficatton of amounts of pilot.age at each port, amend
mg s 455,203, Florida Statutes, requmng the pubhshmg of the
names of unlicensed professionals and authonzmg peer rev1e.,... of
certain health care providers, amending s 455 207 , Flonda Stat
utes, providing that telephone conference calls shall not be mcluded
m the defin1t10n of "other business of the board", amending s
455 213 (2), Florida Statutes, providin g for mitial license fees for
professional licenses, amending s 455 217 t l l, Florida Statutes, 1982
Supplement, authonzmg the limited release of certam exammat10n
information, creating s 455 220, Florida Statutes, estabhshmg peer
reVJew of treatment by chiropractic physicians, amendmg s 455 225,
Florida Statutes, changmg complaint procedures mvolvmg persons
regulated by the department, exemptmg probable cause panel pro
ceedmgs from certam notice requirements, amending s. 455 227 (1) (d)
and (e), Flonda Statutes, and addmg a paragraph thereto, provid
mg an additional ground for d1sciphne by regulatory boards within
the Department of Professional Regulation, amendmg s 455 241 (2),
Flonda Statutes, 1982 Supplement, authonzmg the department to
obtain certam patient records of naturopath1c physlClans, amend
mg s 458 3 1 1 (1) reqmrmg graduat10n from an allopath1c medical
school or college, amendmg s 458 3 1 1 (4), Florida Statutes, provid
mg for board waiver of certain educational requirements for hcen
sure of physicians; amending s 458 331 ( l ) l0 and (2) (d), Flonda
Statutes, 1982 Supplement, prov1dmg an exception to v10labon
reportmg reqmrements; increasmg the admm1strat1ve fine which
may be imposed by the Board of Medical Exammers; creating i,
458 3311, Flonda Statutes, creatmg the Impaired Professionals Advi
sory Committee, providing its duties, providmg for consultants and
for the confidentlahty of cert.am mformat1on; proVJdmg for reports
of impairment, amendmg s 458.337 (l) (b), Flonda Statutei,, requir
mg notification to the department of disciplinary action by ambula
tory surgical centers or nursing homes agamst physicians; creatmg
s 459.0076, Flonda Statutes, author1zmg osteopathic faculty certif
icates; amendmg s 459.0 1 5 (1) (s), Florida Statutes, prov1dmg for
certain mental and physical exammations of osteopathic phys1c1ani,
and restr1ctmg the use of related information; amending s 459 017,
Florida Statutes, expanding provisions relatmg to the release of
certain medical reports dunng an investigation, amending l!I 460 406 (2),
Florida Statutes, extendmg the date for waiver of accreditation and
approval requirements for chiropractic colleges, providmg additional
prov1s10ns for waiver, deleting requirement for department to make
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available certam courses, amendmg s 460.413 UJ ln), Florida Stat
utes, expanding the types of chiropractic records which must be
kept. creatmg s 461 0095, Florida Stn.tutes, requmng licensed po
d1atnsts to disclose whether they accept Medicare assignment re
imbursements; amendmg s 462 14, Flonda Statutes, changmg the
grounds for and types of disc1phnary action agamst naturopathic
physicians, amending s 463 0 1 4 (2), Florida Statutes, changmg the
types of corporations or orgamzations which may employ optome
trists to provide optometric services to employees, amendmg s.
464.0 18 U) (hJ and (1J, Florida Statutes, providmg for certam men
tal or physical exammat10ns of nurses and restr1ctmg the use of
related mformation, providing an exceptton to v10lat10n reporting
requirements, creatmg s 464 0185, Flonda Statutes, providmg for
use of the Impaired Professionals Advisory Committee consultants
with respect to impaired nurses, amending s. 465 003 (3), Fland.a
Statutei,, 1982 Supplement, addmg new types of phannacies, amend
mg s 465 007, Florida Statutes, addmg reqmrements for hcensure
as a pharmacist, amending subsection to s 465 008, Florida Stat
utes, prov1dmg for consultant pharmacist licenses; amending s
465 016 t l ) fe), Florida Statutes, proVIdmg for the d1sc1plme of phar
maci sts v10latmg specified federal law, creatmg ss 465 0195 and
465 0196, Flonda Statutes, providmg procedures and cond1t1ons for
the issuance of penmts for rad10pharmac1es and special pharma
cies, amendmg s 465 023 ( 1 1, Florida Statutes, authonzmg alterna
tive d1sc1phnary actions agamst pharmacy perm1ttees, amendmg s
466 006 provtding alternative methods for graduates of foreign schools
to qualify for the dentn.l e:i..am and prov1dmg for an additional exam
related to diagnostic skills, amending s 466 028 ( l l (tJ, Flonda Stat
utes, and addmg a paragraph, prov1dmg for cert.am mental or phys
ical exammations of dentists and restnchng the use of related
mformat10n, addmg a ground for d1sc1phnary action agamst den
tists, amendmg s 468 1705 (2), Flonda Statutes, 1 982 Supplement,
chan gmg prov1s10ns relatmg to hcensure of nursmg home admm1s
trators by endorsement, creatmg s 468 1 7 56, Flonda Statutes, pro
v1dmg a statute of limitations for certam v10lattons by nursmg
home administrators, amending s 471 003 (1), Florida Statutes,
1 982 Supplement, and s 471 031 (l) (b), Florids Statutes, prohibit
mg unregistered eng1neers from holdmg themselves out as bemg
reg.stered, amendmg s 471 003 (2) (1), Florida Statutes, 1982 Sup
plement, chang.ng the types of construct10n proJects upon which
cert.am electncal, plumbmg, a1r--cond1t10mng, or mechamcal con
tractors may work without bemg registered engmeers, amendmg s.
472 005 ( 1 ), Florida Statutes, and s 472 007 ( 1 ), Flonda Statutes,
1982 Supplement, renammg the Board of Land Surveyors, amend
mg s 472 013 (2), Florida Statutes, changing exammahon prereq
msites for applicants for land surveyor licenses, amending s
472 033 (1) (h), Flonda Statutes, expanding certain grounds for d1s
c1phnary action agamst land surveyors, amending s 4 73 303 (1),
Flonda Statutes, expanding the membership of the Board of Ac
countancy, amending s 473 313 , Florida Statutei,, rev1smg provi
V1s1ons relatmg to mactive status of accountants' licenses, proVJdmg a
restr1ct1on upon the durat10n of inactive status, prov1dmg excep
tions, amending s 474 203 (4), Floridn. Statutes, restrictmg the ex
empt10n from hcensure as a vetermanan for cert.am vsccmation of
ammals, n.ddmg a subsection to s 474 207, Florida Statutes, au
thonzmg cert.am practice by unhcensed vetermanans awa1tmg ex
ammation results, repeahng 111 474 209, Flonda Statutes, relating
to temporary permits to practice vetennary med1cme; amendmg s.
475 125, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, prov1dmg for the re
fund of application and hcense fees for real estate brokers and
Mlesmen, amendmg s 475. 17 (1) and (2), Florida Statutes, 1982
Supplement, prohib1tmg the hcen111ure of certain persons, changing
education requ1rements, n.mend1ng s. 475 1 75, Florida Statutes,
1982 Supplement, reqmrmg educational mst1tuhons and real es
tn.te schools to notify the Real Estate Commission of persons Mhs
factonly completmg certam education requirements; amendmg s
475 181 (21, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, and addmg a sub
l!lecl10n, prov1dmg for the exp1r&t1on of hcensure apphcat1ons and
cert1ficat10ns, amendmg 111 475 23, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supple
ment, clanfymg prov1s10ns relatmg to the expiration of real estate
salesmen licenses, amendmg 111 475 2.(, Florida Statutes, 1982 Sup
plement, providmg for on-site management of branch office8; amend
ing s. 475.25 (1), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, expanding the
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application of prov1s1ons relating to real estate related d1sc1phnary
action and changmg cert.am grounds therefor, amend.mg s 475 451 (2),
(6), and (8), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, changmg hcen.!ure
requirements for real estate school operators, adm1mstrators and
m.!ltructors to meet certam hcensure reqmrements, amend.mg s.
(75 483 (1) (bl, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, prov1dmg an
exception to notice requirements for cltums against the Real Estate
Recovery Fund, amend.mg s 475 48-4 (1), (3), and (4), Florida Stat
utes, 1982 Supplement, mcreastng amount hm1ts for authorized
payments from the Real Estate Rece1vmg Fund, amend.mg .!I
476154 (1), Florida Statutes, deletmg prov1s10ns relating to resto
rat10n of licenses of retired barbers, creating s 476 158, Flonda
Statutes, providing for the hcensure ofbMbenng instructors, amend
mg s 476 164 (4), Florida Statutes, restrictmg the practice of bar
bers' assistants, addmg a sub�1on to s 476 184. Florida Statutee,
reqmrmg display of barber shop registrations and barbers' hcenses,
creatmg s 476 210, Florida Statutes, requmng barber services to
be performed m registered barbershops, prov1dmg exceptions, cre
atmg s 477 0135, Florida Statutes, exempting certam persons from
hcerumre as cosmetologists, amending s 477 019 (lJ(b), Florida Stat
utes, changing a hm1tation with respect to standards established by
the Board of Cosmetology pursuant to trammg reqmred to quahfy
for hcensure, creating s 477 0211, Florida Statutes, authonzmg
continuing educat10n reqmrements for cosmetologists; amending s
477 022 (1) and t3), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, changing
cosmetology examination reqmrements; creatmg s. 477 0265, Flor
ida Statutes, prohib1tmg cert.am acts and provtdmg penalties; amend
mg s. 477 028 (1), Florida Statutes, authorizmg d1sc1phnary actions
against contmumg educat10n providers, amendmg s 477.029, Flor
ida Statutes, prohibiting violations of prov1s10ns relatmg to cosme
tology and mcreasing the types of disciphnary actions, creatmg s.
477.030, Florida Statutes, requmng cosmetology services to be per
formed m licensed salons, proV1dmg exceptions, amendmg s 480.033 (3),
Flonda Statutes, expand.mg the defimhon of "massage"; amending
s 480.041 (.(}, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, clanfying hcense
renewal reqmrements for masseurs, amendmg s 480 043 t2), Flor
ida Statutes, deletmg authority of the Board of Massage for regula
tion of financial respons1b1hty and msurance coverage for massage
estabhshments, amendmg s 480 046 (1), Florida Statutes, relating
to d1sc1plmary act10n by the Board of Massage; amendmg ss 481 207
and 481 307, Florida Statutes, increasmg certam fees for architects
and landscape architects; adding a subsect10n to s 481 309, Flonda
Statutes, providmg exammat1on requirements for landscape archi
tecture hcenses; amend.mg s. 484 007 (1) (e). Fland.a Statutes, chang
mg quahficahons for hce1U1ure of optlc1ans, repeahng s 484 002
(6), Florida Statutes, removing the defimt10n of "licensed physi
cian" m provisions relatmg to opticians, amending s 486 091. Flor
id.a St.atutes, providmg alternative d1sc1plmary actrnns against physi
cal therapists, amendmg s 489 115 (1), Florida Statutes, restnctmg
the effect of certification of construct10n contractors, amendmg s.
489 119 (5), Fland.a Statutes, 1982 Supplement, reqmrmg the use
of the registration or certification number of contractors m all
adverhsmg and reqmrmg local venficahon of state hcensure of
construction contractors, amending s 489 129 (1), Flonda Statutes,
relating to disctplmary action against such contractors, amendmg
s 489 505, Flonda Statutes, makmg a techmcal change, amending
s 489 509, Florida Statutes, mcreasmg fees for electrical contrac
tors; addmg a paragraph to s 489 533 (1), Florida Statutes, addmg
a ground for disciplinary action agamfft electrical contractors, amend
mg s 490 005 (1) (b) and (2), Florida Statutes, changing quahfica
t1ons for licensure of psycholog1sts by exammahon, changtng quah
ficat1ons for chmcal social workers, marriage and family thera
pist!, mental health counselors, and school psychologists, amendmg s.
490 014 (2) le), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, changing the
exemption from hcensure as psychologists for certam employees of
educational mstitut10ns, requmng the Department of Profess10nal
Regulation to make certam studies and to report to the Legislature,
addmg subsect10n (3) to s 501 122, Fland.a Statutes, prov1dmg a
restrict10n upon the use of laser devices, prov1dmg for future review
and repeal, providing an effective date
Rep Lippman moved the adopt10n of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJect1on
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On motion by Rep Lippman, the rules were waived and HB 1311,
as amended, was read the third hme by title On passage, the vote
was·
Yeas-103
The Chair
Abrams
Allen
Armstrong
Arnold
Bailey
Bankhead
Bass
Bell
Brantley
Bronson
Brown, C.
Brown, TC
Burke
Burnsed
Burrall
Carlton
Carpenter
Casas
Clark
Clements
Cortma
Cosgrove
Crady
Crotty
Dantzler

Davis
Deratany
Deutsch
Drage
Dudley
Easley
Evans-Jones
Figg
Fnedman
Gallagher
Gardner
Grant
Grindle
Gustafson
Hanson
Hargrett
Harris
Hawkms,L.R
Hawkms,M E
Hazouri
Healey
Hill
Hodges
Johnson, B L
Johnson, RC
Johnson, R M

Jones, C F
Jones, D. L.
Kelly
Kutun
Lawson
Lehtmen
Lippman
Locke
Logan
Mackenzie
Martin
Martinez
McEwan
Messersmith
Mills
Mitchell
Morgan
Murphy
Nergard
Ogden
Pajc1c
Patchett
Peeples
Press
Ready
Reaves

Reddick
Reynold!
Richmond
Robmson
Ro.
Sample
Sanderson
Selph
Silver
Simon
Smith
Spaet
Stewart
Thomas
Thompson
Titone
Tobiassen
Tobm
Wallace
Ward
Watt
Webster
Weinstock
Wetherell
Young

Hollingsworth
Lewis
Meffert

Shackelford
Shelley
Simone

Upchurch
Williams
Woodruff

Nays-12
Combee
Danson
Dunbar

So the bill passed, as amended, and was immediately certified to
the Senate lllter engrossment

Motions Relating to Committee References
On pomt of order by Rep Kutun, Chairman, that they do not
affect taxation, SB's 92 and 96 were withdrawn from the Commit
tee on Fmance & Taxation and remam referred to the Committee
on Appropnat10ns
On pomt of order by Rep Morgan, Chairman, that they do not
affect appropriations, the followmg bille were withdrawn from the
Comnnttee on Appropnat10ns and placed on the Calendar HB's
879, 452, 499, 684, 1273, CS/HB 788, CSIHB 1020, SB's 126, 92, 96,
379, CS/SB 310
Statement of Intent on HB 1325 (SB 1140)
On motion by Rep Martmez, the rules were waived and the
followmg statement of mtent on HB 1325, which passed the House
on May 26, was spread upon the Journal
This bill provides that there will be no parole for a person who
commits a felony after October 1, 1983 This 1s mtended to mclude
all felonies committed after that date, whether sentenced by the
guidelines or pursuant to a minimum mandatory such as the 25
year minimum mandatory m capital cases. Thus the decision whether
to release that person after the 25 years will be made by the
Governor and Cabmet, not the Parole Commission The bill also
lets persons who commit felonies, other than hfe or capital felonies
pr10r to October 1, 1983, but who are sentenced after that date, to
opt mto the sentencmg gu1dehnes If they do, they will not be
eligible for parole either
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referred to the Senate Executive Business and Appropriations
Committees.
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section 120.71, F.S., is aITended as follows:

-

120.71
(1)

f'\ A r_-'�.j,,l BUILDl',G
Ta!l'hassel, FL 32399 0250
SH"-'� ca,ton /

3 5 ,;-

D1squalificat1on of agency personnel.--

Notwithstanding the provisions of s 112.3143, any

individual serving alone or with others as an agency head
--5-h-a-�� may be disaualified from serving in any agency proceeding
for bias, prejudice, or interest, e1'.'---e���-wh-i:-cll
-a-�-m-ay-be--�� when any party to the agency proceeding shows just cause by a suggestion filed within a
reasonable period of time prior to the agency proceeding.
If the disqualified individual holds his position by appoint
ment, the appointing power may appoint a substitute to serve
in the matter from which the individual is disqualified.
If the individual is an elected official, the Governor may
appoint a substitute to serve in the matter from which the
individual is disqualified.

However, if a quorum remains

after the individual is disqualified, it shall not be neces
sary to apooint a substitute to serve in the matter from which
the individual is disqualified.
(2)

Any agency action taken by a duly appointed sub

stitute for a disqualified individual shall be as conclusive
and effective as if agency action had been taken by the
agency as it was constituted prior to any substitution.
(3)

The Administration Commission shall adopt rules of

procedure to implement this section.
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A b1!l to be entitled

l

1

JZ G.__p

l :btc

2

An act re�at1ng to professional regulation;

3

amending s

4

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, renaming a

5

d1v1s1on and board w1th1n the Department of

6

Professional Regulation, adding a paragraph to

7

s

1.4

20.30(2)(a), (3), and (4)(x},
l. 5
l. 6

114 04(1), Florida Statutes, prov1d1ng an

8

add1t1onal circumstance 1n which a vacancy 1n

g

office on a board or comm1ss1on shall occur;

l. 7

10

amending s. 120.71, Florida Statutes, changing

11

procedures for the d1squal1f1cat1on of agency

12

personnel in adm1n1strat1ve proceedings;

13

prov1d1ng for rules; aMend1ng ss

14

310.021(1) and adding a new subsection (1) to

1S

s. 310 151, Florida Statutes, restricting the

16

me'T1.bers of the Board of Pilot Comriissioners who

17

may vote on rate �atters; amending s. 310.131,

18

Florida Statutes, author1zing procedures for

19

the verificat:or. of amounts of pilotage at each

20

port; amending s

21

prov1d1ng for initial license fees for

22

professional licenses, aMer.d:ng s

23

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, authoriz:ng

24

the limited release of cert21n exarn:nation

2S

infornat:on, ame�d:ng s. �55 225, Flor:da

26

Sta�utes, changing complaint procedures

27

involving persons regulated by the department;

28

exempt1nq probable cause panel prcceedings fro�

29

certain notice requirements, amending s.

30

455.241{2), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement,

l.lB

31

au:nor1zing the de�artnent to obtain certain

1 19

310.011 and

455.213(2), Florida Statutes,
455 217(1),

l
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1.8

1 9
l.lO
1.11
1.12
l. 13
1.14
1.15
1.16
1.17
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l

2

3

4

5
6

7

8
9

or co��1ss1on or 50 nercent of such meet1nas during a 12-month

period, whichever is less, without good cause

Section 1:0 71, Flor1da Statutes, is

Section 3

amended to read:
120.71
(1)

D1squal1f1cat1on of agency personnel.--

Notw:.thstand1ng t:"e prov::.sions of s. 112 3143, any

l s

2.84

bias, pre)'..td1.ce, or interest when any party to the agency

3 3

�ha¼i be d1squal1£1ed from serving 1n an agency proceeding for

12

e�he� ea��e� fe� ���e� a :��ge fflay �e �ee��ea

14

l·t

1 lus

proceeding shows JUst cause by a suggestion filed w1th1n a

13

81

1r.d1.'. 1dual se=v::.ng alo::e or with o'thers as an age:1cy head �

10

11

12

3.4

reasonable period of time prior to the agency proceeding, er

3.5

d1squal1f1ed 1nd1v1dual holds his position by appointment, the

3.8

If

the

appo:..nti::g power may appoint a subst.1tute to serve in the

15 j matter !ron •,.;h1ch t�e :..nd1\•1dua:. is d.1squal1f1ed

If the

16

1nd1v1dua:. 1s an e�ected cf!:.c:a�. t�e Governor may appoint a

18

disqualified

20

aoooint a subst1 t'..ite "':.o serve 1n the matter fro:n which t:-le

3.7
3 9

3 11

subst:.tute to serve 1� the natter !re� which the 1�d1v1dual 1s

\3 12

1ndivicual 1s d1squa_l_1,f1ed, it ::hall not be necessary to

3. l 4

1nd1v1dual 1s disaual.if1ed.

3 15

23

subst1t's.:.te for a d:.sq-J.a:.1f1ed i::d1v1dual s;'lall be as

3 .17

25

the agency as it was constituted pr:.or to any substitution

17

19

21

22

( 2)

However£ 1£ a quorum remains after the

Any agency action taker. by a duly appointed

l.lus

l t

241 conclus:.ve ana ef!ect1·,,-e as 1f agency action had been taken by !3 18
26

ill

The Ad"nin:.stration CoITU1":.ss1on shall adoot rules of 11: t

27 I orocedure to imolement this section

28
29

30

Section 4.

amenaed to read·
310.011

Section 310 011, Flor:.da Statutes, 1s

Board of Pilot Comm1ss1oners;

3.20
3 22
1: s

31! q..1al1ficat1ons.--A board is estanl1shed within the D:..v1s1on of \3 24
10
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1

Lbtc

2

An act relating to professional regulation;

3

amending s. 20.30(2)(a), (3), and (4) (x),

4

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, and adding a

5

paragraph thereto, renaming a d1v1s1on and

6

board w1th1n the Department of Professional

7

Regulation, and adding the Board of

8

Acupuncture; amending s. 120.71, Florida

9

Statutes, changing procedures for the

1. 4
1.5
1. 6

1. 7

10

d1squal1£1cat1on of agency personnel in

11

adm1n1strat1ve proceedings; providing for

12

rules; amending ss

13

adding a new subsection (1) to s. 310.151,

14

Florida Statutes, restricting the members of

15

the Board of Pilot Comm1ss1oners who may vote

16

on rate matters; amending s. 310.131, Florida

17

Statutes, authorizing procedures for the

18

ver1f1cat1on of amounts of pilotage at each

19

port, adding a subsection to s. 455.203,

.12

20

Florida Statutes, authorizing peer review of

.13

21

certain health care providers; amending s.

22

455.207(3) and (4), Florida Statutes, providing

23

basis upon which a vacancy can occur on a board

24

and providing that telephone conference calls

.16

25

shall not be included in the definition of

.17

26

"other business of the board",

.19

27

455.213(2), Florida Statutes, providing for

28

initial license fees for professional licenses;

29

amending s. 455 217(1), Florida Statutes, 1982

30

Supplement, authorizing the limited release of

31

certain examination information, creating s.

1.8

310 011 and 310 021(1) and

1

amending s.

.9
.10
.11

.15

.20
.21
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1

{a) D1v1s1on of Examination and L1censure

l:lus

3

(3)

3.52

There shall be a director of the D1v1s1on of

4

Examination and L1censure Aam±fi±e��at±ve Se�v±ees, a director

3.53

5

of the D1v1s1on of Profes31ons, a director of the D1v1s1on of

3.54

6

Regulation, and a director of the D1v1s1on of Real Estate.

3.55

7

Each d1v1s1on director shall directly administer his d1v1s1on

3 56

8

and shall be responsible to the secretary of the department.

3.57

9

(4)

The following boards are established within the

10

Department of Professional Regulation, D1v1s1on of

11

Pro:ess1ons·

12
13
14
15
16
17

l,t
3.59

(x) Board of Profess1onal Land Surveyors, created under

3 60

chapter 472.

(y)

Board of Acupuncture, C-::"eated under part VI of

l.t

chanter 468
Section 2.

Section 120 71, Florida Statutes, is

l,t

amended to read.

18

120. 71

19

(1)

Disqual1f1cation of agency personnel. --

Notwithstanding the provisions of s

112 3143, any

1. s
3.64

20

individual serving alone or w1t:1 others az an agency head may

21

ska±i be disqualified from zerv1ng 1n an agency proceeding for

22

bias, preJud1ce, or interest when any party to the agency

3.67

23

oroceed1nc; shows JUSt caL:se by a .3uggest1on filed w1th1n a

3.68

24

reasonable period of time prior to the agencv proceeding7

3 69

25

If

the

l:lus

3.71

26

disgual i f::.ed individual ho ld.s his posi t.:..on by appointment, the

3.72

27

appointing power may appoint a substitute to serve in the

3. 73

28

matter ::"r:im wnich tb.e J..nd1vidual ls dJ..squ.al1fied.

If the

3.75

29

1nd1v1d�al J..s an elected 0ff1c1al, the Governor may aFpo1nt a

30

substitute to serve in tne matter from which the individual 1s

31

disqualified.

However, 1£ a quorum remains after the
13

3.76
l.lus
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1

1nd1v1dual 1s d1sgual1f1ed, it shall not be necessary to

2

appoint a substitute to serve 1n the matter from which the

3

1nd1v1dual 1s d1sgual1f1ed

4

(2)

3.78

3.79

Any agency action taken by a duly appointed

1.t

5

substitute for a d1squal1f1ed 1nd1v1dual shall be as

3.81

6

conclusive and effective as 1£ agency action had been taken by

3.82

7

the agency as 1t was const1tu�ed prior to any substitution

8
9

(3)

procedure to implement this section.

10
11

The Ad�1n1strat1on Comm1ss1on shall adopt rules of

Section 3.

l.t
3.84

Section 310.011, Florida Statutes, is

4.2

amended to read:

12

310 011

Board of Pilot Comm1ss1oners,

l.s

13

qual1f1cat1ons.--A board 1s established w1th1n the D1v1s1on of

4.4

14

Professions of the Department of Professional Regulation to be

4.5

15

known as the Board of Pilot Comnuss1oners.

16

1n s

17

of whom shall be licensed state pilots actively practicing

18

their profession

19

possess ana. e:-.erci3e such powers relative to the protection of

20

the waters, harbors, and ports of this state as are prescribed

21

and conferred on it in this chapter

1:lus

310 151(1), the noard shall be composed of 10 members, 5

22
23

Exceot as provided

The board shall perform such duties and

Subsection (l) of sect�cn 310 021, Florida

4.9
4.10
"±.11
4.12
Lt

Statutes, 1s amended to read.

24

310. 021

25

(1)

How board constituted. --

The Governor shall appoint five active licensed

1. s
4.15

26

state pilots who shall possess the qualifications specified 1n

"±.17

27

s. 310.011 and five citizens of the state who are not pilots,

4.18

28

two of whom shall be actively involved 1n their professional

29

or business capacity in mar1t1me or marine shipping and three

4.19

30

of whom shall not be involved or monetarily interested 1n the

4.21

31

piloting profession or 1n the maritime industry or marine
H

190-231B-6-3
1

a broker having a principal office located elsewhere 1s

21. 40

2

displayed in such a manner as to reasonably lead the public to

21.41

3

believe that such office 1s owned or operated by such broker.

21.42

4
5

Section 65.

Subsection (1) of section 475 25, Florida

Statutes, 1982 Supplement, 1s amended to read:

6

475.25

7

(1)

l:t
21.44
l.s

D1sc1pl1ne.--

The commission may deny an appl1cat1on for

21.46

8

l1censure, registration, or permit, or renewal thereof, may

9

5Uspend a license or permit for a period not exceeding 10

21. 49

years, may revoke a license or permit, may impose an

21.51

10
11

adrn1n1strat1ve fine not to exceed $1,000 for each count or

12

separate offense, and e� may issue a reprimand, or any or all

1.53

13

of the above, if 1t finds that the licensee, perm1ttee or

1.54

14

applicant,

15

(a)

16
17

Has violated any provision of s. 475.42 or of s.

21.52

l:t

455.227(1);
{b)

Has been guilty of fraud, misrepresentation,

1.57

18

concealment, false promises, false pretenses, dishonest

1.58

19

dealing by trick, scheme, or device, culpable negligence, or

1. 59

20

breach of trust in any business transaction in this state or

1.60

21

any other state, nation, or territory, has violated a duty

22

imposed upon him by law or by the terms of a listing contract,

1. 61

23

written, oral, express, or implied, in a real estate

1.62

24

transaction; has aided, assisted, or conspired with any other

1.63

25

person engaged in any such misconduct and in tvrtherance

1.64

26

thereof; or has formed an intent, design, or scheme to engage

27

in any such misconduct and committed an overt act in

1.65

28

furtherance of such intent, design, or scheme.

1.67

29

1mmater1al to the guilt of the licensee that the victim or

30

intended victim of the misconduct has sustained no damage or

31

loss; that the damage or loss has been sett�ed and paid after
67

It is

1. 68
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l
2

3.

By 1nterpleader or otherwise, seek adJud1cat1on of

22.14

the matter by a court.

3
4

If the licensee promptly employs one of the escape procedures

1: J

5

contained herein, and if he abides by the order or Judgment

22.16

6

resulting therefrom, no adm1n1strat1ve complaint may be filed

7

against the licensee for failure to account for, deliver, or

8

rna1nta1n the escrowed property;

9

(e)

Has violated any of the provisions of this chapter

10

or any lawful order or rule made or issued under the

11

provisions of this chapter or chapter 455;

12

(f)

22.17
22.20
22.21

Has been convicted or found guilty, regardless of

l.t

13

wke�ke� adJudicat1on wae w:�1'...�e;a, of a crime 1n any

l:lus

14

1ur1sd1ction aga�ne� �ke ¼awe e£ ��e e�a�e e� aay e�ker e�a�e

22.25

15

er e£ t�e Ya��ea Sta�ee; which er�me directly relates to the

l:los

16

act1v1t1es of a licensed broker or salesman or involves moral

22 28

17

turpitude or fraudulent or dishonest dealing.

18

nolo contendere shall be considered a conviction for purposes

19

of this paragraph.

20

authenticated in such form as to be admissible in evidence

21

under the laws of the state shall be admissible as prima facie

22.34

22

evidence of such guilt,

22.35

23

(g)

Any plea of

The record of a conviction certified or

Has had a broker's or salesman's license revoked,

24

suspended, or otherwise acted against, or has had an

25

application for such l1censure denied, by the �eal estate

26

licensing agency of another state, territory, or country;

27

(h)

Has shared a commission with, or paid a fee or

l.lus
22.33

Lt
22.37
22.39
l.t

28

other compensation to, a person not properly licensed as a

22.40

29

broker, broker-salesman, or salesman under the laws of this

22.42

30

state, for the referral of real estate business, clients,

22. 43

31

prospects, or customers, or for any one or more of the
69
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*****************************************

Lhbs

2

HOUSE SUMMARY

l .hbs

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Generally relates to the regulation of professions with
respect to the Department of Professional Regulation and
specified professions:
1. DEPARTMENT OF PROFESSIONAL REGULATION--Renames the
D1v1s1on of Adm1n1strat.1ve Services as the D1v1s1on of
Examination and Licensure
Authorizes 1.n1t.1al license fees
of up to $200 for all professions. Changes complaint
procedures by the department and probable cause panels.
Exempts probable cause panel proceedings from certain notice
requirements. Requires the department to conduct certain
peer review of licensed chiropractors and provides
Provides for the creation of vacancies
procedures therefor
on professional boards. Authorizes the appropriate board to
discipline licensees who fail to comply with certain rules
of the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services in
the use of certain laser devices.
2. PILOTS--Restricts the members of the Board of Pilot
Commissioners who may make rate-making decisions.
Authorizes a procedure for verifying the amount of pilotage
at each port.
3. PHYSICIANS--Authorizes the Board of Medical
Examiners, rather than the department, to waive certain
Provides an
educational requirements for licensure
exception to the requirement that physicians report other
physicians in violation of regulatory laws or rules.
Creates the Impaired Professionals Advisory Committee and
specifies its duties. Provides for the use of consultants
to review impaired professionals and provides for
confidentiality of certain information. Provides for
Requires notification of the board
reports of impairment
when a physician 1s disciplined by an ambulatory surgical
Increases
center or a nursing home or its medical staff.
the administrative fine which may be imposed by the Board of
Medical Examiners
4. OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIANS--Authorizes the issuance of
osteopathic faculty certificates. Authorizes the department
to compel such physicians to submit to physical or mental
examinations under certain circumstances and restricts the
use of related information. Expands provisions requiring
the release of certain medical reports during an
investigation.
5
CHIROPRACTIC--Requires the keeping of x-rays as
part of chiropractic records
6. PODIATRY--Requires podiatrists to disclose to the
department whether they accept Medicare assig�ment
reimbursements and provides for publication of a listing of
podiatrists who do
7. NATUROPATHY--Substantially revises the grounds for
disciplinary action against naturopathic physicians to
conform to those for physicians. Authorizes the department
to obtain patient records of naturopathic physicians under
certain circumstances. Increases the license renewal fee.
8. OPTOMETRY--Requires corporations or organizations
which employ optometrists to be licensed as optometric
service plan corporations rather than as hospital and
medical services plans
126
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23
24
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26
27
28
29
30
31

9. NURSING--Author1zes the department to compel nurses
to submit to mental or physical exam1nat1ons under certain
circumstances and restricts the use of related information.
Provides an exception to the requirement that nurses report
other nurses 1n violation of regulatory laws or rules.
Provides for the use of the Impaired Professionals Advisory
Committee consultants with respect to 1mpa1red nurses.
10. PHARMACY--Includes rad1opharmac1es and special
pharmacies as types of pharmacies regulated by the state and
provides for the issuance of permits to such pharmacies
Provides for the issuance of consultant pharmacist licenses.
Provides for the d1sc1pl1ne of pharmacists violating the
Provides additional disciplinary
Federal Drug Abuse Act
action which may be taken by the department or Board of
Pharmacy against pharmacy permittees.
11
NURSING HOME ADMINISTRATION--Provides a 4-year
statute of limitations upon certain grounds for disciplinary
action against nursing home administrators. Limits to
national examinations the presumption of sufficiency for
purposes of licensure of administrators by endorsement
Reduces and changes the membership of the Board of Nursing
Home Administrators.
12. ACUPUNCTURE--Redef1nes acupuncture. Creates a 5member Board of Acupuncture and authorizes the board to
adopt rules. Changes the qualifications for cert1f1cation
to practice acupuncture. Entitles certain persons trained
1n the Orient to certification without examination.
Authorizes the board to prescribe continuing education
requirements and removes the cap on certification fees.
Authorizes certain persons to retake portions of the
examination
ENGINEERING--Proh1bits persons not registered as
13
engineers from holding themselves out to the public as being
registered. Changes the types of proJects on which certain
contractors may work without being licensed as an engineer.
LAND SURVEYING--Renames the regulatory board for
14
land surveying as the Board of Professional Land Surveyors.
Changes examination prerequisites for applicants for
licensure as land surveyors. Expands the grounds for
disciplinary action.
ACCOUNTANCY--Increases the membership of the Board
15
of Accountancy from 7 to 9. Revises provisions relating to
inactive status of accountants 1 licenses and provides a 4year limitation upon such status. Provides exceptions.
16. VETERINARY MEDICINE--Prohibits unlicensed persons
from vacc1nat1ng animals for certain communicable diseases.
Authorizes unlicensed veterinarians to practice under the
supervision of a licensed veterinarian while awaiting
licensure examination results. Repeals curr�nt provisions
relating to temporary permits to practice veterinary
rned1c1ne.
17. REAL ESTATE--Authorizes the Real Estate Comm1ss1on
to refund application and license fees under certain
Prohibits the l1censure of persons who have
circumstances
unlawfully acted or attempted to act as real estate brokers
or salesmen in the state within 1 year of applying for
licensure. Requires educational institutions and real
estate schools to notify the Real Estate Comm1ss1on of
persons satisfactorily completing certain educational
requirements. Provides for the expiration of certain
appl1cat1ons. Requires recertification of applicants who do
127
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28
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not request 1n1t1al l1censure. Requires branch offices to
be managed by an on-site broker or broker-salesman. Expands
the appl1cab1l1ty of grounds for d1sc1pl1nary action to
perm1tees as well as licensees and changes certain grounds.
Requires operators, chief adm1n1strators and instructors at
real estate schools to meet real estate broker or salesman
l1censure requirements. Changes certain exemptions for such
persons
Provides an exception to notice requirements of
claims against the Real Estate Recovery Fund. Increases
limits of amounts which may be paid from the Real Estate
Recovery Fund for certain Judgments and claims.
18. BARBERING--Requ1res the l1censure of barbering
instructors and provides qualifications therefor
Deletes
provisions relating to the renewal of license of retired
Restricts the practice of barbers' assistants.
barbers
Requires the display of barber shop registration
certificates and barbers I licenses. Requires barber
services to be provided in registered barber shops and
provides exceptions.
19. COSMETOLOGY.--Exempts certain persons from
provisions regulating cosmetology, including physicians,
surgeons, podiatrists, nurses, barbers, and certain publicly
employed cosmetologists. Authorizes the Board of
Cosmetology to impose continuing education requirements upon
cosmetologists. Authorizes a variety of licensure
examinations
Prohibits unlicensed practice and certain
other acts and provides a penalty. Provides for the
discipline of continuing education providers. Prohibits
violations of regulatory provisions
Provides additional
disciplinary actions for violations. Requires cosmetology
services to be provided in licensed salons and provides
exceptions
20. MASSAGE--Clarifies the definition of massage and
clarifies license renewal requirements
Clarifies
disciplinary action provisions. Deletes provisions for the
regulation of financial responsibility and insurance
coverage of massage establishments.
21. ARCHITECTURE.--Increases licensure and examination
fees.
22. LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE--Provides examination
requirements for licensure. Increases initial licensure and
examination fees
23. OPTICIANS--Changes licensure requirements.
24. PHYSICAL THERAPY--Provides additional disciplinary
action for certain violations by physical therapists.
25. CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTING--Restricts the effect of
Requires cities and
certification by the department
counties to require contractors seeking building permits to
verify state licensure. Changes a ground fo� disciplinary
action
26. ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING--Increases licensure and
examination fees. Adds a ground for disciplinary action.
27. PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES--Changes the qualifications
for licensure as a psychologist. Chanqes licensure
requirements for clinical social workers, marriage and
family therapists, mental health counselors, and school
psychologists
Changes the exemption from licensure as
psychologists for certain employees of educational
institutions.
28
INACTIVE STATUS OF LICENSES GENERALLY--With
respect to regulation of medical practitioners, osteopathic
128
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physicians, ch1ropract1c physicians, podiatrists,
optometrists, dentists and dental hyg1erusts, nursing home
adm1n1strators, funeral directors and embalmers, engineers,
land surveyors, veter.1nar1ans, real estate brokers and
salesmen, barbers, cosmetologists and cosmetology
instructors, masseurs, architects, landscape architects,
opt1c1ans, and psychologists, cl1n1cal social workers,
marriage and family therapists, mental health counselors,
and school psycholog.1sts, mod1f1es prov1s1ons relating to
placement of a license 1n an 1nact.1ve status 1n order to
provide for relative un1form.1ty throughout the
aforementioned professions. Pursuant thereto, requires
licensees to apply to the Department of Professional
Regulation for inactive status and authorizes the department
or other regulatory agency to prescribe a fee therefor and a
Limits the period of
fee for renewal of inactive status
inactive status to 4 years, and provides that, unless such
status is renewed or the license is reactivated within said
period, the license shall automatically expire. Modifies
continuing education requirements. Grandfathers in all
licensees whose licenses are inactive on the effective date
of the act by providing that such licensees may retain such
status for 4 years from said date (regardless of how long
said licensees may have been inactive prior thereto),
whereupon said licenses shall expire if no further action
has been taken by the licensees to renew or reactivate.
In addition to such changes, the bill:
1. Requires the Department of Professional Regulation
to study procedures used to qualify foreign-speaking Florida
residents to practice professions and the need for the
regulation of legal and court interpreters
2. Provides that any person who uses certain laser
devices or products without complying with certain rules of
the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services 1s
guilty of a second degree misdemeanor
Changes provisions in the Administrative Procedures
3
Act relating to the disqual1f1cation of agency personnel 1n
agency proceedings. Provides that a d1squal1fied person
need not be replaced 1£ a quorum remains and requires the
Adm1n1strat1on Commission to adopt rules

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
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A bill to be entitled

11
21

An act relating to physicians; amending s

41

Supplement; providing an ex�mption from

6

Florida Statutes; providing for prevention and

7

treatment programs for impaired physicians;

8

provJrl1ng for an advisory committee; providing

9

for consultants; providing for confident1al1ty;

458.33l(l)(f), Florida Statutes, 1982

31

rr '/"
r.

s"''"• _

11
12

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida·

13
Section 1.

14

Paragraph (f) of subsection (1) of section

15

458.331, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, 1s amended to

16

read:
458.331

17
18

Grounds for disciplinary action; action by th�

board.-(1)

19

The following acts shall constitute grounds for

20

which the disciplinary actions specified in subsection (2) may

21

be taken:
(f)

22

Failing to report to the department any person who

23

the licensee knows is in violation of this chapter er of the

24

rules of the department or the board; however, a licensee need

25

not report such a person if the person is actively

26

participating in a program approved by the board for the

27

treatment of a �sical or mental condition which renders the

28

person unable to practice_medicine with reasonable skill ar.d

29

safety.

30
31

Section 2.

, loo
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providing an effective date.
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disciplinary provisions; creating s. 458.3311,
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Section 458.3311, Florida Statutes, is

created to read:
1
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458,3311

3/

(1)

Treatment programs for impaired

2] professionals, advis?ry committee; consultants.--

There is hereby created the impaired professionals

41 advisory committee, the composition of which shall be

SI

6

7

determined by rule of the board.
(2)
(a)

The committee shall,

Advise the board as to appropriate policies and

Bl guidelines to be utilized in approving providers and

91 preventive and rehabilitative programs directed to impaired

101 professionals;
111

(b)

12 board;
1
(c)
13

Act as liaison between approved providers and the
Promote education programs on impairment for

141

facility chiefs of staff, local medical soc1et1es 1 medical

16

medical auxiliaries, and other professional groups to enhance

18

treatment options available through approved providers;

15\ schools, post-graduate training programs, specialty societies,
17

191

201

211

22

231

241

251
26

27

28

understanding of addictive and mental disorders and the
(d)

Advise the board on the continuation and expansion

(e)

Disseminate information on the treatment programs.

of treatment programs for impaired professionals; and
(3)

The department may retain one or more consultants

as recommended by the committee and approved by the board.

The consultant shall assist the board and the department 1n

carrying out the responsibilities of this section.
(4)

The board is authorized to adopt rules setting

forth appropriate �riteria for approval of providers to engage

in preventive and rehabilitative programs involving impaired

29

professionals.

31

involving an impaired physician who may be in violation of

30

(S)

Information and knowledge of the consultant
2
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this chapter or of the rules of the board or department, but

2

who is actively participating in a board approved program

3

shall not constitute a complaint as defined in s. 455.225.

4

The approved program provider shall disclose to the consultant

5

information in its possession regarding an impaired physician

6

in treatment.

7

pursuant to this section shall be exempt from disclosure under

8

s. 119.07, and shall be held confidential subject to the

9

provisions of subsection (6).

10

(6)

All information obtained by the consultant

If in the opinion of the consultant, after

11

consultation with the provider, the impaired physician

12

enrolled in an approved treatment program does not progress

13

satisfactorily, then the consultant shall disclose to the

14

department all information in his possession regarding such

15

physician and such disclosure shall constitute a complaint

161 pursuant to the general provisions of s. 455.225.

A

17

consultant who makes a disclosure to the department pursuant

18

to this subsection shall not be subject to civil liability for

19

such disclosure or its consequence.

20
21

Section 3.

This act shall take effect October l, 1983.

22

*****************************************

23

SENATE SUMMARY

24
25

Provides for preventive and rehabilitative programs for
medical doctors impaired by addictive or mental
disorders.

26
27
28
29
30
31

3
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A bill to be entitled

1

2

An act relating to impaired physicians and

3

nurses; amending s. 458.331(l}(f}, Florida

4

Statutes, 1982 Supplement; requiring reporting

5

of physicians 1n v1olat1on of law; creating s.

6

458.3311, Florida Statutes; establishing an

7

impaired professional advisory committee under

8

the board of medical examiners; providing for

9

approval of treatment programs and providers;

10

providing for the mon1tor1ng of physicians in

11

such programs; providing for conf1dent1al1ty;

12

providing for respons1b1l1ty of the Department

13

of Professional Regulation; amending s.

14

464.018(1) (i}, Florida Statutes; requiring

15

reporting of nurses in violation of law;

16

creating s. 464.0185, Florida Statutes;

17

providing for nurse membership on the impaired

18

professionals advisory committee; providing for

19

retention and responsibilities of consultant i

20

providing for confidentiality; providing an

21

effective date.
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22
23

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

24

Section 1

25

Paragraph (f) of subsection (1) of section

26

458.331, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, is amended to

27

read:

28
29

458.331

Grounds for disciplinary action; action by the

board. --

30
31
l
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1

( 1)

The following acts shall constitute grounds for

2

which the d1sc1pl1nary actions specified 1n subsection (2) may

3

be taken.

4

(f)

Failing to report to the department any person who

5

the licensee knows 1s in violation of this chapter or of the

6

rules of the department or the board; however, 1£ the licensee

7

verifies that the person 1s actively participating 1n a board

8

approved program for the treatment of a physical or mental

9

condition, then the licensee shall be required to report such

10

person to an impaired professionals consultant only.
Section 2.

11
12

created to read:
458.3311

13

14

Section 458.3311, Florida Statutes, 1s
Treatment programs for 1mpa1red

professionals, advisory committee, consultants.-(1)

15

There 1s hereby created the impaired professionals

16

advisory committee, the composition of which shall be

17

determined by rule of the board, and shall include the

18

secretary of the department or his des1gnee.

19

(2)

The committee shall,

20

(a)

Advise the board as to appropriate policies and

21

guidelines to be utilized in approving providers and

22

preventive and rehabilitative programs directed to impaired

23

professionals,

24
25

26

(b)

Act as liaison between approved providers and the

( C)

Promote education programs on impairment for

board;

27

facility chiefs of staff, local medical societies, medical

28

schools, post-graduate training programs, specialty societies,

29

medical auxiliaries, and other professional groups to enhance

30

understanding of add1ct1ve and mental disorders and the

31

treatment options available through approved providers;
2
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(d)

Advise the board on the continuation and expansion

of treatment programs for 1mpa1red professionals; and

3

(e)

Disseminate information on the treatment programs.

4

(3)

The department may retain one or more 1mpa1red

5

professionals consultants as recommended by the committee and

6

approved by the board.

7

impaired phys1c1anr or a phys1c1an licensed under chapter 458

8

or chapter 459, or a psychiatrist as defined 1n s.

9

394.455(2)(b).

A consultant shall be a recovered

The consultant shall assist the board and the

10

department 1n carrying out the respons1b1l1t1es of this

11

section.

12

( 4)

The board 1s authorized to adopt rules setting

13

forth appropriate criteria for approval of providers to engage

14

1n preventive and rehabilitative programs involving impaired

15

professionals.

16

(5)

Information and knowledge of the consultant

17

involving an impaired physician who may be in violation of

18

this chapter or of the rules of the board or department shall

19

not constitute a complaint as defined in s. 455.225, so long

20

as the licensee 1s progressing satisfactorily in a board

21

approved program.

22

request disclose to the consultant all information in its

23

possession regarding an impaired physician in treatment.

24

information obtained by the consultant pursuant to this

25

section shall be exempt from disclosure under s. 119 07, and

26

shall be held confidential subJect to the provisions of

27

subsection (6).

28

(6)

The approved program provider shall upon
All

If in the opinion of the consultant, after

29

consultation with the provider, the impaired physician

30

enrolled in an approved treatment program does not progress

31

satisfactorily, then the consultant shall disclose to the
3
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l

department all information 1n his possession regarding such

2

physician and such disclosure shall constitute a complaint

3

pursuant to the general provisions of s. 455.225.

4

the consultant concludes that 1mpa1rment affects a licensee's

s

practice constituting an immediate serious danger to the

6

public health, safety or welfare, such conclus1on shall be

7

communicated to the secretary of the department.

8

licensee or approved program provider who makes a disclosure

9

to the department pursuant to this section or s. 458.331(1)(£)

10

shall not be subJect to c1v1l l1ab1l1ty for such disclosure or

11

its consequence.

12
13

Section 3.
464.018

15

(1)

17

A consultant

Paragraph (1) of subsection (1) of section

464.018, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

14
16

Whenever

Disciplinary actions.--

The following acts shall be grounds for

disciplinary action set forth in this section:
(l)

Failing to report to the department any person who

18

the licensee knows is in violation of this chapter or of the

19

rules of the department or the board; however, if the licensee

20

verifies that the person is actively participating in a board

21

approved program for the treatment of a physical or mental

22

condition, then the licensee shall be required to report such

23

person to an impaired professionals consultant only.

24

Section 4

25

created to read:

26
27
28

464.0185

Section 464.0185, Florida Statutes, is
Treatment programs for impaired

professionals; advisory committee; consultants
( l)

The board shall appoint a licensee who shall serve

29

on the impaired professionals advisory committee established

30

by s. 458 3311

31
4
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The department may retain one or more 1mpa1red

2

professionals consultants as recommended and approved by the

3

board.

4

board and treatment programs approved pursuant to chapter 458

5

which provide services to nursing licensees.

6

The consultant shall act as a liaison between the

(3)

Information and knowledge of the consultant

7

involving an impaired nurse who may be 1n violation of this

8

chapter or of the rules of the board or department, shall not

9

constitute a complaint as described in s. 455.225, so long as

10

the licensee 1s progressing satisfactorily in an approved

11

program.

12

disclose to the consultant all 1nformat1on in its possession

13

regarding an impaired nurse in treatment.

14

obtained by the consultant pursuant to this section shall be

15

exempt from disclosure under s. 119.07, and shall be held

16

confidential subJect to the provisions of subsection (4).

17

( 4)

The approved program provider shall upon request
All information

If 1n the opinion of the consultant, after

18

consultation with the provider, the impaired nurse enrolled in

19

an approved treatment program does not progress

20

satisfactorily, then the consultant shall disclose to the

21

department all information in his possession regarding such

22

nurse and such disclosure shall constitute a complaint,

23

pursuant to the general provisions of s. 455.225.

24

the consultant concludes that impairment affects a licensee's

25

practice, constituting an immediate serious danger to the

26

public health, safety or welfare, such conclusion shall be

27

communicated to the secretary of the department.

28

consultant, licensee or approved program provider who makes a

29

disclosure pursuant to this section or s. 464.018(1)(1) shall

30

not be subJect to civil liability for such disclosure or its

31

consequences.

Whenever

A

5
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Section 5.
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This act shall take effect October 1, 1983.
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6
7
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10
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13
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Senator Myers

SUMMARY:

A.

Present Situation:
Section 458.331, Florida Statutes, provides that disciplinary
action may be taken against physicians licensed pursuant to
chapter 458, for certain acts by such physicians, including
among other things, failing to report to the Department of
Professional Regulation {DPR) any person whom the physician
knows is in violation of the chapter or rules of the department
or the Board of Medical Examiners.
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3.

SUBJECT:

@

1.
2.

REFERENCE

__}_'if_ (,c!nn /2_)_7_
B.

Chapter 458, Florida Statutes, makes no provision for treatment
of impaired physicians, though DPR operates an impaired
physician treatment program pursuant to rules of the
department.
Effect of Proposed Changes:

This bill provides that a physician need not report to the
department any person violating chapter 458 or department or
board rules if such person is actively participating in a
program approved by the board for the treatment of a physical
or mental condition which renders the person unable to practice
medicine with reasonable skill and safety.
This bill creates section 458.3311, Florida Statutes, which
provides for treatment programs for impaired professionals, as
well as an advisory committee and consultants for such
programs.

The bill provides that the advisory committee will be composed
of persons determined by rule by the Board of Medical
Examiners, and such committee shall advise the board on
policies and guidelines as well as continuation and expansion
of the program. The committee shall act as a liaison between
persons providing treatment to impaired professionals and the
board, and shall disseminate information and promote education
programs on impairment.
The bill provides that the department may retain consultants
recommended by the committee and approved by the board, to
assist the board and the department in implementing the
impairment treatment programs. The board is authorized to
adopt rules for such programs.

This bill provides that information of the consultant involving
an impaired physician who may be violating this chapter or
applicable rules shall not constitute a complaint against such
physician as defined in section 455.225, so long as such
physician is actively participating in a board approved

• REVISED:

BILL NO. SB 0738

DATE:

May__2_,_ 1983

Page

2

program. All such information is confidPntial and exempt from
disclosure under section 119.07.
However, if the consultant, in consultation with the persan
providing treatment to the impaired physician, determines that
the impaired physician is not making satisfactory progress,
then such information shall constitute a complaint pursuant to
section 455.225. A consultant who discloses such information
to the department is exempt from civil liability for such
disclosure.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
None.

B.

Government:
The Department of Professional Regulation currently is funded
for the impaired physician treatment program it operates by
rule. DPR r�ports that such funding 1s $150,000 for FY 82-83,
consisting entirely of trust funds generated from licensure
fees. According to DPR, there is no general revenue used to
fund this program. DPR has requested $140,950 to fund this
program in FY 83-84.

III.

COMMENTS:
None.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:
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2.
3.

SUBJECT:

f\

1.

REFERENCE

Section 458,331, Florida Statutes, provides that disciplinary
action may be taken against physicians licensed pursuant to
chapter 458, for certain acts by such physicians, including
among other things, failing to report to the Department of

Professional Regulation (DPR) any person whom the physicir'n
knows is in violation of the chapter or rules of the depa.::tment

/2 7'1' or the Board of Medical Examiners. Section 464.018, Florida
---; Statutes, provides for similar discipline for nurses.

B.

Neither chapter 458 nor 459, Florida Statutes, makes provision
for treatment of impaired physicians, though DPR operates an
impaired physician treatment program pursuant to rules of the
department.
Effect of Proposed Changes:

This bill requires a physician to report to the department any
person violating chapter 458 or department or board rules, and
a nurse to so report any person violating chapter 464 or
applicable rules, but if the physician or nurse verifies that
such person is actively participating in a program approved by
the board for the treatment of a physical or mental condition,
then the physician or nurse shall report such person to an
impaired professionals consultant only.

This bill creates sections 458.3311 and 464.0185, Florida
Statutes, which provide for treatment programs for impaired
professionals, as well as an advisory committee and consultants
for such programs.

The bill provides that the advisory committee will be composed
of persons determined by rule by the Board of Medical
Examiners, including the Secretary of DPR or his designee and a
nurse, and such committee shall advise the board on policies
and guidelines as well as continuation and expansion of the
program. The committee shall act as a liaison between persons
providing treatment to impaired professionals and the board,
and shall disseminate information and promote education
programs on impairment.

The bill provides that the department may retain consultants
recommended by the committee and approved by the board, to
assist the board and the department in implementing the
impairment treatment programs. Requires that such consultant
for physicians shall be a recovered impaired physician, or a
psychiatrist, or a physician licensed under chapter 458 or 459.
The board is authorized to adopt rules for such programs.
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This bill provides that information of the consultant involving
an impaired physician or nurse who may be violating chapters
458 or 464, or applicable rules, shall not constitute a
complaint against such physician or nurse as defined in section
455.225, so long as such physician or nurse is actively
participating in a board-approved program. All such
information is confidential and exempt from disclosure under
section 119.07.
However, if the consultant, in consultation with the person
providing treatment to the impaired physician or nurse,
determines that the impaired physician or nurse is not making
satisfactory progress, then such information shall constitute a
complaint pursuant to section 455.225. A consultant, licensee
or approved program provider who discloses information to the
department pursuant to this bill is exempt from civil liability
for such disclosure.
Requires consultant to report to DPR any physician or nurse
under treatment whose impairment constitutes an immediate,
serious danger to the public.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
None.

B.

Government:
The Department of Professional Regulation currently is funded
for the impaired physician treatment program it operates by
rule. DPR reports that such funding is $150,000 for FY 82-83,
consisting entirely of trust funds generated from licensure
fees. According to DPR, there is no general revenue used to
fund this program. DPR has requested $140,950 to fund this
program in FY 83-84.

III.

COMMENTS:
None.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:
None,

STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES CONTAINED IN
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE BILL

0738

1.

Requires licensed doctors and nurses to report any person
violating chapters 458 and 464, respectively, to the
Department of Professional Regulation (DPR}, but requires that
such person be reported only to an impaired professionals
consultant if such person is actively participating in a
impaired professionals treatment program approved by the Board
�f Medical Examiners.

2.

Provides that the impaired professionals advisory committee
shall include the Secretary of DPR or his designee.

3,

Requires that an impaired professionals consultant for
physicians shall be a psychiatrist, or recovered impaired
physician, or a physician licensed under chapter 458 or 459.

4.

Provides protection from civil liability for disclosures
required by this bill, to licensee and approved program
providers, as well as to consultants.

5,

Provides for a nurse to be a member of the impaired
professionals advisory committee.

6.

Extends treatment program for impaired professionals to
nurses.

7.

Requires impaired professionals consultants to report to DPR
any licensee under treatment whose impairment constitutes an
immediate serious danger to the public.
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